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1rorities, frats. 
r pare for Spring 
· ,take process 
I~ 
l which was held l:ue last 
month, Watkins met with 
the pres idents. advisors 
and m-take coordinmors of 
each chapter to revie w 
University guidelines for 
bri~ging_ 111 i\i,:w 1_neml>ers. 
t. 
' 
. 
- , 
t,.l. Basically. 11 1s an 
in!rodu~tory or 
onenta11on-type meeting 
explaining the ru les , 
regu lat ions . po licies and 
procedures on how to bring 
ne\\ member, into the 
different Greek-leller 
organizations :· Watkins 
said. 
IIBelinda Lightfoot-Watkins, 
~udent Activities Dire ctor 
According to Watkins, 
each organization 
interes ted in hav ing 
membership in-take. must 
ll!eCl certain requirCl)lCnlS 
given by the Umversny. 
. "The University always 
~ onlca M. Lewis 
lltop Statt Writer 
,.i this lime of year, the 
I Uni ver,it y c ampus b 
I with q uc,tion , about 
lrcel--lt!ner org_unitation, 
Pan-1 lcllcnic Council are 
line ... 
11bng to S1udcn1 Acti, itic, 
r Belinda Lightt,101-
onl) three of the P:m-
1\ eiglu frjternitic~ and 
1 ba,e been approved to 
trmb.:rship in-1a, c period jtc,ter. The Alpha Phi 
of Sigma Gamma Rho 
Ille Beta Chapter of Alpha 
Fraternity and 1he Alpha 
r Omega Psi Phi have all 
Rd for m-take procedures 
I the Office of S1uden1 
t-. \!embers of both the 
· 1pter$ of Alphn Kappa 
11d Delta Sigma Thew 
voted not 10 ha, e a 
ip in-take period this 
Ii, point in the seme,ier. 
ftt thought il was in their 
l n0l l0 have in-lake this 
Marianc Hull, advisor to 
appn Alpha ·s Alpha 
~ !embers of the chapter) 
ded 10 wait until next 
Wright. first vice-
for Della Sigma Theta ·s 
hapter. echoed Hull's 
a decision m:,de by 1he 
hold off on in-take this 
id Wright. a senior 
y major. 
rs re lated lO both 
,aid the organizations 
forced 10 forgo in-take 
s by their respective 
adquarters. 
s mcl with the 
ions · i ntcrested in 
gin the membership in-
mandatory meeting. 
prevails [over the organizations 
natio_nal rules and standards!." 
Watkms said. "The organizations 
arc here at the permission of the 
University.'' Watkins added that 
failure to adhere 10 the Univer.,i1y·s 
guidelines could cause for tlle 
chapter to receive a suspension 
front performing activi ties on 
c:1111pu,. In addition. if the national 
headquarter, of a certain fr.iternity 
or sorority found rca~on 10 ,uspend 
a chapter. Howard would go along 
with their decision. 
.. [Frmernities and sororities! 
can not exist autonomously.'' she 
snid. 
For those s tudents who are 
interested in _i,oing out for next 
school year. Watkins urged those 
students who are inte rested in 
joining a fraternity or sorority 10 
a,~id faking part ,n pre-pledging 
acll\ 11tes. 
··Students arc not expected to 
do pre-pledginl! activitie~ such as 
running erranils for prospective 
'big sisters ' or giving up their 
money;· Watkins said. 
Walkins :1dded that ~ometimes. 
prospective members bring such 
actions on themselves . 
·'Folks want 10 be in a fraternity 
or sorority so badly. they'll do just 
abou1 anything they 1hink will 
help;· Watkins- said . --Folks will 
simply do whatever:· 
However. Watkins said 1here are 
legitimate actions which 
prospective~ can take s uch as 
attending '!ny progrJms thrown by 
the organ,zauon and gen ,ng 10 
know its members. 
"You can't control the actions of 
all the members o f each 
organization:· Watkins s aid. 
acknowledging 1hal members _of 
some organ11,auons abuse potenual 
members both mentally and 
physically. "That kind o_f behavior 
will jeopardiz_c the ex1 5-.1ence .. of 
each organi,auon 1n the Ju1ure. 
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T h e B lack Histor y Month 
t h eme fo r t h is week 1s 
Science and Techn ology. 
Throughout this issue ofThe 
HILLTOP you can find 
stor ies about the Brother!'l 
and Sisters who !"!ave 
con t r ibu ted to. various 
scientific and medical fiel ds. 
We invite you to celebrate 
the accompl ishmcn ts <?f 
B rothers like Rosc_oe Lewis 
McKinney who, 1n 1~231• 
became a p r ofessor or 
anatomy at. Howard 
U n iversity Medical School. 
H is research qn ~h e 
utilization of rad1of!-cL1ve 
isotop_cs by cells and t issue} 
-?>.,:;ll/ "'"'""• put HU in the forefront o 
medicin e. 1 . 
'l'ake a moment to earn 
surgeon John W. C henaulh, wh_o, as_ thfuh~=d e~f 
edic s urgery at A ndrew nospArta l -•~n Bsoar~ of 
a became a diplomat of the m cnc 
die S urgery in Febr ua ry 1950. . thing new 
put this issue down ,vithout learning some 
our gloriou s. 
P enomena poet captures 
Cramton ·Auditoriulll cro"\Vd 
By Erin F. McKinney 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
''When it looked like the sun 
wasn't gonna shine any more. I 
found my rainbow in 1hc clouds." 
Dr. Maya Angelou sang these 
words in her famous alto voice as 
she approached lhe lectern 
Tuesday evening. An anxious 
crowd of admirers rose to 1hei r 
feet with cheers as she bowed 
humbly. 
Angelou gave a heart-fell. 
en tertaining performance al 
Cramton Auditor ium. T he 
English Depanment and HUSA 
invued Angelou 10 pay. tribute to 
African-American women in the 
acndemy. 
included Georg ia Douglas 
Johnson, James Weldon Johnson, 
Naiomi Long Magic, Mona Lake 
Jones and Gwendolyn Brooks. 
Angelou read the poems with 
such passion. as if they were her 
own. 
"She pul a lot of emot ion and 
life in to each poem and had 
everyone's eyes 1n the audience 
filled with icars.'' seni or Ayanna 
Williams said. 
During her speech. Angelou 
urged lhe audience to write aown 
each poet's name she spoke of 
and challenged everyone to look 
them up :11 a local library. 
Nata lie Swift. a freshman 
majoring in broadcast journal ism. 
was inspired by Angelou. 
"I found my rainbow In the clouds.'' 
Angelou was greeted with a 
few words from the Chairman of 
the English Oepanment, Dr. 
E leanor W. Tray lor: HUSA 
Preside111, Chid iadi Akoma; and 
Dean of Academic Affairs, Dr. 
Or la ndo Tay lor. Was hington 
D.C.'s first lady. Corn Barry also 
said a few words and Jlresented 
Angelou with a Certi ficate of 
Honorary Citi zenship. 
"She was very enl ightening 
and inspirational. She helped me 
take notice to the poe ts she 
quoted and I do plan 10 ~o look 
up each one in 1he library.' Swift 
said. 
With a deep, strong voice and 
graceful gestures. Angelo u 
started the night's performance 
with a ser ies of poems. The 
words rol led off her tongue as 1he 
aud iences paid close :it1cntion. 
like a group of kinderganners 
duri ng story 1ime. 
One of the firs t subjec ts 
Angelo u addressed was t he 
imponance of nol onl y 
recognizing African-American 
men. but women 100. 
" I would remind us all that 
people live in direct relation with 
the heroes and sherocs we have.'' 
Angelou said. , 
The auditorium was filled with 
shouts and claps of praise as 
Anaclou shared an anecdote to 
exp-ress her feelings for Howard 
Universil}. 
"My heart is at Howard. For 
years I grew up in a smal l village 
m Arkansas," Angelou explai ned. 
" I thought when good chi ldren 
died they went to heaven and 
became angels. And when angels 
died. they went to heaven and 
then to Howard." · 
Angelou said the answer l0 the 
survival of African Americans in 
this country is found within Black 
poetry. 
"Those are 1hc words of what 
people have to say nbou1 
themselves. Non-Blacks 1ry to 
write nboul the experiences of 
Blacks. bu1 it can not be done 
correctly because of 
misin formati on,'' the poe1 said. 
Along with the poetry of o ther 
ar1is1s, Angelou performed a few 
of her own pieces. This included 
a poem she rec11ed on the 
"Arsenio Ha ll'' show called 
"Seven Women's Blessed 
Assurance." With each woman 
described in this poem. A11gelou 
c hanged fac ia l exp ressions, 
voices and body movement to 
give lhe audie nce a physical 
portrayal of each. 
Members of the crowd were 
left with something to think 
about. 
·'She really made you think 
abou1 who rou are as a Black 
person and 1l made you take a 
minute to look inside yourself,'' 
pre-med sophomore Lawrence 
Manier said. 
A ngelou's nu mber of 
accompl ishments is 100 long to 
lisl bu t not lO0 long to go 
unmen tioned. As a poet, 
educator, historian. best-selling 
aut ho r. producer. c i vii rights 
activist. director and friend, her 
appearaoce was well received. 
" I love Maya Angelou and I 
hope she understands how much all 
Howard women love her." studio 
art senior Mail issa Yamba said. 
"She is truly a phenomenal 
woman.'' 
And what a bener way lo end 
her speech than wilh one of her 
mos t famous works of art, 
''Phenomenal Woman: · With a 
standing oval ion at the start of the 
poem Maya Angelou began: 
' I'm a woman. PHENOMINALLY!' 
Angelou saitg verses from two 
19th cen tury folk songs and 
recited different poems to 
describe African-American love. 
A few o f the poets quoted 
"Many people wonder where 
my secret I ies. I'm nol cute or 
built to suit a fashioo model's size. 
When I try 10 show them, 1hey 
think I'm telling lies. l say it's in 
the reach of my arms. the span of 
my hips. 1he stride of my step. the 
curl of my lips. I'm a woman, 
phenomenally. Phenomenal 
woman. that's ·me." 
Politicians share similar platforms 
at first General Assembly Speakout 
HUSA and Undergraduate Trustee candidates listen intently to students ' questions posed by moderator Matthew Watley. 
HUSA presidency. "People need 10 Barney, ho_wever, could not leadershi p. Leadership needs to 
By Sadarie J. Chambliss 
Hilltop Statt Writer 
Undergraduate and graduate 
candidates voiced similar concerns 
and campaign themes in the first 
annual General Assembly Elections 
Speakout held Monday 11ish1. And 
despite recent claims o t student 
apathy, concerned student voters 
almost filled the School of Business 
Auditori um to here what their 
student politicians had 10 say. 
"With the undergraduate and 
graduate students muted there are 
no extuses. I have made a covenant 
with the Univers ity to improve 
registration," said Earamichica 
Brown, vice presidential runni ng 
mate of Jamal Jones-Dulani for the 
commit." contain lus excitement. capture the needs of all the 
Shawn Barney and Kofi Rashid. " I'm excited about P-1-P, s tudents,'' Alston said. "Sn1denls 
also HUSA presidential and vice Progress Intcllig~n1ly Planne~," are consumer _advocates and we 
liresiclential candidates. said they Barney said of lt1s and runnmg want to be a voice of the students." lave examined possible solutions 10 ma1e Rashid's campaign pla1forn1 . Prcs id,entia l . and . vice 
the regis~ation problems. . "Before we leave. [ wa!ll 10 pass on pres1denual candidates Ch1qmta 
"Whal ,g the key for an effectt ve the exc11~m~nt and d_n ve. because James a!'d Shyra Gregory .. said 
job? To take problems !Oward campu:~ hfc ,s SOl\~ethmg we should H<_>ward 1s no1 JUSI a busmess a!ld 
solution. To a1cl registrati on _we be exc1\ed about. . . ,, 1s 10 revive what the Umversny 
wou ld estab lish a se rvice Pres1den11al cand1da1e Melanie used to have. 
endowment," Barney said. "We Alston and runni ng male Oronde "l believe and a_ccept c_hange, 
have asked compimics lo _ donate Miller s~id 1hey feel it is irnport~nt but we want to rev ive mo11va11oi~ 
services instead o t money.' to establish efhc1ency m operatmg and pron101e Black le~d_ersh,p, 
The audience was receptive 10 the Universi_lY, and thal il can O!'IY James said. "The ad1,i;irn1slra1ton 
Barney's suggestion but moderator be acco_mphshed by encouragmg must lead b)'. examp_le. . 
Manhew Watley cha_racleri_zed pas! sm~ent mvolven!ent. . . Pres,dential can~tdate Demetna 
speakouts as •'taping ol ' R1ck1 ·Howard University ,s at the Edwards and run ning mate Jabar, 
Lake' shows" and urged the crossroads and wa nt a 
audience to remain positive. redeve lopnJenl in student Sec. CAMPAIGN, A3 
A2 THE HILLTOP 
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Mysterious burglaries shake Bethune Ha 
Residents, Campus Police.point to master key mismanagement a_s Cf!,US 
------ - ----- since Dec. 14, thieves have' s tolen she was burglarized again. Campus Police said this is an their safety. belong in your suite. chall 
By Rasheeda Crayton electrical ap pliances such as . "The second time, l left at two inside job and cites the master key "I want a guard sitting outside person. Faod out :,vho they 
Hilltop Staff Writer telephones, answering machines, and returned at three-thirty, and situation is a problem. my door 24-7," Tiffany "Ragin, a what they're domg," 
VCR's and television sets. they had taken my stuff again." "These are internal burglaries. Bethune resident who w_orries she An_d Dawson suggested 
''They took my television,"Tina Stupar! did not replace her items a Someone is using master [keys] migh, be burglarized, said._ residents not leave suite When Grace Henry saw 
members of Howard University 's 
Campus Police Force in the lobby 
of her dorm, she knew something 
was wrong. 
Johnson, a sophomore majorjng in thircl time. that they shouldn't have access to. Lacy refused to identify one for personal co!1venience. 
print journalism,said. ''The remote In each burglary, there was no Clearly someone. has gotten a person as a suspect, saying anyone Dean of Residence Life 
control was under my bed and they sign of forced entry. Victims blame duplicate," Lawre!1ce Dawson, could be the cul prit. . Keene srud_mf<_mnat1onc 
took that, too!" mismanagemen t of the. dorm's chief of campus pohce, said. "The biggest problem is you and the b!]rglar1es is welcome. 
" I knew someone bad been 
robbed when rsaw security in lhe 
lobby," Henr y, a sophomore 
majoring in psychology, said. 
"Security wouldn' t be here 
otherwise." 
Two victims said they were master key system and poor " The problem is the key is your neighbor. Women steal, too. offering ;_in award_ to aDYtlf 
burglarized during the Christmas security for the theft of their floating everywhere," Lieutenant And just because someone is a provides mformano_n . The 
recess, wbi lemanyotherssaidthey belongings. ,Lacy,chief investigatorinthecases, female in a female _dormitory 1s undisclosed at tlus time, 
were burglarized while away at "Every.victim came back to a added. '"Ibo maoy people have the doesn't mean they live there," she are look ing forward lo 
class. locked door," Henry said. "Will key." continued. information . You can ali 
Shauna S tupar! , a first year everyone's room be cleaned out B oth Lacy and Dawson Un til the c ri me is so lved, informat ion anonymou 
Henry's instincts were right. medical student, was burglarized during spring break? Too many suggested chaoging the locks. Campus Police are urging students contact [Bethune Hall 
twice. "The first time J left at two people have access to the master V ictims and residents of to work with security to llelp stop Counselor] Ms. Dean atdl Another person had been robbed just as sho thought. According to 
Henry and the nine others who have 
had th(lir dorm rooms burglarized 
and re turned a1 five," Stupar! said. key. I don't want to end up dead Bethune Hall said because of the and solve the crimes. security o r the police." 
After replacing her stolen items, because of Howard's negligence!" burglaries they are worried about "If you see someone who doesn'I 
Hard tinies at Ho\Vard cause 
.students tQ \Vorry, speak out 
the budget, cutbacks and layoffs are needed, but 
things have been bandied poorly at Howard," 
psycnology major Janelle Johnson said. 
By Stacey Martin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When the budget cutting ax resulted in the 
sudden layoffs of approl(imately 400 Howard 
University employees !fis t semester, s tudents 
said !hey were the last to know. 
"It is a shame that Howard, the l?remiere 
Black institution of higher learning, 1s in the 
condition it is in ," Carey Grady, a junior history 
major said. 
While a majorit)tof the University's faculty 
and staff move on 1n silence about the changes 
Howard has already undergone, students are . 
voicing their frustration about what was their 
first hint that the University was suffering 
financial hardships. 
"Student morale is down right now. A number 
of my friends are talking about transferring," 
Thkia Dixon, a freshman majoring in marketing, 
said. ''The problems Howard 1s facing does 
sometimes cause me to worry, especially"since 
I'm here on scholarship." 
"Some of these changes might affect Howard 
immediately because of the simple fact the 
layoffs left a lot of experienced hard-working 
staff members out of work," Clarence Julien, a 
freshmen majoring in print journalism, said. 
"Each year tflere is a pro mise by the 
administration to make changes and all around 
iml?rovement," Ja ne lla Januson, a junior 
maJoring in psychology, said. "The things 
though! to help have oruy backfired. And tlie 
students continu_e to be the ones suffering." 
Howard is not unique 
Budget cutting trends, however, are not 
unique to Howard. Downsizing and othercost-
cuttmi:: tactics have been enforced by higher 
educauonal institutions across the country since 
1990. And, in April 1993, almost half ofan states 
sanctioned cuts in higher education budgets, 
according to lhe Chronicle of Higher Education. 
This reduced fundin& has forced many colleges 
and universities ro increase already inflated 
tuition fees. · 
Since the l980's tuition at most American 
colleges has risen faster than the rate of inflation. 
Currently, the cost for room and board, as well 
as books, fees and tuition averages about $35,000 
at a four-year college or university. By the year 
2008 this figure 1s like ly to top $ 100,000. 
However, some students maintain increases in 
educational costs are due to mismanagement. 
"The emphasis is not being . placed on the 
students' best interests," Bernard Boyd, a 
soph_oi:nore_ m~joring in medicine, said. ''The 
admm1stratJOn s salary seems to be the (?riority." 
"Since it is well known thal Acadenuc Deans 
at Harvard University make less money than the 
deans a1 Howard it is very evident that Howard 
1s no longer the Mecca of education, but the 
Mecca of business transactions," Jennifer Jones, 
a freshmen majoring in chemistry, said. 
The Inspector General for the Department of 
SPECIAL REPORT 
Education claimed $2 million in severance 
payments were g iven to fi ve University 
administrators. While severance payments occur · 
frequently among pcivate institutions, they were 
questioned by government officials since par! of 
Howard's $400 million plus budget is funded by 
the federal"government. 
In 1994, the University received over $ 190 
million in funding from Congress, and over $40 
million in funds for research, federal grants and 
financial aid for federal students. 
But tuition is still perhaps the main source of 
income for most public universities. Tuition 
rates at Howard have increased for the last five 
years and is currently $7,700 per year, a high 
figure accordmg to some students. 
"The cutbacks were a smart move 
economical ly forthe [University] versus raising 
tuition again," Monica Duncan, a senior 
majoring in occupational therapy, said. "But, it 
is obviously causing the admmistration to be 
overworked and student business is not being 
handled efficiently." 
Although 1uit1on increases are numerous 
student enrollment has steadily declined. In 
1994, it totaled 10,611 students. a loss of more 
than one thousand students since its high of 
l l, 768 students in 1988. And, un.iversities across 
the country are also suffering from decreasing 
student populations. In 1980, typical-aged 
college studen ts ( 18-24) numbered 
approximately 30 million. By 1990, this total fell 
by about three million students. 
Poor execution 
Despite the problem of lower enroll ment, 
m:iny feel the changes at Howard University 
could have been managed more effectively. 
"I understand that by there being a deficit in 
"Many of the layoffs were too sudden and the 
departments as well as students did not have time 
to adjust," Jones said. · 
"I would have keJ)t the changes internal ," 
Dixon said. "By this, I mean.thatl wou ld have 
avoided the chaos of having the entire student 
population and fired employees find out about 
cutbacks al lhe same time." 
Students also maintain thal if they were more 
involved in administrative decisions the process 
might have been different. 
"I would have evaluated some of these staff 
members that were laid off a little closer," 
Clarence Julien said. "I would have assessed 
their strengths and weaknesses." 
"I woufd have made even more cuts a ll the 
way around so that each part of the school would 
still be able 10 run properly," Jones, a freshmen 
majoring in chemistry, said. 
Looking to the future 
Despite cutbacks, layoffs and financia l 
hardships, many students have a positive outlook 
for tbe future of the University. 
"I am confident we will overcome and make 
the best out of this situation," Corey Pickard, a 
fres~man majoring in speech pathology and 
audiology, sa1cl. 
''The past looked good, and I think the future 
will be the same," Kevin Nwankwo, a 
sophomore piajoring in business management, 
said. ''There are a lot of bright Black minds here 
and on their way here." 
"I think Howard is a good university in spite 
of _its. problems," Kim Lacon, a sophomore 
maJonng in accom1ting, said. "Jf Howard is to 
improve i n the future. we must all work · 
together." 
Local entrepreneurs enjoy successful 
Valentine's Day sales in Blackburn 
BY. Octavia Shaw 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As Valentine's. Day came and went this week, 
Howard University students had their holiday 
needs met_ conveniently with an array of gift 
g1vmg options through campus vendors located 
on the ground floor of the Armour J. Blackburn 
Center. 
" It's such a commercial holiday, but I wanted 
to make her feel special," Adrian Robinson said 
as he picked out a suitable gift for his sweetheart. 
As a fundraiser for tl1e athletic department 
Doro thy Gilbert, along wilh her husband' 
Steardand, said their services were a way for both 
of them to give back to the community. Together, 
they owo Gilberts located in the Forest Park 
Mall. 
"My items were two to six dollars cheaper 
here than when !sell them in the store. My heart 
goes out 10 students because !hey are on a 
budget, and I lo\•e to see them being educated " 
Gill:iert said. - ' 
While Gilbert has been in business for 13 
years, this was her fast year servicing the 
Howard c01nmuruty dun ng the Valentine's Day 
holiday. 
Flo_wers Xpress, another vendor that set up 
shop m Blackburn sold items ranging from 
$3.25 to $26.50. Owner Melvin Y.~tes said he 
knows how easily studen ts can be taken 
advantage of during the holidays because he is 
a student himself. 
' 'There's a need of college students (to get 
Valentine's Day gifts) that are offered at (he 
n ght price. So l hke to help students " Yates a 
senior finance major, said. · ' ' 
Although Flowers Xpress is open year round, 
Balloons, stuffed animals and other romantic.gifts turn Blackburn Into a Valentine's 
Day bazaar. 
Yate~ said that Valentine's Day is the busiest day for the Valentine's D~y h~liday. He said that he 
for him. According to G,1lbert V:alentine's Day, ,tries to be as.reasonable as possible but outside 
Chnslmas, and Mothers Day are her busiest forces sometimes get in the way. 
days of the year. ''The government put higher ta.,ces on roses 
"Personally, people should treat their loved which made business a little bad thi s year," 
ones 365 days a year, but Valentine's Day is just Loverman said: 
a great reminder that you really love someone Sponsored by the Howard Undergraduate 
else," Yates, who has owned and managed Student Assembly, Roze Exnressions had over 
Flowers Xpress for four years, said. 300 orders before Valentine's Day. 
Ben_oney Loverman also made things "People are really showing that they care 
conveni~nt for many Howard students with Roze and love one another," Monique Wilson, a 
Expressions, which he said was only in business sophomore and R_oze Expressions worker said. 
Meridian trash 
issue overflows 
Maintenance staff cutbacks are viewed as the reason 101-~ 
overflow at Meridian Hill Hall. st 
By Randy Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Mericiian Hill Hall is like most 
Howard University dormitories. It 
has rooms, mail boxes; bullet in 
boards and bathrooms. 
But unlike 01her dormitories, 
it has smelly hall ways with the fou l 
odor radiating from five-foot trash 
bins at each end of the floor. 
''Yes. T hat is the solution 
Residence Life developed to deal 
with the staff cut backs and trash 
overflow at Meridian," Ann 
Brahler, custodial supervisor of the 
dormitory, said. · 
Howard University laid off 
400 employees last semester as part 
of an effort to reduce its 01_>Crating 
costs. Several of the casualties were 
maintenance staff. 
· "Maintenance staff reduction 
has contributed to the problem of 
tras h remova l at Meridian," 
W illiam Keene, Dean of 
Residence Life, said. 
Before the staff cuts, garbage 
was thrown down a chute and 
removed every day. Now, trash is 
removed dai ly on ly on weekdays. 
''The procedure for garbage 
removal on weekends is ttiat each 
student is given a garbage bag on 
Fr iday in which to store the 
weekend trash," Brahler said. 
Residents are sueposed 10 pul 
the.filled garbage b~g mto the bms, . 
which students estimate can hold 
about nine bags. However, each 
flo-or has 80-90 residents, all 
sharing four garbage bins on each 
floor. 
"On the weekends the 
hallways a t Meridian smell like 
rotten fish and musk," Tamara 
Lest<?r, _a junior majoring in 
hospitality management. said. 
~· 
"Sometimes, the smell coaaih 
my room. But I spray the tab: 
my room, and my door wl'Jll 
freshner." ;n 
Other students feel thatL 
trash accumulate in the hal"I 
will attract rats and insects,"lcl 
"Garbage is garbag~1c1 
should be disposed of el'CI)( 
the week," Michael Br~tl 
sophmore majorin in ' 
television, film said. ~My 
in fested wi th an ts. I see ~1 
everyday. Students should;1 
to pay thousands of dollan 
in a dormitory where garbl 
insects are part of the env· · 
If I see a rat, the unive11.~P 
know." ·~: 
Administrators in theOlf( 
Environmental Maoagemar · 
they are using all possible red! 
10 combat the trash problem P 
"We thought 1ha1 the if: 
bags and the garbage bins ti 
solve the trash probi 
Meridian," Mollie H 
DirectorofEnvironmental 1 
said. "We are trying to get i 
wage staff to work at Me · 
the weekends. We are ' 
deal witfi this problem, tiut ,: 
stre!~hed about as thin as "!I 
get. 
However. some residents~ 
Residence Life is not to blllf 
fellow residents. 
"Some studen'ts a t Me · 
trifling," business student 
Storey said. 'T hey dump 
milk and cheese in the gar 
on the weekends. Those 
quickly, and they smell · 
would not blame Meri 
maintenance staff for the 
However, I would bla1111 
residents.'' • j 
( 
l 
University recor 
to be computeriz 
By Marvin C. Bryan, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Registration woes have been on 
smdents' lop ten l.ist of things to 
gripe about at Howard Universi ty 
for 111anY. years. Some students say 
re_g1stra1Jon has taken a downhill 
shde more recently. 
. 'T ve been here five years and 
inst(?ad of administrative th ings 
gettmg better, they are getting 
worse, e~~ially when it comes 10 
reg1strat1on; ~enya Beale, a senior 
chemistry maJor, said. 
But help is on the way for Beale 
and oth~r ~tude~ts fed up with the 
University s registration process. 
. A new da1:1base system.currently 
in the planning stages, will a llow 
Howard to keep a single 
c~mpreh_ensive record o_n a stucfent'. 
!?hmmatmg any inconsistencies in 
10form~11on between differen t 
offic~s hke the financial aid office 
and student accounts. 
According to Andrew Reece, 
database manager for academic 
a~fa) rS, t his new system will 
elunmate a lot of the processes, a lot 
of h oes a nd the duplication 
ass~1ated with registration. 
As a stu~ent makes bis way 
from flllancia l_ a id to student 
account~ to housing, to admissions, 
there will only be one record [for 
offic~. '".orkers] to access," Reece 
said. Right now, we have separate 
databases. but in the fut 
office will have access 10 
information." 
Unfortunately, this sin 
computer system is not 
" Part of the prob! 
regis tra tion is the I 
tecllnology," Reece said. 
currently evaluating several 
to look at the purcha 
database. T he e ntire d 
should be ready in one to 
a half years.'' 
Reece said the system 
fu ll y operat iona l by n 
because of the acquisi 
mo ney, train ing ancl th 
decision of a venao·r. Ho 
of the system should be in 
that date to help students 
George Washington U 
and the University of Mary 
two area schools that are 
on-line. 
Univers ity emp loye 
studen ts will benefi t f 
advaoced technology. 
"I feel that if the Univ 
more computers ii would 
students as far as regis 
financial aid and student 
Tyra Gallman, an admi · 
assistant in the Academic 
office said. "It will also cut 
student defaults due to 
nol being turned in on 
important documents just 
on someone's desk." 
"8/Y 17, 1995 
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tnnual Women to Wonie·n conference _to guide-
)istrict's young women through their 'journey' 
I 
n 
i~ 
h 
ei. 
By Crystal D. Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an attempt to bring young 
women together, the College of 
Arts and Sciences Student Council 
E and the Alpha Chapter of Delta 
_g Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. are co-
>- s_ponsor.ing "The Journey 
~ Continues," the th ird annual 
G> Woman to Woman Conference to • 
0 be held on Tuesday at Howard 
.~ University. 
z Four hundred juniors and 
~ seniors from I 3 area high schools 
.__."I O including Cardoza, Roosevelt, 
0 Ballou, Banneker, and the Model 
.c Secondary School for the Deaf, will 
a. participate in different workshops 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Armour 
J. B lac kb urn Center. Topics will 
include self-respect, peer pressure, 
harassment and time management. 
Campbell, vice-president of Arts 
and Sciences, and chairperson of 
the conference, said. "We have to 
show them that it is possible to 
succeed in life by motivating and 
inspiring them. And by being on 
campus, we will be introducing 
them to college life and show them 
what Howard University is about." 
According to speaker 
"We tried to get speakers from 
diverse backgrounds so they can 
relate to the varietx of young ladies 
at the conference,' Campbell said. 
Coates added that most of the 
speakers had spoken at past.Woman 
to Woman conTorences. "They'll be 
spealcin~ on_ topics related to their 
careers, said Coates. 
This :,,car's conference will differ 
s lightly from the previous ones. In 
addition to more SJ?eakers, there 
will be panel discussions following 
the workshops so that the ladies can 
ask general questions and get a 
chance to interact with 
approximately 90 female University 
volunteers. · 
Campbell stated that conference 
planners also want to hold a follow-
up retreat tentatively scheduled for 
March J 8, where the same women 
would return to the campus for 
more social interaction. 
· The Woman to Woman 
Conf~rence first began three years 
ago in an attempt to mentor to 
younger women, according 10 
public relations chairperson Kelli 
Lofton. Nearly all area schools 
were invited to participate in the 
conference, and were asl<ed to bring 
20 to 30 females from their school 
to the conference. , 
Treva Coates, 
coordinator 
"We want to expose the ladies to 
a myriad of career paths and 
responsib ilities," Jennifer 
coordinator Treva Coates, the 23 
speakers for the workshops are all 
successful career women, and some 
even own their own businesses. 
Eleanor 'Iraylor, chairperson of the 
University's English Department, 
will be the keynote speaker at the 
conference's luncheon, which will 
be held in the Blackburn Ballroom. 
Other guests will include poet Dr. 
Rebera Fospon, autho r of " You 
Don't Live on My Street," Joan 
Myers Brown, owner of the 
Philadelphia Dance Company, and 
assistant district attorney Gwynne 
Harris. 
"We're trying to point out that 
theres always going to be a goal 
you want to achieve,'' Campbell 
said. 'The journey is actually never 
over. These ladies are just going to 
be embarking on a new stage of 
life." 
'The conference is intended as a 
measure to get Howard Universitr, 
more involved in the community, ' 
Lofton said. "It's an attempt to 
bring together younger and older 
Blaclc women who may live in 
different realms. This conference 
wi ll -show young women where 
they could take their lives." 
dents, alumni 
ticipate in C.I. 
entoring program 
av Alexis Joi Henry 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
h y Howard University 
,, have their minds set on 
~into the music industry. For 
itoll!OO, Cultural Initiative Inc., 
ay,~veloped a mentoring 
• :;,a for the up and coming 
~bl prot~g~. 
le program, t itled 
1~!~rin1s," g ives studen ts a 
:i 10 learn from people 
I ii«.'1 working in the industry. 
0ii Inc. is a l sq responsible for 
, 31p,Hop Conference held on 
io ~eacn year. 
I isll!!Ought of thi s to he\p 
•m'LS learn about the music 
;veF.l' And the best way to do 
ive•t;,following in the footprints 
mdJIC has already made; Elsa 
·nta. publ ic relations 
;mlaalor for Cultural Initiative, 
. 0r,wrding to Lathan, the 
~di,ints''. program will hav~ a 
-es~ influence on 11s 
• l;ants, as they will be given 
,ticptunity to network ancfhave 
~ldlliOOUS relationship with their 
atll 
ns ,-n originally intended for 
:ot'~ to be ihe topic for a 
roe ossion for this spring's 
on Conference. but decided 1otit a separate program 
l\'e · 
:an thinkjng about it more, I 
\ii it needed to be more than 
:ve~I and more ongoing;· she 
i>ut 
in any profession, 
are,t!ng is a key to success in 
nio!lic industry and Lathan said 
za, -.prints" program will help 
ins 5 great deaf. 
,oil whole business is who you 
:. I networking. Once you're 
n's itliout what you know to keep 
:m. ;ib. but to get in you have 10 
rhe lpcople,'' Lathan said. 
IDOW, C.I. plaus to limit the 
- to Howard students. But, 
qmization plans to open the 
/l!J lo other college s tudents 
tfuture. 
Many of the mentors in the 
program are Howard alumni. They 
come from a variety o f record 
companies, such as Jive, Polygram 
and Def Jam records. According to 
mentors Cheryl Brown and Audra 
Washington, giving back to the 
community was a major factor in 
their deciding to become mentors . 
"l always wanted to give back to 
the community. I never thought I 
could do both [work in record 
industry an~ help in _community] 
because the mdustry 1s such a one 
way s treet. The record indust.ry is 
so consumer o rien ted that you· 
never really g ive back," Brown, a 
product manager in the marketing 
clepartment at Jive Records, said . 
"We help those with talent and take 
whatever we can from them. But 
this [Footprints] is one way to do 
both." 
For Washington , giving an 
opportunity that was not available 
for herself to someone else was her 
reason for becoming a "Footprints" 
mentor. Washington works in the 
song writing royalties/publishi ng 
department fo r the Amer ican 
Society of Composers, Authors, 
and Publishers. 
Brown, a Howard alumnae. said 
she p lans to give students' some 
"common sense" information with 
regard to the music industry. 
"I want to give them (the 
studentsl the basics of what they 
need to know in o rder to get their 
foot in the door. I want to show 
them, not the g lamour, but the 
reality of what music production is 
about. A lo t of it is who you know, 
but in the long run it's what you 
know." 
Mentees were selected through 
an applicatio n process in which 
they explained their interest in the 
music industry and what they 
expect to get out of the p rogram. 
An essay on why they feel having 
a mentor is important was also 
required. . 
For more information about the 
"Footprints" program, contact Elsa 
Lathan or Ceeon Quiett a t (202) 
484-9519. 
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LaMont 
Geddis 
By Monica M. Lewis 
Hilltoe Staff Writer 
For those who know him, LaMont Geddis is truly one of a kind. 
"He's a hard worker. very helpful and very pleasant to work with," 
Lynette Fennell, morning supervisor at Meridian Hill Hail dormitory, said. 
" His personality is really great. I would definitely call him a people 
person." 
Those words stated by Fennell could be echoed by many members of 
the Howard University community whose lives have somehow been 
affected by Geddis, a Junior elementary education major. As a resident 
assistant at Meridian, an advisor for Meridian's dorm council, a Campus 
Pal, a tutor and vice-chair for the General Assembly Elections Committee, 
Geddis said be is not only getting the full college experience, but he is 
also finding out more about himself. 
Geddis contributes part of his self-development to the African Men's 
Deve lopment Grpue, an organization for male residents of Meridian Hill 
Hall. According to Geddis, the African Men's Qevelopment Group gives 
its members the opportunity to raise their cor;i.sciousness and discuss 
pertinent issues that affect Black men. 
"This group c~msistently reminds me and the other members that we 
are role models for children and each other," Geddis said . "As Black men 
we need to be self-developed. The greatest gift we can give to our women, 
our chi ldren our jobs, whatever, is our self." 
Geddis admits that be was not always such a positive person. While 
growing up in New York City's borough of Queens, Geddis said he got 
iovolved in some bad activities. 
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"I've been really down," Geddis said. But Geddis contributes the change 
in his Hfe to the activities he has become involved through attending 
Howard and bis most important responsibility-his son Kamal LaMont 
Geddis. 
"I used to do bad things, but l really chilled out because of him," Geddis 
said of bis l l -month-old son. "l didn't want him to grow up and be ashamed 
of his father," said Geddis. 
'Twenty year-old Geddis said attending school and balancing his extra-
curricular activities is somewhat difficuft now that he is a father. But, be 
nose," he said. 
Since he only sees Kamal on occasional visits home to New York, 
Geddis tries to be a "father" role model to young people in the area. Geddis 
and his friend Semi Christian have established SlMBA (Safe In My 
Brothers Arms) as a mentoring program for junior high and high school 
students. 
"As a future educator, I've dedicated my life to children," Geddis said. 
said that the birth of his cbild did he lp JJUl bis life into perspective. · 
"My son keeps me focused. When I firs t got here, I used to like to go 
p_arty, but now I know that I'm here for one purpose-to get an education:• 
Geddis said. 
"By helping them reach the point where they see how important it is to 
develop themselves mentally, I will also help them obtain more pride." 
Twila French, a desk receptionist at Meridian Hill Hall said both students 
and adults respect Geddis a great deal for his beliefs and work ethic. 
Geddis acknowledges that some young Black men may not be able to 
handle the huge responsibilities that come with bein_g a father. His advises 
those who may be neglec ting their role as bemg a father to take 
resP.onsibiHty and provide for tlleir child. 
"LaNl!ont is a very good person:• French said. "He goes above and 
beyond the call of duty when it come to taking care o f things, such as the 
many projects he works with here at Meridian," French acfded. 
Geddis hopes to continue to help others out. while also pushing himself 
'God never said anything would be easy and being a parent is not," 
Geddis said. "But it's worth it because you see that the most beautiful thing 
in the world is to see someone who has your eyes, your smile and your 
10 succeed. r 
Said Geddis, "It really doesn't maner what T do or where I go, as long 
as I'm helping others. I'll be fine." 1 
Canipaign, from 1Al 
government ,'' she said to an 
enthusiastic audience. 
Incumbent Omar Karim said he 
felt he had accomplished a lo t during 
his term as Undergraduate Trustee 
and wa nted the opportunity to 
continue to make changes. 
"My administration established a 
three credit elective community 
o utreach course in addi t ion to 
increasing alu.mni support, and I 
have successfully lobbied the Board 
of Trustees to review plans to ins tall 
a blue light security system," Karim 
s tated to a cheering audience. 
Karim said although it is 
important to improve student life 
and to remain access ible to , the 
students. 
"I feel the opportunity to vote is 
a privilege,'' he said. 
Opposing candidate for 
Undergraduate Trustee Cheo Hurley 
said he felt the s tudents had not 
received enough information from 
the rresent Undergraduate Trustee. 
" want to incluae s tudents in the 
decision making process by maki n& 
'd r I did Ch' 'd myself accessillle to the students, 1 HUSA pres1 en ta can ate 1quita James sa1 , Hurley said. "I also want to improve 
"Howard was Just not a business." , the library systems ·and boost 
technology at the University." 
Dunbar said they have a combined vision. Graduate Trustee candidates H. Maynard 
"Howard University is a treasure chest Clark and K. Be thel Harris both law students 
waiting to be opened. T he University should 'd · · · · · k · 
no urish the minds and talents of the students," sa1 un provmg communication 1s a ey issue. 
"The Universiry needs to get on the 
Edwards said. Interne t to improve communication. An 
According to Edwards , an aggressive example is the le tte r sent out during the 
public relauons director would improve holidays about registration," Clark said. "We 
community relations and keep the s tudent left before we had the opportunity to ask 
body informed. "We want to liridge the gap questions." 
between the student body anil student Clark stated the miscommunication would 
not occur i f the Uni versity was more 
automated. 
K. Bethel Harris said effective, efficient 
leadership is important because it is a critical 
ti me for the administra tion. 
"I care about Howard University. I've 
visited several schools and been working o n 
financial aid. Once I'm e lected Graduate 
Trustee, all issues wi ll be addres sed ,'' Harris 
said 
J amal Jones-Dulani, candidate for the 
HUSA _presidency, annou nced ini ti atives for 
campaigns were impor tant but without 
s tudent support they wi ll not work. 
' 'If I am not e lected my, role is to see if the 
e lected do what they are supposed to do. It is 
important to get invo lved," Jones-Dulani said. 
"We a ll have the P.0wer to criticize, but we 
need people who will do," Jones-Dulani said 
to a very responsive crowd. 
Watley thanked the crowd for the positive 
audience response and large turnout that 
proved the speakout to be successful. 
"Who you e lect in the position will have 
power over hundreds o, tho usands of dollars ," 
Watley said. · 
Na ta lie Little, a freshman accou nting 
major, said she felt the speakout was presented 
in an inte lligent manner. "The spealwut was 
very informative because fliers can o nly say 
so much." 
Shaconda. Walke r, HUSA vice pres ident, 
said she commended the candicfates who 
expressed their thoughts and ideas. 
"One thing I hear listen ing in the audience 
is that candidates don' t real ize how 
overwhelming the position is, but I'm sure 
whoever is chosen will do a good job." 
The next sreakout wi ll be February 22 in 
Meridian Hil Hall. 
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Checker kings reign in local association 
Thinking is the name of the game. Two players concentrate on their next moves. A long row of 'checker kings' plan their strategies for winning. 
By Reginold Royston 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
----
Slow like two genera!') planning 
strategic moves on the battlefield, 
or last as .1 citv-~treet hustle, the 
men al Cap1tc;1 Pool Checkers 
Assoc1at1on revel in the 
ca111,1ratk·ric and fellowship of the 
g,1111e they have hecn playing since 
tl1ey were kid,. 
"Checkers i, a game of science, 
higher mathematics," said 
'folnmdge Rohen,. pre,ident of the 
Association, a, he slaps his reds 
,1noss the hoard. 
The science of checkers dates 
back thousands of years to the 
tomh, of Egypt, where checker 
hoard, were huried with the 
pharaohs. 'foday, the cider 
gentlemen of Capitol Checker'> 
carry on the African tradition 
amongst a row of glass covered 
checker boards in a modest looking 
office space at 811 S St., NW. 
"The game was primarily played 
jn the South. It was a relatively 
1nexpens1ve game and people used 
it to learn how to count. People 
have been playing checkers in the 
parks, under trees, at the rec-center. 
Almost anyplace we gathered. we 
would play checkers," Roberts said. 
Today, checkers is much more 
than something to pass the time, 
with national organi1ations such as 
the American Pool Checkers 
Association linking up checker 
clubs nationwide, regulating 
tournaments and awarding levels of 
sk ii I. 
As Washin,gton's only official 
checker association, Capitol Pool 
Checkers boasting 53 members, 
brings in _players from all over the 
Metropolitan area, Maryland and 
Virginia. The pl .. vers from all 
walks of life. are old time 
professionab "'ith official national 
rankings of Blue Ribbon, Gold Bar, 
Junior Master and Master. 
"You'd think that in playing 
checkers. the person who's had the 
most formal training would be more 
in tune to the game, that's not so," 
Pernell Lee, a member and the 
Association·s auditor, said. "Here 
there's businessmen, professionals, 
people who drive cabs and park 
cars. They all compete in the 
natJonal tournaments, and do well!" 
Inspired by the organization of a 
national tournament at The 
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York 
City, E.C. Taylor and a group of the 
fellow players from the playgrounds 
and barber shops along 7tfi Street 
Local recreation centers 
receive funds from Barry 
By Kimberly Mone' Burruss 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
Vah:ntinc·, Dav brought the 
childrc~1 of W,11(1 !!'many ,urprbes 
11 ( or,l t\1asters Barry, 
accornpanrl'd hy her hushan<l. 
~1ayor ~1anon BarTy announced 
the names of five rccrcallonal sites 
who will receive proceeds from the 
Unity Inaugural celebration and the 
formation of The Recreation Wish 
List Committee of Washington 
D.C 
"\Vhile we have looked upon the 
city's financial crisis as the 
heginning of the end, we chose to 
loo!,; at the lraugural as the 
heginnin~ of ''A Healing Vision" 
for \.\'ashrngton D.C .. " Mrs. Barry 
sard. Dunng the press conference 
held ,11 Bald Eagle Recreation 
Center :\tr Barry said that 
$ I 00,000 ,, as nrnde by the Unity 
lnaugu1.1I Committee to support 
the ·'Wish List." 
I'hl' initial recreation sites who 
"ill hl·netit from the proceeds are 
Bald [,1gle, Fort Stanton. Oxon 
Run P,1rk. Ferebee Hope and 
\\'\lodland. all of,, hich are located 
in \.\'urd 8. 
1 hl' l'Cnters, t-.trs. Barry 
e\pl,1illl'U, werl' ,·hosen based on 
clemogr,1phrl' inh1rmation ,, hi,·h 
sh,1,, s th 11 \\'ard S h,1d thc largest 
111n11bns of L 111 ld1 c•n undcr till' age 
of IX ,, ith llll)rc problem, than ,Ill) 
\ltlwr ,, ard in thc c11' ··1t \ about 
llllll' '''-' cot sometli'ing first." a ~ -
member of the audience yelled out. 
With the announcement of the 
formauon of the RWLC, a non-
profit organiLation, Mrs. Barry 
promised that the Wish List would 
ex.tend to needy recreation centers 
throughout the Washington area. 
·•we need •o have consistency 
and continuity in the good things 
that can happen in our city, Mrs. 
Barry said. 
Katrina Peebles, co-chair of the 
Finance committee for the 
Inaugural recalls how the idea of 
the RWLC came about. During 
several Inaugural meetings, Mrs. 
Barry kept interjecting her 
concerns about doing something 
for the children of the community. 
Mrs. Barry "gave birth" to the 
RWLC and the finance committee 
simultaneously began raising 
money for the Inaugural and the 
··w· h I . " IS .ISi . 
"Together we plan on moving 
forward with our Mayor and Mrs. 
Barry's vision for a better life for 
our children, we are excited and 
committed," Pebbles said. 
Each of the centers will receive 
basketball. ping-pong and boxing 
equipment. Former Heavyweight 
Box.mg Champion Riddick Bowe 
contributed more than $30,000 in 
boxing equipment. Karen 
Swanson, a representative for 
Bo,\e, al,o announced that Bowe 
would he adopttng a Recreation 
Center and that more support could 
be expected from the boxer when he 
returns March 14. 
The/ing-pong equipment was 
donate by an Olympic coach is 
valued at over $1,200. Mayor Barry 
gave a demonstration using the new 
table at the close of the conference. 
The centers will also receive 
bleachers. computers, balls as well 
as nece~sary general cleaning 
supplies and building repairs. 
fn addition. Mrs. Barry 
recognized the contributions made 
by several businesses and D.C. 
residents to the "Wish List." 
Browning Ferris Industries along 
with Quality Maintenance, Inc., 
National Park, Youth Conservation 
Corps. Earth Conservation Corps, 
and community volunteers cleaned 
and painted the Bald Eagle 
Recreation Center last weekend. 
The supplies and equipment for 
the weekend cleanup was estimated 
at $30,000, while lights and 
roofing. being provided by a local 
construction company are 
estimated at $9,000. 
Various business and 
community leaders who 
contributed money and time to 
RWLC joined Mayor and Mrs. 
Barry on the stage during the 
program. The Chairperson of 
RWLC, Katrina Peebles said that it 
was an honor for her to be a part of 
"this precedent setting effort. now 
a formali7ed committee moving 
forward to continue these good 
work, and gi,e back to the city." 
Love stories take locals 
back to the n1otherland 
By Monica Holly 
H 1lltop Staff Writer 
\fr1t·nn mu,ic. art and lo,e 
,toril'' e\J?re,,ed 111 t fie l,ral 
1r,1d11wn filled the \lu,l'lllll of 
Atric ,111 \n fl1r t,,o hour, th 1, past 
Sund,1, :1' 111.111, took a 11 1p to 
\fr1l',1· under th~ ,, ings of Peter 
P1p1111 -
P1pi 111 .• 111 c·duc.11ion ,~~i.tlist 
\\ 1th thl' S1111th,oni,1•1 lnst1tute. 
thought the \',1kn11ne·, ,e,1,;on 
\\Oulo be a pcrlt'l't tim~· to c\plore 
the e"e111,;e llt lo,l' rrt \frican 
culture. 
"I \\ ,mtcd to ,ho,, ho,, Io,e i, 
pcrcel\ ed in different cultures. 
,pcl itic.1lh \fric,1:· Pipim ,aid. 
Sunda) ', .mdicnce ,,a, main!~ 
\\l,mcn. ,, ilh ,1 te\\ men and lmh 
l,nc pair of Jo, er,. · 
Jl':tn Hunt. ,1 rel!1stercd pur..e. 
.:ame out to the pn,gram tx~ause of 
the theme. 
··1 haH~ ne\c~r heard of an 
African to,c ston. and after the 
pnlgram \\ .is o,~r f realized how far 
a\\ a, from our culture African 
Americans ha, C mo,-ed,"' Hunt ,aid. 
The progr,im took a holistic 
approach-which means 11 mduded 
the philosophical. the sp1ntuaJ and 
the ,·isual a,pects of African lo,e. 
Pipim \\ o,e together stories and 
pro'lierbs in lhc oral tradition to 
sho,, the uni\'ersalit} of the power 
of love and also the po\\er of the 
\\Ord 
, '"Although the coming of 
l·uropc.m and the written word has 
had a maJor 1mpac1 on or.ii tradition 
in Africa. the oral tradition 1s still 
.1li\'e in our culture."' Pip1m said. 
Pipim began the journe, to 
Africa ,, ith an African pro\'erb. or 
parable a.s we l-.no,, it. and then 
rectted I\\O stones from the Hausa 
people of '.\ 1 geria The slllrtes 
helped 10 give e\amples of the 
prll\erh in real life. gi,ing it 
meanrng and shape. 
The ~firq ,tor) \\ a, about a 
h1ghl) regankd \\amor \\ ho IU!>l'-
after ihe ,, ife of a common man. In 
the ,ton. the\\ arrior ,eh ou1 to ldll 
the ,,oin:m·, husband so he ma,· 
have her. and throughout the ,tor, 
their pl.ans 01 murder her hu,banJ 
are ,et tn llllltion. 
But m lhc end. the \\Oman\ head 
ts chopped off a, the warrior turns 
to the husband and said. "If ,he 
,,ould h;ne become m, \\ile ,;he 
,,ould ha,e done the saine to me:· 
The audience lauehed at the end 
of the ,ton as one audience 
memt>er blurted out ··what goes 
nround comt.>s around:· -
The next ston had a more 
upbeat ending and taug~t an 
important le!>sOn about making a 
general statement ab(.)UI a group or 
a person. 
This stor} in,ohed a man \\ ho 
bragged about hi,; fa11hful ,vife and 
\\as l'hallenged b} a fril'nd who 
bclre,ed women could not be 
faithful. In the end, the wifo turned 
out l(, be faithful. causing her 
husband\ friend to relinquish all 
hi:-. riches for losing the bet. 
P1pim ,implified the moral of 
the stof) • "People are different. Do 
not make assumptions about others 
based on )Our experience." he said 
Pipim also presented a film 
entitled ··Lovers in the Spirit 
\Vortd·· ,, hich deals with the Baule 
people of the Ivor) Coast and their 
belief in lo,ers in another life \\ ho 
cau,e trouble for earth!) po_uses. 
Pip1m encouraged the audience 
throughout the pre,entauon to open 
their minds. 
"Do not look at African culture 
through \\'e,tern e,e,: in'.>tead look 
and see the beaui.. in the differences 
in ho,, lo, e i; represented in 
another culture:· Pip1m ,aid. 
Pipim. ,, ho \\a, educated in 
Ghana and Fordham Unnersit) in 
:-:e,, 'rork. ha, been \\ ith the 
Sm1th,oman ,ince 1976. He said 
that he ha, alway:-. been interested 
m Alnca and African arts, and thi, 
is hi, moti\at1on for pre,entmg 
lect1.1re~ like thi, one. 
··r ha,e alwa,s been fa,cinated 
\\ ith people. the , illage and the 
culture:· Pipim c;aid. 
NW, formed the D.C. Chess and 
Checkers Club in 1973. 
The members played at a nearby 
recreation center and the \.\'artha T 
Daniel Library. Most of the players 
at Capitol, where Taylor is 
considered the resident historian, 
were originally part of the D.C. 
Club and the Washington American 
Pool Checkers club, which formed 
after it. 
can learn very easily, but n's very 
difficult to ma<;ter.'' 
punishment. 
According to Cah 111 t.1iller, 
players should come 3\\ a, ,, ith 
memorable experiences and not 
chiding and teasing after visiting 
Capitol Pool Checkers. 
"You see checkers is a thinktn~ 
game, if you can't think, you cant 
play," Roberts said. givrng his 
opponent another chance to redeem 
himself. 
··J1's good for my temperament. 
rm around m} elders ana it makes 
me wiser," said Miller about the 
club, where the young is anything 
under 50. "I wish more younger people 
would play the game, maybe it'd 
stop all the robbtng and violence, 
but I don't know. Older men have a 
different temperament," Thylor said. 
"In checkers, there's always a 
problem, you're always trying to 
solve something. It's a game you 
"That's right, because he thinks 
he can play," teases Charles "King 
of Hams" Johnson, returning the joke. 
Johnson is once again unable to 
make iood, losing to Roberts five 
times tn a row, a beating known as 
putting someone "in the box." 
Someone rings a hand bell and 
member Leo Lane begins to sing an 
awful melody as a form of 
"1 k.now I'm doing something 
that uses my intellect. l learn from 
these gentlemen. There are some 
great minds down here. they might 
not be educated, but there are some 
great mind!>."' 
Howard Grad ranks high 
in career and medicine 
II 
II 
Sonja Johns undergoes flight medicine 
training to maintain her flight surgeon rating. 
By Kim Mone' Burruss 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It was at a doctor's office where Colonel Sonja M. 
Johns, then a high school senior received her calling. 
Although blood, needles and flying frightened her, 
Johns' fear of not succeeding in life proved ,greater. 
This forced her to overcome her insecurities and 
motivated her to rise to the top in both the medical and 
military fields. 
"I just did what I was afraid of domg," Johns said. 
Colonel Johns, recently promoted to the grade of 
Colonel in the I 13th Medical Squadron in the 
District's Air National Guard at Andrews Air Force 
Base in Maryland, became the first woman to earn the 
highest field grade rank. 
The Howard graduate is no stranger to firsts. Johns 
was the first African-American female commander 
and flight surgeon. 
Brig. General Paul Pochmara, I 13th Flighter Win~ 
commander, discussed his thoughts on Johns 
accomplishments. 
"'She is in a non-traditional position, Pochmara said. 
'•A benchmark and leader throughout the Air National 
Guard:· 
A native of Washington, D.C., Johns graduated 
from Howard University with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in zoology. She earned her Doctor of Medicine 
degree from Howard University's College of Medicine 
in 1978 and completed her residency in family practice 
at Howard University Hospital in 1981. 
Dr. Johns believes her education and training at 
~owar~ ~-as instrumental in preparing her for a career 
m medicine. 
L.A. Looks hits \\'ashington 
in search of a new super model 
Want to be the next bot super model? Well you·re 
in luck because L.A. Looks 1s in town searchrng for 
'>Omeone to follow in the footstep!> of Tyra Bank,, 
Cind} Crawford, Oaudia Schiffer. :,.;ikki Tavlor and 
Naomi Campbell - the world'!> hott~t .,uper· models. 
"~faoy talented young women do not have the luck 
of being disco,ered by a talent scout on the ~tree I or 
in the mall."' Cindy Zielinski. senior marketing 
manager for L.A. ~ks. said. 'Through this contest 
\\e are h9prng to give an eager young \\'Oman the 
opporturut) to become a superstar." 
L.A. Looks hair care. a di,i:.1on of the Dep 
Corpora11on. based in Los Ane:eles. ha-, teamed up 
\\ ith L.A. ~1odels. the largest ~modeling agenc) on 
the west coast. Right now they are conducting a 
nation\\ide search for a young talented woman to 
become a mega-model. 
"Howard offered courses to broaden your mind in 
addition to your major," Johns said. 
She recalls her zoology professor especially 
r.repared her for medical school by administering 
'tests [which] really made you think.'' 
Colonel Johns was commissioned into the military 
as a captain in 1988. She recalls her interest in the 
military came about after her sister brought home a 
brochure from a recruiter that visited her high school. 
Her mother discouraged her sister from joining, but 
encouraged Johns. 
Master Sergeant Debra Stevenson has known Jolms 
for eight years. She remembers working as a technician 
when Colonel Johns entered tJ1e military. 
"She was always willing to get involved, always 
doing extra," Stevenson said. 
Stevenson is not the only person that has been 
affected by Dr. Johns dedicauon and teamwork. Brig. 
General Pochmara recalls when he was assigned as a 
wing commander and had to appoint another 
commander. He held a search of available candidates. 
"[Colonel Johns') name came up more often," 
Pochmara said. 
In the interviewing 8rocess, conducted by 
Pochmara, there were I qualities he felt were 
necessary for the candidate to possess. 
"She fi lied nine of the IO categories, the tenth being 
her length of time in the unit," he laughed. 
Pochmara further expressed that under Dr. Johns 
guidance, the hospital received its first excellent rating, 
the highest rating ever received during a routine 
hospital inspection. Further, her contribution as a 
team player helped his unit receive the Air Force 
Outstandrng Unrt Award. 
"She is multifaceted because she balances 
dedication to a family, a practice and a group of 
people that are civilians. She is very religious, 
patriotic. dedicated to her country and gives to the 
community," Pochmara said. 
Owner and founder of Westmoreland Health 
Services Inc. in Tappahannock, Va., Johns finds time 
to travel at least once a year and enjoy music. 
"Music is my first love," she said. 
On the pains and pleasures of success, Dr. Johns 
recognizes the difficulties of being a single mother of 
four teenagers. 
'Tm not able to spend as much time or be an 
ordinary mom," Johns admits. but says she looks to a 
higher source for strength. " I am certain that He has 
bestowed many gifts and blessings for me - some 
realized and so many more to be uncovered." 
She also credits her sense of humor to help balance 
the seriousness of the medical field. 
"Medicine is so serious. J use a good sense of 
humor to relate to my patients," Johns said. 
Col. Johns advice to a,piring doctors is \Cry simple. 
"Set goals high - you can attain them with 
perseverance and diligence." 
Military Att·ards: Meritorious Service Medal, Air 
Commendation Medal 
Professional Organi::,ation'i: American Medical 
Association, American Academy of Family 
Physicians, ANG Alliance of Flight Surgeons 
The model ,;earch team will be in the Spring 
Valle)' Shopping Center at CVS at 485 I 
Ma~~achusseru. Avenue on Sunda}: Feb.19 from 1-
3 p.m. Through this exciting contest. Heinz Holba, 
president of L.A. ~1odel~. hopes to open up the world 
of modeling to e\eryday people . 
··Recent re,earch has found that 77 percent of 
teen~ and )Oung \\Omen are interested in modeb and 
modeling. This conte,t will gi\e those women accesl> 
to thi~ ex.citing world," Holba said. 
The winner of the model search will be featured 
in an L.A Looks' print adverusement and will 
receive a two-)ear S 100,000 modehng contract with 
L.A ~1odels. 
After the preliminary national search, 20 finalists 
\\ ill fl) out to Univer al Studios Holly"''Ood for the 
final competition. The winner will be named in June 
1995. 
February 17, 1995 THE HILLTOP AS 
,, 
,, 
THE CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP SERIES 
Guest Speaker: CARL F. ELLIS Jr. 
• Dynamic International Speaker • Acclaimed Author of .... 
MALCOLM, THE MAN BEHIND THE, X 
Tuesday. Feb. 21 
Q&A "Everything You Always Wanted to Know About the Christian Faith" 
7pm to 9:30pm, Andrew Rankin Chapel 
Wednesday. Feb. 22 
"Is Christianity a WhitP.man's Religion?" 
At Noonday Prayer, 12noon to 1pm, Andrew Rankin Chapel 
Q&A, (Brown Bag Lunch) 1:30pm to 3:00pm, Chapel Lounge 
"A Christian Inquirers About Islam" 
At "Living Colors" (Campus Crusade), 
7pm to 1 0pm Blackburn Center. Forum 
Thursday. Feb. 23 
Q&A "Islam & Christianity" 
7pm to 9:30pm, Blackburn Center, Reading Lounge 
For More Information, (202) 8~4912 
SPONOSOREO BY NAVIGATORS • UNITED MINISTRIES/HU • CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRJsr • TOM SKINNER ASSOCIATES 
cu, .1-.. 
Eat In • Cany Out • Free Demery 
234-WING 
FAX IT (202) 234-8942 
1005 "'U" Street -- (The New "U'') 
Hours: 
Sunday 12pm • 6pm 
Monday to Thur5day 11 am - 12am 
Friday and Saturday 11 am - 2am 
S 10.00 Minimum for Delivery 
Pri«:S do aor 1ocl• d~ ux 
Chicken \\'ings S~les: 
• Boffalo: The ongmai n:..:,pe 1n 4 tcmper:uures 
I. '"\lild"" :. ··:-.ledium·· 3. ""Hot 4 ··K.O "s"" 
• BAt'-B-Qu~ You kno\l, cm So try ·crn 
Hid,o.rv Smoked Que: Summers here. 
Tcrivaki: 1:Je u-nd1tion of Japan h\es on. 
Tcri-Qoe: H.ive a J3panese summer. 
Hooey \fustll.ni: Tney're sweet. :,,et sour. 
• Cajun: Kew Orleans lO the bone. 
• Lcmou & Pepper. A bknd of lemon and spic:c:s. 
• Parmesan &. Garlic: A house favonte. 
• Spicey B.u--B-Quc: Wow! 
• Cuny. A liule Cambean flaYor. 
Served witb oar o-..-,, Ra»cb Drasio, 
Size.--,: 
\',,ing D,nnct 
Sma. 1 l < p:s. 1 
Llrt-: 1-!5 p,:s.' 
Supreme Tea..rn ,:5 .bs or morel 
(;:,lied Ch1c:l-.,n S;1;1dv. 1,h• 
So.Q, 
s.;.so 
Sl2.CN 
Sl .90 lb. 
$'.:.39 
\e~etable.s (change daily): 
Frcsn Col:arc Crec:is S2 . .!.5 
~,,_;non \f::,hcd Por:11oc~ S1 25 
- I S ~ S ... -.~ f~~ I tr· •~ l:>C.l!lS <.\: ;'('l.'ll~i -~-
\'cgCt.lb!C Plate (,ho:.:.: of 3 , egetab:e~) 55 95 
F:unou~ s,, t:el Pnu:o 
Fa.mo.is P<!C:.n Pie 
Fa.'l:C'us S·ra,, h.!=1: Pie 
Be,·eragcs: 
Lemonade with cne:-ry 
~I .00 
$1 -5 
Si.50 
Slice ,, nolc 
S1.50 s· 2s 
$650 
SS.50 
Sl.50 
S:nck Au.ack , 10 pcs. • 
Medium 30 pc,.· 
X-L.<rge l60 pcs.J 
Grilled Chicken Garden Salad 
Fresh Com--0n-mc-Cob 
.\!J,~.l!Om ar.d Velveeta Chee<.<! 
Fre~h Candied ) a.-ru, 
r-resh Caobagc 
~1,n.zarella S:kks 
Br-caced '.\h,~llr'10m, 
B:e.1dcd Z:.icchin, 
Fruit P'Jnch 
WHAT'S HOT? 
WHAT'S IN? 
WHRT'S NEWS .•.. ??? 
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER'S 
NEW APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 
. 
The Student Health Center Is now 
accep tin g appointments for all 
clinic uisits. Please call the Center 
at (202)806-7539. 
WO MEN'S CLINIC REOPENS 
ITS DOORS 
The Women's Clinic has reopened its 
doors, and students can now report 
to the 510 College Street location. 
CA LL TODAY TO MAKE YOUR 
APP OI NTM ENT AT (202) 806-7290. 
ISYBASE' 
Architected for Change~ 
All 10 of the top 10 companies 
in the Fortune 100 
choose Sybase. 
Talk about being in good company. 
Sybase is the world's fastest-growing client/server software company. We offer a 
\"er~ exciting workplace for talented, hardworking people who want to be part of our 
incredible growth and success. 
Sybase will interview at Howard University 
Wednesday, February 22nd 
for the positions o~ 
Associate Consultant, Professional Services 
Associate Software Engineer, Technology Solutions Group 
Sybose invites you to attend an Information Session 
Tuesday, February 21st, 6·8pm • 
l.K. Downing Hall, Room 2119 
Attire is informal and refreshments will be served. 
Contact the Career Services Office for details. For more information on Sybase, 
see our ad on page 100 of Job Choices, Science and Engineering. Sybase 1s an equal 
qpportunity emplo_} er. 
Be in good company. Interview with Sybase. 
• 
Rutgers University president's S~eon General .. 
. · · . . nommee under~ 
rac·1st reID.arks 1nc.1te protest 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After arriving five years ago at Rutgers 
University, president Francis L. Lawrence ~ad 
a reJ?Utation as an advocate of equal opporturuty, 
havmg overseen a s ignificant increase in 
minority student enrollment as provost of Tulane 
University. But today, he struggles to save his Job 
after making racist remarks. 
Last November, Lawrence made a remark 
that appeared to link the low test scores of 
Blacks to their "genetic, hered itary 
background." Angry students at the New Jersey 
campus are now protesting and accusing him of 
racism. 'f 
"I know be has helped minorities in the past, 
but this negates everyihing he bas done," Denise 
Troope, a Rutgers senior, said. 
The Rutgers and T he University of 
Massachusetts basketball game was canceled by 
150 protesters who remained seated in mid-
court. The following day, about 750 students 
braved subfreezing temperatures to demand his 
resignation at a protest rally. Lawrence 
apologized, but said he would not resign. 
"I don't think I'm putting my interests ahead 
of Rutgers," · 
Lawrence said. "I misspoke, I jumbled my 
words, something every single h!lm~n beii:ig O?, 
this earth has done 11 at least once tn his hfetlme, 
I 
he said. Lawrence later said he would try to use 
the experience to improve rac!) relations ~n the 
campus, which has the htghes~ Af~1can-
American enrollment of any public rese!1£Ch 
university in the Association of Amencan 
Universities -14,000 out of 47,000 students. 
But anger among minority students has risen 
by the day, and now Rutgers is divided by the 
races. 
'The tensions are rising in all directions," said 
Roselle Wi lson, vice president for student 
affairs. • 
Despite student anger, official support for 
Lawrence has become ·stronger. The board of 
governors and faculty senate at the university . 
bave stood behind him. New Jersey Governor 
Christine Todd Whitman (R) also came to 
Lawrence's defense. 
"His record is quite the opposite of the words 
he spoke and he should not resign at this ~oint 
in time," Whitman said. "You don't want to lose 
that because someone said something stupid, if 
that's what it was," Whitman said. 
Some Howard Universit)' students were upset 
by Lawrence's statement. Deniese Sabbath, a 
freshman physician's . assistant major, said a 
person with bis status should not have made 
those remarks. I · 
\ "His racist remarks could endanger th.e 
enrollment number of minority students at the 
university," Sabbath said. " He should think 
before be speaks." 
Vaughn Mitchell, a sophomore international 
business major, said Lawrence needs to go back 
to the classroom. 
"An institution is a place of higher learning 
and it looks bad for the presicfent to teach 
ignorant remarks," Mitchell said. 
The United Student Coalition, which is the 
leading protest against him, has not yet met with 
Lawrence despite the numerous meetings be bas 
held with students and faculty. 
White and Black students at the 
demonstration said they considered Lawrence 
aloof as a leader and complained that bis first 
apologies were made to Whitman and the board 
of governors, instead of to the students who were 
the subjects of his remarks. 
"It's sad that .in 1995 we stiH have to resort 
to sit-ins and protests," student protester Diaab 
Abdus-Salaam said. 
, The Daily Targum, the cam1,ms newSJ)aper, 
demanded Lawrence's resignation in a front-
page editorial, 
. "With those three words [genetic, hereditary, 
background), the president of our university 
became a symbol of racism that can no longer 
represent the diversity and progressiveness of 
Rutgers," the editorial read. 
But Lawrence insists he meant nothing oy 
them. 
He said, "The remarks simply do not 
represent the way I've lived my life or wharl 
believe." 
Black breast cancer patients needed 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
. Hilltop Staff writer 
Despite having1a degree in 
Business Administrat ion, 
marketing is Zora Kramer Brown's 
area of concentration for now as · 
founder and chairperst>n of the 
Breast Cancer Resource 
Committee in the District of 
Columbia. Not ironically, Brown is 
now researching ways to get more 
Black women involved in clinical 
research. 
"We have just begun a campaign 
to find out. what factors inhibit 
African-American women from 
participating in clinical trials," 
Brown said. "We are giving the 
University of Pittsburgh a road 
map to show how to break down 
the barriers that keep African-
of the Tuskegee Experiment in 
which the government injected 
Black men with sxphilis in order to 
study the effects, • Brown said. 
Despite negative incidents of 
the past, Brown remains trustful 
and optimistic about clinical 
testing. 
American women from 
participating." · 
The University of Pittsburgh 
currently holds a bid on a contract 
th rough the National Cancer 
fnstitute to conduct testing using 
the drug Thmoxifm. Tamoxifin is 
use~ to delay or prevent relapse in 
patients who have undergone 
surgery for breast cancer. 
But the trial testing is to study 
whether or not the drug prevents 
breast cancer from forming or if the 
drug alters the breast cancer in 
women who carry the gene. 
Although the U01versity of 
Pittsburgh 1s the headquarters for 
the study, universities and hospitals 
nationwide are participants, 
including Howard and Georgetown 
Universities. 
But out of 16,000 women being 
tested in the study, less than two 
percent are African American. 
According to Brown, some reasons 
for a low turnout among Black 
women is that they do not have 
enough information about clinical 
testing and may not know what is 
involved. 
"African-American women are 
often overlooked when it comes to 
testing. We are often an 
'aftertl\ought' ," Brown said. 
Io addition, some women may 
wonder who would pay for follow-
up visits, benefits and the risks 
involved. Brown· also indicated 
historical reasons why women may 
be wary. 
"There are guidelines and 
protective measures. The women 
involved are monitored by their 
doctors and receive controlled 
care," Brown said. She would like 
to see IO percent of the trial testing 
involve Black women of different 
· geographical and biological 
l>ackgrounds. 
"We have to be part of the 
studies to find out if medication is 
as effective on African-American 
women as on our European 
counterparts;" Brown said. 
According to Brown, the Black 
press is most effective in sending. 
information. One campaign Brown 
found particularly effective 
featured actress Esther Role, who 
played the character Florida m the 
television sit-com "Good Times." 
"Using believable, non-
threatening people in tbe African-
American community like Esther 
Role is key to delivering the 
message," Brown said. 
According to the National 
Institutes on Health, breast cancer 
is the leading cause of cancer death 
in Black females. From breast 
cancer, 4,659 deaths resulted in 
Black women in I 992. 
Established in 1989, the Breast 
Cancer Resource Comminee is a 
non-profit organization that 
focuses on breast awareness and 
education in women, particularly 
Black women. 
Zora Brown, Breast Cancer Resorce Committee founder "Women may be wary because 
For more information about 
breast cancer or how to become 
involved in clinical testing, phone 
(202) 463-8040. 
Dog, TV shows may.pinpoint time of death 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
lead a neighbor down the street to the murder 
site just after midnight. • 
On Sunday, Judge Ito, the jury, and the 
prosecuting and defense attorneys took a field 
trip to the crime scene of the OJ. Simpson 
murder case, stopping at Simpson's estate and 
the Mezzaluna Restaurant, where Nicole 
Simpson and her family had their last meal 
''The dog was getting more nervous and it 
was pulling harder·as we got closer," Suk:ru 
Boztepe said. "I saw a lady laying down, full of 
blood. She was blonde. I could see her arm." 
Boztepe and his wife immediately called police. 
Otner neighbors were called to testify this 
week. Each witness heard very' loud and 
persistent "plaintive wails" from a dog at about 
10:15 or 10:20 p.m. together. . 
The tour was part of the prosecution's 
evidence, intending to give the jurors a firsthand 
look at the sites pertaining to the tri al. 
Prosecutors said the trip would allow the jurors 
to see that the walkway was small and confined. 
"It would show the reason why one person 
could accomplish this and how the victims were 
cornered," prosecutor Marcia Clark said. 
The first stop on the tour was Ronald 
Goldman's apartment. The bus then traveled to 
the Mezzaluna Restaurant and on to the mu·rder 
scene, Nicole Simpson's condo. The final stop 
of the day was Simpson's estate. Jurors were 
escorted through his bedroom, bathroom, closet, 
kitchen, garage, laundry room and trophy room. 
During the tour the jurors were not allowed to 
ask questions or touch anything. 
Security for the tour was tight, with more than 
250 police officers on duty. Streets were 
barricaded, airspace was restricted and some 
residents were escorted by police to.their homes. 
Crowds ~athered along the freeway and followed 
the jury s bus through downtown Los Angeles. 
Many took photographs and videotaped. 
At the request of the Brown family, Simpson 
was not allowed to tour his ex-wife's home, but ,._ 
did visit his own. Also, at the request of the ~ 
Simpson and Brown family, Ito barred reporters {!. 
from visiting Nicole's house . and Simpson's ~ 
estate. => 
Time of Deaths o 
The prosecution is using the wail of a dog and l';' 
the rerun of a "Mary 1y1er Moore Show" to ~ 
determine the time of deaths for Nicole Brown s 
Simpson and Ronald Goldman\ The dog barks ~ 
came from Nicole Simpson's dog, Kato, as he _g 
... 
The timing of the crime is critical. 
Prosecutors say Simpson killed his ex-wife and 
Goldman at 10: 15 p.m., giving him enough 
time to return to his estate, clean up and get into 
a limousine for the airport at about 11 p.m. 
Steven Schwab, a neighbor, said he took bis 
dog out at the end of "The Dick Van Dyke 
Show" at I 0:30 p.m. Sunday. 
"During the walk I checked my watch, and 
it was 10:55 when I saw a dog on the loose 
outside of the condo. As I approached the white-
and-tan animal, I noticed blood on its paws and 
thought it might be hurt," Schwab said. "As I 
headed home, the dog followed and barked and 
howled at every house we ()assed." 
Later be examined Kato, but said he found no 
injuries that would account for the moist blood. 
Schwab became defensive during the cross-
examination when defense attorney Johnnie 
Cochran tried to prove to j urors that the 
witnesses were only approximating the time of 
the wails. 
"When I returned home, my wife was 
watching TV and it was precisely 11 :05 p.m. 
'The Mary 'J\ller Moore Snow' had just begun," 
Schwab said 
Police Tostimonies 
Later in the week, L.A. pol ice officers were 
cal led to testify about how they handled the 
crime scene after finding the bloody bodies. 
Offic.er Robert Riske, one of the first to arrive 
at the crime scene, testified that he used Nicole's 
telephone to call his supervisor that night, but 
did not use gloves or dust it for fingerprints first. 
Riske also said he did not see any other officer 
dust the rear gate for fingerprints. 
Cochran then wanted to show the jurors a 
composite videotape of police officers walking 
through the crime scene, stepping over the 
bodies and down the bloody patl\way. But Judge 
Ito ruled "no." 
"They always want to hide the truth," 
Cochran sai.d, complaining of the prosecution. 
Officer Riske described to the jury bow he 
found Nicole Simpson. 
"She was l)'ing on her left side, her bands to 
her chest. Her feet were together and underneath 
the fence," Riske said. 
He later went on to describe how he saw a 
lener, with O.J.'s return address on it. He and 
other officers then went to the second level of 
the house where they spotted Simpson's two 
children, Sydney and Justin. They dressed the 
children, took them out the back exit of the 
con~o and on to the West Los Angeles police 
station. · 
Judge Lance Ito ruled that Simpson's first 
wife, Marguerite Simpson Thomas, must testify 
at the trial because slie had two telephone calfs 
with Simpson the day of his arrest. 
By Natasha Lindsey 
Hilltop Staff writer 
"He's got a rocky road ahead," 
Sen. John Breaux, (D-LA) said. 
A , rocky road . is an 
understatement for what hes ahead 
for Surgeon General nominee, Dr. 
Henry Foster. 
The Tennessee 
o bstetri c.i an/gynecologist ·s 
nomination troubles began when 
the "less than a dozen" abortions 
he said be performed did not match 
up to his medical recoi:ds. Recently 
released records also uncovered 
the nu mber of hysterectomies 
Foster performed on severely 
mentalfy retarded women for 
sterilization and hygienic purposes 
in the I 970's. In a 1976 Southern 
Medical Journal, Foster defended 
his reasons for removing the 
health)' uterus of a mentally 
retarded woman. 
"Recently, I have begun to use 
hysterectomy in patients with 
severe mental retardation," 
intended to either sterilize them or 
eliminate menstrual periods. Out 
of 485 hysterectomies performed 
fr~m 1963 to I 973, Foster 
, performed a small number on 
mentally retarded women. 
Foster's credibility and support 
from Republicans is quickly 
dwindling, while Democrats 
SUJ)port his nomination. . 
"The administratfol\ believes 
the number of pregnancy 
terminations conducted by a highly 
qualified physician ought not be 
the factor," White House 
spokesman Michael McCurry said. 
But Sen. Dan Coats (R-In.) 
disagrees. 
"Unless some of these 
disturbing quest ions can be 
answered satisfactorily, bis 
confirmation is in serious 
jeopardy," Coats said. 
Despite consistent support of 
Foster's nomination by the White 
House, many Democrats and 
Republicans alike are angered over 
the administrat ion's changing 
stories of how many abott1ons 
Foster has JJ:erformed. 
Surgeon General Henry 
investigation into Foster'snJllasi 
practice and his manage~'nt 
Meharry Medical Colle 
Nashvilfe, Tonn. o 
Foster is also being qu , 
for his 1985 study at M r 
Medical College, where ~m 
some medical students perfito 
..__a dru_g study in whill;h, 
suppository induced aboij' 
women. Foster and his s e2 
successfully induced 55 ac 
worn. en- that participated !k 
study. Although he was ·1 
administrator for the study f 
not handle the ex.Peri f 
personally, Foster ' may u 
administered some of 
medication," one source · 
Foster said he perform 
than a dozen abortions. But, ' 
the finding of a 1978 t.. 
which mentioned the nu ~ 
therapeutic abortions 
amniocenteses he perfor 
number was closer to 700. 
Many liberal Democra 
said Foster, who is B lac 
fallen victim to a mod 
lynching. 
"He's having his ch 
assassinated without trial. 
no time fora 1995 lynching.; 
Sheila Jackson Lee (D•Tx.) 
Anti-choice opponents 
to comb through Foster's 
and distort his record, 
House official John PodeSll 
"Any fair review of his 
academic work and writ\ngi 
Foster to be well w11h1 
mainstream of the Am e 
medical community, and il 
put particular emphasis on~1 
women with hilth-risk pre e 
have babies;' P'oclesta sai . a 
Deputy Chief of Staff Erskine 
Bowles is in. charge of the 
emergency. fact-gather!i:ig mission, 
which entails summomng Foster to 
the White House to answer 
questions as well as look into his 
records in Tennessee to disclose 
information so the White House 
does not receive more surprises or 
number mix-ups. 
"The burden of proof has 
shifted from 'we ought to approve . 
him because he seems 1ike a good 
guy! to 'he had better prove the 
case or he's not going to make it'," 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-
Ga.) said. 
~epublican Senate staff aids are 
now conducting thei r own . 
The National Abortio 
Reproductive Rights A h 
League and the Na~W 
Organization for Women)n• 
expressed their support for ' 
and designed · a strategy to I 
Foster's nomination. 
"We think there are still u 
positives than any pos s 
negatives, and for that re 
will support him," president : 
American Medical Ass · 
Robert McAfee said. 
edical field argues 
over using Methadon ~ 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
Hilltop Staff wrtter 
In. the early ! 960's when Dr. 
Mane E. Nyswander 
hypothesized that drug addicts 
could be treated as patients within 
a medical practice, she probably 
never anticipated the impact of the 
fruit of her research today. 
The drug being tested during 
the 1960's was Methadone, used 
to curb the effects of drugs such 
as morphine, heroin, Demerol and 
opium. Methadone, according to 
one pharmacisq "is a safe drug 
used to treat cases of severe pain, 
or to detoxify tl1e body of drugs." 
But there 1s some dispute today 
over whether the drug is the most 
effective treatment for chronic 
opiate abusers. 
The National Institute on Drug 
Abuse endorses the use oT 
methadone for OP,iate treatment. 
In a report, 'Drug Abuse 
Treatment: An Economical 
Approach to Addressing the Drug 
Problem," it was stated that over 
a six month period, the cost for.an 
untreated drug abuser was 
$21,500, but$1,750 for an abuser 
under methadone treatment. 
Besidc;s being cost-effective, the 
NIDA says methadone is safe to 
use for prolonged periods of time. 
For example, patients have been 
on methaaone for as long as 20 
years. 
But !JOI. al.I in the drug industry 
are opt1m1st1c about ,methadone. 
I 
"We personally f 
recommend the use of the 
said a drug counselor for the 
Abuse Hotline. "We don't Ill_ 
with the concept of using :ii 
defeat drugs." 
Some people have 
methadone addictions as IOII 
they have had heroin addicti'... 
according to Willard Go 
hotline coordinator forl 
Washinston Area Councilr 
Alcoholism and Drug Ablll& 
"It's like genesis. People · 
to get the methadone two to 
times a week," Good 
"Former heroin addicts 
physicall_r and psycholo · , 
addicted. 
Good said some symgt l 
a methadone addict are j c 
those of a heroin addict, t 
drowsiness, glossy eyes 
scratching of the skin." ~ 
Executive Director · 
WACADA, Joseph WrighL 
although a small num · 
addicts benefit, the drug 
be classified as a failure. 
'The rationale behind the 
was to give the addict a large t 
of methadone to overco r 
need to get hicll off the b , 
Wright said. ''13ut the me 
became a treatment all in · 
Methadone is 
administered in clinics ii h 
form. Depending on the 
previous amount of drugf 
methadone can be given in 
between 80 and 120 milli 
day. Patients must be 18 
in order to obtain the dru 
National Reporte 
' 
eall 806-686 
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~thropologist addresses ethnicity in politics 
BY. Nicole Mason 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
are faced with escalating conflicts 
Jack world. In many cases, Africans 
e invol ved in ethnic conflicts 
e African Americans for not 
g sides in addressing African 
• Elliot P. Skinner. Frank Boas 
r of Anthropology • at Columbia 
·1y, said. 
r made these remarks at a lecture 
"Ethnicity and World Politics; a 
ro the Black Diasp0ra" which was 
. IS. in the School of Business 
·um. ln the lecture sponsored by 
national Affairs Center, Skinner 
ethnic relations in politics and 
barriers. 
k leaders did not have the space to 
!heir own individual ity given the 
ility of g lobal racism," ne said. 
er talked about such leaders as 
T. Washington, W.E.B . .Ou Bois and 
of the United States. 
bety;een events that occurred in the past and 
the!r perpetual effects in the future. 
'The problem with the contemporary 
world is that it was once believed that at the 
end of the Cold War there would be a move 
toward a ne,:,, world order for humankind, 
esl?ec1ally in the international field" 
Skrnner said. " In contrast, the end of the 
cold war has brought about ethnic conflict 
that ~as broken out all over the world, not 
only m (irst world countries, but third also." 
Ht; cited such ironies as present ethnic 
conflicts that came at a time when there 
y;as a world-wide movement toward a more 
JUSt_an~ democratic society. He said Russia, 
Eth1oe1a and Iraq are examples of countries 
suffering from ethnic conflicts although 
they are trying to move toward a more 
democratic system. 
"Inc:easingly and paradoxically, .r. 
collect ive people under old and new .!!! 
barriers of _eth,:iiciJy are beginning to ~ 
demand social JUSt1ce, respect for their c: 
langu?ge, cult~re and an inequitable share. g 
of their countries resources;: Skinner said. ::: 
Skmner also talked about the idea of <C 
Afri_c~ A_mericans wrestling with the issue .0 
of 1nd1:,,1dual f:eedom versus being "' 
auto!"laucally assigned to an ethnic group ~ 
by virtue of race. _g 
"Whether we are willing to accept it or Q. ~-• 
1 
Garvey and their influences on 
·rf.can politics. He stressed the 
'0!ce of race and culture in reference 
,e · an American's involvement in the 
i evolution of African-American 
01 and their bold ideologies toward 60md culture was also addressed by 
hiF· He gave examples of distinct 
·heF.ments and compromises between 
ili~rs and provided a verbal time line 
ntslrife and succession of the leaders 
tv~ lhe 20th century. 
not, all persons of African descent share 
aspects of the same ethnicity," Skinner said. 
"Ethnicity is a reservoir of turmoil and a 
refuge for the embattled. It is a combination 
"The end of the cold war has brought ethnic conflict," Elllot P. Skinner said. 
Years 1850-1924. He was also named otherssaiditwashardtograspthemeaning world politics," Karla Hall, a freshman 
of rationality and sentiment." 
Senior Fellow at the Howard Univer~ity of the lecture. . majorif!g in psychology, said. . . . 
International Affairs Center for the spring "I found that Skinner strayed off the Mortba Keila, a sophomore maJonng m 
Skinner is the author .of 12 books, 
including African Americans and United 
States Policy toward Africa and The Early 
semester. topic at times. He had a lot to say about finance, agreed with Hall b_y saying the 
Although. ~ome s_tudent• . found influential Black leaders, b!Jt it wru, ~ard to lecture w~ informative, but did not adclress 
thfner also emphasized the link Skinner's speech mfo.rma11ve and ar11culate, connect the leaders ideas with ethnicity and any new issues. 
~~eniinar explores plight Mexico faces peso crisis 
IDd ' 
::1f Black Brazilians By Ayana Robinson Hilltop Staff Writer 
has 
fay-?f_Nd_l,..m_y_ak_e_Mw,.,.-...,ak,..a..,.ly_e_ly_e_ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
:ter----'-------
~~~l part of the Black History 
aid.,celebration, the Department 
tryJ.-dern Languages at Howard 
ngs~·ty sp0nsored a program 
1ite se~ _on the oppression of 
aid. Brazilians. 
ice purpose of the program 
10~ ll bring into awareness the • 
the~of the l31ack Brazilians, and 
canr their cry for help and 
has'!!ion," Rosangela Maria 
>ing~a Brazilian professor in the 
ciesiment of modern languages, 
andileprogram, which was held in 
1ionllackburn Galler)'. Lounge 
,nalll!day, included a tribute to the 
,avelll}' of the African Brazilian 
,s1er110r and hero Zumbi. The 
,avetm hero fought for freedom 
llSlice from the Portuguese 
~ore 'in colonial Brazil. He was 
ible · ted November 12, 169S. 
we ·1 is the largest country in f the America and more than 50 
ion, of the p0pulation is Black. 
:111mtry has the largest Black 
--'!'"·on outside of Africa. 
!lie notion of Black presence in 
clis limited because it is ruled 
1 White minorit~ as was the 
=
. South Africa,' Vieira said. 
ever, although a lar~e 
Jlo of Brazil's p0pulation 1s 
n't is controlled by the White 
'g" ity which comprises l 0 
!ru' of the p0pulation. . 
Black Brazilians are deprived basic 
'necessities. · 
l3lack Brazilians are 
experiencin~, "modified 
enslavement,' Harry Johnson, a 
student in the Brazilian Portuguese 
class offered at Howard, said. 
Johnson said Black Brazilians are 
in the same predicament they were 
in during the years of enslavement, 
the only difference is that it is not 
as blatant now as it was then. 
Alysha Cassis, who is studying 
Brazilian Portugese, said Brazil is 
the eleventh most industrialized 
nation in the world, yet living 
conditions are deplorable: An 
estimated 69 percent of the 
IJOpulation has no public sanitation; 
63 percent do not have safe 
drinking water; 400,000 die of 
curable diseases each year due to 
poor health facilities, and the infant 
mortality rate is very high. 
Furthermore, Black 13razilians 
are often educationally deprived. 
"Less than two percent of Black 
Brazilians attend college, and less 
than one percent graduate," Vieira 
said. ''There are only five Bla<:k 
Brazilian women with Ph.D.'s m 
Brazil , teaching at local 
universities." 
Brazil is also faced with a 
serious problem of homeless, 
orP.haned or runaway Black 
children. , 
"Of the SO million 'street kids 
worldwide, 7 million are in Brazil," 
Cassis said. 
Vieira and Cassis said Black 
Brazilians must realize their self-
worth and the need to be liberated 
Student speaks on opression. 
from their oppression. They also 
said because the government will 
not give Black Brazilians their basic 
rights, they have to fight for them. 
However, segregation and 
exploitation of Blacks will not 
change unti l the world helps. 
Tfiis program was one of several 
events organized by the Modern 
Language Department which 
spotlighted African heritage in the 
Lusopllone (Portuguese) world. It 
also included performances of 
Brazilian dance, music and 
Portuguese poetry. 
The department of modern 
languages felt the program was a 
significant part of student 
awareness of Latin American 
culture. 
''The program involves studentc 
into the llistory of Black culture, 
specifically Portuguese and 
Spanish pol?ulation commonality 
of the expenence of Black people. 
Black people have contributed to 
the history of cultures ·around the 
world," Effie Boldridge, Spanish 
and Portuguese -Language 
Coordinator, said. 
The congressional approved $S3 
billion loan package to help bring 
Mexico out of its severe economic 
crisis and the International 
Monetary Fund's agreement to loan 
$17 .8 billion 10 Mexico have some 
people hopeful of the 
improvements the loans may bring. 
"There are going to be new 
economic measures, [a] reduced 
budget and a controlled inflation 
rate. It's going to give financial 
support to small businesses so the 
economy can benefit," Monica 
Echezerria, press attache of the 
Mexican Embassy, said. "[The 
loan] will also reduce government 
exI>Cuditures and control inflation." 
The increasing deficit of current 
accounts, which is the widening 
gap between exp0rts and imports 
and the drain of capital are the main 
contributors to Mexico's financial 
crisis. These factors, coupled with 
the country's unstable political 
situations, such as the rebellion in 
the southern Mexican state of 
Chiapas, caused internat ional 
investment in the country to drop. 
"Because of the social and 
political situations, many countries 
took out their investments in the 
stock market," Echezerria said. 
She also added that corrupt 
politicians who used government 
funds for personal reasons damaged 
the economic wel fare of the 
country. 
The loans will address many 
✓ ~-lhe bulk of the country's 
,rJ quently, speakers said, 
. . 
:s to 
had 
gas 
i)nS, 
1olitical strife increases violence in Burundi 
the political will to solve the countries 
problems," Cummings said. He also added the 
economic difficultiesl3urundi faces to the list of ,od, By Patricia Hardin 
the Hilltop Staff Writer on __ _.:.:::;:::i::..~::.:...:.:::.:::::_ ____ _ 
people are talking about see;k.ing _revenge," 
Abdullahi An-Nairn, execuuve director of 
Human Rights Watch/ Africa, said. 
Recently, the Tutsi opp0sition party, the Union 
for National Progress, demanded th_a! the 
government be overthrown by the m1htary. 
Military leaders refused, ple:dging allegi?"ce to 
the government. However, 1t 1s ~ncertam how 
long the military personnel "'.1ll be able to 
withstand the pressure that factton leaders are 
problems within the region. · 
"Economics is the base of the problem. If you 
have access to employment and distribution, it 
usually resolves issues," he said. ,me 
ilfCC 
aid. 
,me 
ally 
1rug 
dose 
. the 
inet 
Jone 
:elf." 
,s;lo 
1sers 
use, 
1oseS 
rnsa 
,1der 
(Unless the recent outbreak of fighting in 
.ii between Hutu and Tutsi opposition 
l,s is brought under control, poli ti~al 
~ say the confl_ict will result in a m~s1ve war, similar to the upheaval that killed I ,000 people in Rwanda last year. 
strife is really starting to heat UP.- It's 
at the stage where people shou Id be 
ed," Roger Rathman, national press 
for Human Rights Watch, said. 
said the violence is mounting so 
J that Rwandan refugees, who fl eel to 
· 1ast year to escape th_e massive ki~ings, 
evacuating Burundi and returrung to 
'111 , 
fighting is primarily betwe~n Hull! !111d 
lltremist groups who are seeking p0ht1cal 
In an attempt to de-stabilize the political 
of the country, faction leaders are 
to create tension between the Hutu-
ated government and the Tutsi-lead 
placing on them. · . . 
A ltliougb the make-up of the p0pula1100 m 
Burundi is similar to Rwanda's, a country where 
ethnic disputes caused many hves to be l9st, 
some anafysts said the root p_rob_lem plaguing 
Burundi is not a result of ethnic nvalrY,, but 1s a 
result of political strife and economic decay 
within the country. . 
''The ethnic.groups ha_ve co,-eJOsted f~r 400 
ears. The ethmc compos1t10~ 1s not new, An-. 
&aim said. "What you have 1s a ~truggle over 
power to control scarce economic r~SOUf<:eS. 
The elites who are in control are ma_mpulatmg 
pre-existing tensions to promote their p0ht1_cal 
position. Both Hutus and Tuts1s are betng 
victimized.'' . fri Robert Cummings. chairperson o_f the A can 
Studies department _at Howar~ l_!ru".ers1ty, said 
Burundi's proble!"! 1s rooted 11! its inability to 
find effective poltt1cal leadership. 
"[The current leaders] have not demonstrated 
Fear that escalating violence in Burundi 
could explode into massive civil war ha~ 
prompted many organizations to call for 
international involvement. Most analysts believe 
that the international community cannot wait 
until the situation becomes as disastrous as 
Rwanda. 
''The international community should start 
paying attention to what is happening in 
Bunmdi. Because the government refuseil to 
rc~ognize the coup, the violence is mounting," 
J\n-Naim said. . 
Beatrice lrabahinyuje, liaison for the Burundi 
Embassy, said negouations are taking place 
between Prime Minister Anatole Kanyellkiko 
and the different political parties. 
Cummings hopes a compromise can be 
reached, but he believes the Hutu and Tutsi 
factions will seek their own interests. 
"A compromise would be the wa_y to go but 
whatever the advantai:e is, the politicians are 
going to take it," he said. 
· 50 000 people have been killed in 
. since 1993. Many were massacred a(ter 
ly elected Hutu President Melchior 
·e was assassinated in a cou!) attempt. 
ause of the death of the president, many 
INtFIHStld i~ bFC()MiNq qk)bi\lly kN~)lt(l91,l\hli? 
l<)(>kiNq r<) Expk)HI- Nt-w culru1~1--,? 
H· ~<), dt1 INtl·:t{N.1\ti<)NAI l>.l\<11- N_i-rd" \OL. 
StJ~ INII-RN,\ti<>NAI Edit<)R Lf:sliF HAHHis FVlnV SuNd.:'\V /\I 5 p.i\'l. 
fc)R ~J<)HY As~ic1NMfNl" , 
1 
aspects of Mexico's faltering 
economy, including the devaluation 
of the peso. 
Yet. many Mexican citizens do 
not know exactly what the loans 
will provide but they feel that it will 
benefit the economy. 
''The general population does 
not understand the economic 
situation. They just know that the 
loan is for the good of the country," 
Echezerria said. 
Ignacio Basauri, bureau chiefof 
the Mexican News Agency, said 
Mexican·s are generallL 
appreciative of the loan proposa , 
but believe the United States may 
have other reasons, such as gaining 
control of Mexico's oil revenues, for 
trying to bail them out of its 
financial crisis. 
. UNITEDS1ATES 
Gl/Lf Of MEXICO 
Some added that these loans will 
only increase or pro long the 
economic problems Mexico is 
facing. · 
"All this does is extend the term 
of its [Mexico] debt. The loan does 
not address long-term problems," 
Thea Lee, economist of the 
Economic Policy Institute, said. 
"People.on Wall Street or elsewhere 
who hold Mexican bonds would be 
the main beneficiaries of the loan 
guarantee. It pays off debts that 
aren't eveo in Mexico." · 
Lee also feels that $53 billion 
could have been better used in the 
U.S. 
"We're cutting social progr.uns 
at home, but weve made money 
available to Mexico. The 
expenditures could have been better 
spent at home." 
!f N11El!WMllPNAIL 
lHl,JIG!BllLll<GlHITS 
Sarajevo, Bosnia 
A 122 rnm shell was fired into the Muslim "safe area" in 
northwestern Bosnia killing one civilian. _The shells landed near a 
United Nations base, but no one there was mJured. AU.~. spokesperson 
said the incident is ul)der i~vestigation. If the att~ck 1s proven to be 
deliberate, the U.N. said 1t will take appropnate actions. Ti 1s unknown 
whether Croatian or Bosnian Serbs are resp0nsible for the attack. 
Cairo, Egypt 
A recent report, issued by the U.~. _State Department, on human 
rights abuses in 'Egypt has angered pohllcal leaders m the country. The 
report claims that Egyptian security forces make unnecessary arrests, 
torture people and are responsible for other abuses, including murder. 
Officials in Cairo lashed out again~! the. charges, calling. them. "lies," 
"fabrications" and "hearsay." In tenor ~tn\Ster Has~an Aili claims ~e 
United States has received m1sleadmg mformauon from Egypt s 
opposition press. 
A recent statement, issued by the U.S. Emb~ssy in Cairo, said the 
United States is determined to keep the peace with E_gypt and not sever 
tides with the nation regardless of the rep_ort. But_ m ihe Arab p~e.ss, 
officials said they are outraged by the mternattonal commumt1es 
response to the charges of abuse. · · 
, ' Kabul, Afghanis~n . . 
The recent conflict between warrmg fact1ons m Afgbamstan may 
come to an end as a result of an agreement to establish a_ multi-party 
council as a temp0rary governmel)t. The plan wa~ esta~hshed ~y the 
United Nations as an effort to sufle the escalating violence ID the 
country. A cease-fire is scheduled to take place between the two 
factions, once the panel is installed. 
The fighting in Kabul has claimed the lives of more t!tan 15,000 
peol?le, mostly civilians. For this reason, many in .the region eagerly 
await the installation of the interim government. 
· Grozny, Russia . 
Many Chechen citizens said the Russian m.ilit~y h~ conurutt~d a 
massive amount of abuses against the people living m the, reg1on. 
Residents have reported that the .Russian soldiers are accused of 
beating, looting and killing. Russia troops have currently _secured ~ost 
of the capital. But the control comes at the loss of many hv!)S. Sold.iers 
have been reported in saying they too fear the amount of violence that 
is occurring m the region. 
The two sides also agreed to a limited ceas_ e-fire last Monday. The 
tem~rary truce called for Russians and Chechens to halt afrforce 
activity and the use of heavy artillery. 
l 
l 
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Since 1924 
Ainatterof 
dollars and sense 
ln an effort to assuage the troubles of the working 
poor, President Clinton has taken it upon himself to 
propose raising the national minimum wage. He is sure 
to facehostileoppo~ition from Republican laissez-faire 
fanatics who view any government tampering with the 
marketplace as an assault on American capitalism and 
democratic ideals. 
The remaining years of the Clinton presidency will 
surely be marked by constant bickering and bull-
headed debate with his administration and Democratic 
congressional supporters on one side and bloodthirsty 
Republicans on ilie other. The GOP knows that they 
must keep Clinton reeling and on the ropes if they ho()!: 
to regain the Oval Office in. 1996 and, as a result, will 
chalfenge any proposal he makes no matter how 
positive or productive. 
In the midst of this hubbub, a relatively modest 
proposal -one that can markedly improve the living 
conditions of a large portion of the population- may 
very well be chewed up, swallowed ancl spat out in the 
unthoughtful baste that partisan politics fosters. 
Thankfully, the national minimum wage is an issue 
that many people are interested in and arc affected by. 
People will watch closely as the drawbacks and merits 
of raising !he minimum wage are debated on Capitol 
Hill. Both Republicans and Democrats alike would be 
wise to cautiously examine the current minimum waae 
and work out some means for raising it. Even if their 
motivation is merely guided by a desire to capture the 
votes of the working class-the one thing that seems to 
motivate all politicians regardless of party affiliation-
it would still be a smart move and would greatly 
benefit many lives. · 
The most important question in the debate over the 
minimum wage is one that we fear will not seriously 
be addressed by Co11~s: Is the current minimum 
wage set at a level that can provide a good living for 
American families? If the answer is not (we assume it 
is), then it must be raised plain and simple. 
The swing to the right on Capitol Hill has brought 
many social and economic policies under closer 
scrutiny. Right now, welfare reform is probably the 
hottest topic among policy makers who want to see 
fewer Americans draining the public dolls. However, 
in their zeal to cut welfare spending and compel people 
to work, lhcse politicians are failing to see the entire 
picture. 
Currently, welfare recipients can receive a check 
from the government _every month t~at is large~ than 
one they would receive from working a m1111mum 
wage job. The incentive to get off of welfare (personal 
ambioon and pride exclucled) is simply not. there. 
Raising the minimum wage increases that mcentive and 
would surely encourage people to ~et off welfare. The 
government must recognize the idiocy of this situation 
and repair it. 
To many, the American dream is a very real and 
legitimate goal that can be realized through hard work, 
determination and th<! Protestant ethic. However, it is 
obvious that for those Americans on the lower rung of 
the national income ladder, the American dream is 
strictly fanlasy. 
The minimum wage has not been increased since 
1991 and Clinton's proposed wage would barely even 
compensate for inflation. The perception that minimum 
wages only affects high-schoolers working in fast food 
restaurants is false. There are many Americans, 
particularly new immigrants to this country, who must 
survive on the paltry paychecks $4.75 an hour 
produces. A small increase m the minimum wage will 
not de)tr0y the free market system and will nol put 
corporations out of business. At best. it will merely put 
a few extra dollars in the pockets of those workmg 
Americans who need them the most. 
Foster under fire 
Once again, a Clinton administration nominee is 
under fire. Surgeon General hopeful, Henry Louis 
Foster Jr. has come under attack from conservative 
politicians and pro-life extremists even before he has 
had the opportunity to defend himself and his actions 
before the Senate. The battle lines in this one have been 
clearly drawn and it is going to be interesting to see how 
it all turns out. , 
The opposition to Foster's appomtment comes as no 
swprise. Anyone the Clinton administration nominated 
for the post would surely have come under attack just 
as quickly from Republican instigators. In fact, the 
revelation about Foster's past work as an abortion-
performing doctor wilh Planned Parenthood came as 
a shock not because of what he had done but because 
Clinton nominated him in the first place. 
Surely the administration must have done their 
homework and realized that Foster had some skeletons 
in his closet that Republican opponents would feast 
upon. The decision to nomina1e Foster despite this 
knowledge was a courageous move that reaffirms both 
Clinton's commitment to keeping abortion legal and to 
maintaining racial diversity m tits administration. 
Poor Dr. Foster, nonetheless. has been thrown into 
a turbulent sea of pro-life fanaticism and partisan hi-
jinJC. His oppositio,1 has even taken to researching his 
pa5t medical work and tabulating the abortions he has 
performed. It seems that no trash can is off limits in 
this Republican/anti-abortion effort to scuttle the Foster 
nomination. 
To our knowledge, abortion is still legal in this 
country and was at the time Foster performed them. Tu 
ba5e one's opposition to his appointment on the grounds 
that he performed abortions is truly close-minded and 
ignorant. Foster's past career is one that is marked with 
several accomplishments and achievements. He is a 
very capable candidate who. at the least, deserves the 
opportunity to stand on his record at the Senate 
hearings on his appointment. To drag Foster and his 
career through the mud before he has been given this 
opportunity reeks of self-serving and corrupt motives. 
Foster's major work as a physician recently has been 
focused on young people. He has stated that his "life's 
work has been dedicated to making sure that young 
people don't have to face the choice of having 
abortions." As a professor at Meharry Medical College 
in Nashville, Foster has initiated a program that strives 
to reduce pregnancy, improve self-image and encourage 
education among poor teenagers. 
President Chnton must stand by his embattled 
nominee during this ongoing assault. The Senate 
confirmation hearings will only get uglier for sure. It 
is a shame that a man who has not broken any laws and 
who has chosen a career path founded in altruism would 
be so unjustly assailed. Dr. Foster is a very capable 
nominee and his appointment as Surgeon General 
should not be stopped by any political power play. To 
do so would represent a gross mutation of the 
democratic process we all profess to support. 
So what's the solution? 
The catchy fliers have been posted. The promises 
are succinctly worded in platform-style. And 
yesterday's best friends are today's political strategists. 
It must be that time again. Time to see who can talk 
the biggest talk and walk the biggest walk-time to see 
whose political rhetoric and calls for reform will garner 
the most support. Yes folks, it's campaign season at the 
Mecca. 
And with the campaign season. comes the classic 
campaign rhetoric. 
"We will represent you." "The student will come 
first in our administration." "We promise to be ... ( or 
not to be ... )" "We aren't afraid to stand Uf to the 
administration." "HUSA is not about US, its about 
YOU." Blah. blah, blah . .. It's the same talk every year, 
but nothing ever changes. At Monday's speak out, 
candidates from the five HUSA slates, as well as the 
candidates for Undergraduate and Graduate 1rustee all 
spewed the same rhetoric. 
It's easy to blast current student leaders for what they 
have failed to do. It's easy 10 elicit "Amens" from an 
audience yearning to be impressed by student leaders. 
It's easy to rant and rave about the University's 
registration, financial aid and employee attitude 
problems. But what about the solutions'? The HILLTOP 
would like to hear the candidates discuss real, practical 
solutions. If candidates ha,•e what it takes 10 talk the 
talk, they should have what it takes to walk the walk. 
At the next speakout (Feb. 22), candidates must give 
!he voters some concrete )?lans and proposals. Just 
hollering about Howard's ailments won't suffice next 
time. The staff of The HILLTOP will be looking for 
specific plans of action. Voters need to know exactly 
what candidates would do if matters should ever heat 
up as intensely as they did during the infamous 
Restructuring Era or Spring '95 registration period. 
Voters need to know what measures candidate, would 
do to help the University prevent these problems from 
reoccurrmg. Voters need to know that candidates know 
the problems, as well as the solutions. 
Aside from the obvious demonstrations of integrity, 
honesty, dedication and good work ethics, candidates 
need to convince the student body that they know how 
to be true leaders. And the only way to convince the 
voter is to bring some substance to the table. Weve seen 
the campaign Tiiers with resumes attached. We know 
which candidates know how to charm an audience with 
lofty sermons and preachy posturing. We know which 
candidates are soft spoken. but promise to carry big 
sticks. We even know which ones need to go back and 
review the H-Book. Now we need to know who are the 
best people for these crucial [>2Sitions. 
It 1s promising to see the umfication of graduates and 
undergraduates on one slate. It is ,1lso reassuring to see 
that the candidates, and for that matter, the audience 
members, are refraining from the "Ricki Lake Show" 
speakout format. It's good to sec voters coming out to 
meet the candidates. And it's good to see the young 
crop of sophomores efficiently managing the elections. 
Now, if we could just see some sound solutions to 
Howard's real problems. 
Kente conunercialization 
The latest commercialization of African-American 
culture and popular practices by corporate, white 
America can be found in neighborhood drive-thrus 
around town. In a trifling attempt to reach out to the 
Black community, McDonalds has taken it upon itself 
to peddle plastic Kente-patterned cups during Black 
History Month. The fast food giant may think tts latest 
promotion is a sens itive recognition of African-
American culture but, in actuality, it is a shameful 
mani festation of what happens when you take 
misguided Afrocentrism too far. 
Kente cloth, mudcloth and other African ma1erials 
have become a part of tlie African-American fabric. 
Y(?u can not go to school or chl!rch or the grocery store 
without seemg brothers and sisters decked out in the 
latest in African-inspired style. Kente clolh scarves and 
ha!5 are as commonplace on the Metro as navy blue 
suits and power ties ever were. In our justifiable desire 
to gl<?rify and represent our heritage, African-
Amen~ans have successfully ~rought these things into 
the mainstream. Sadly, the pnce we must now pay is 
watching white America capitalize on yet another 
"Black tl1in_g" that was once ours exclusively. 
Our fascmation wilh Africa and our increased Afro-
centrism in the late 1980s made it easy to excuse our 
overzealous and misdirected use of Kente cloth. 
Ho~ever, we were so happy to be affirming our 
heritage that we neglected to see how we were 
simultaneously trivializing it. 
In western Africa, Kente cloth and mud cloth are 
revered possessions that are only used to commemorate 
special occasions. Similar to the "coat of arms" of 
European families, the intricate deSijlnS of various 
cloths depict age-old families and lineages. Many 
Africans _will express open disgust upon witnessing !he 
way Afr1can-Amencans casually sport Kente cloth 
bedroom slippers and umbrellas. 
Expressing pride in Africa and African lhings is a 
very worthy and commendable thing 10 do. However, 
we must realize !hat African culture is best advanced 
when we understand it fully. To merely drape ourselves 
in the fabric of African culture is just as meaningless 
and plastic as Mc Donalds· cups. 
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Perpetrating 
Mro-piinps 
thrive at Mecca 
Ta-Nehlsl Coates 
HILLTOP Columnist 
iJward is an institution !hat has 
Juced Black thinkers with 
:al or mili1an1 viewpoints. 
~ ,1udents receive their first 
~n, in Blackness here at 
.ard University. Others, like 
df, are the children of !he very 
<l)pe of mili1an1 imellectuals 
ard once produced. Our 
.01, gave us African names, 
-,,1imes dreaded our hair and 
:-fed us tofu. 
\!though we arrive al this level 
'Osciousness in different ways. 
xt 1hat we arrive at all is what 
-.uzing . The problem is that 
· this awareness comes 
-oo,ibility, and recent events 
d lead one to believe this 
10 be soap.~ox preachers take to 
becorrung conference groupies." 
Wh_enever Frances Cress Welsing. 
Nairn_ Akbar, or Dr. Ben are 
spe_ak,ng anywhere within their 
v1cm11y. these peo ple will be there. 
They quote verbatim from their 
speeches . but never bother to read 
the books. The result is a group of 
pseudo-militants whose alleged 
monopoly on Blackness imprisons 
them _in a mirage of Black 
revo\ut1on and a reahty of empty lip 
service. 
. All this points 10 the serious 
10(C!lec1ual void in the self-styled 
m1l11ant community· 1he main 
cause being most of 'us 1alk too 
much and read 100 little. Many of 
our self-~tyled leaders fall into this 
trap. W11h people like Khalid 
Muhammad 1akmg to stand up 
comedy. and 1he NAACP becoming 
We appear pro-Black and militant, 
but we do not take the begrudging 
steps to be truly African-centered. 
(ndeed, some of us read Malcolm X's 
autobiography, twist our hair, turn 
_ t•egetarian and call it a revolution. 
n,ibili1y is being shirked. 
'!my of us who have chosen an 
·,-:u,-centered way of life, make 
:,x changes to ourselves. We 
change our name 10 Ayanna, 
c or Oamali. We may start 
, African auire. and 50me of 
1} gro" dread,. These steps 
ne and good. bu1 too many of 
a,1uck a1 this lc,cl. We appear 
Black and militant. bul we do 
.Le the begrudging steps 10 be 
African-centered. fndecd, 
or us read Malcolm x·s 
ography. twist our hair. turn 
,;tnan and call i1 a revolution. 
·J w.e things 10 !he nex1 level, 
, ,imple as opening a book. 
,true revolution occurs in your 
.I library. Many of us call 
lies pro-Black after anaining 
e1ic level o f knowledge. We 
· abo ut the glories of a 
Jillie Africa wliere e, eryone 
a king and queen before White 
·!ecame. Or we begin 10 auack 
ing 1ha1 is 1101 as "Black" as 
ue. Often such arrogant 
:men1s. laced with fiery 
ric. drop like bombs on !he ill• 
:med; bu! a close examination 
xh statements reveal them 10 
:.allow ramblings of soapbox 
xhers. 
~e who are not loud enough 
irrelevant, now is 1he time for 
serious intellec1ual action. 11 is 
insane when people are quoting 
Steve Cokely. but have never hcaro 
of Waiter Rodney, John G. Jackson 
or Chancellor Williams. 
Anyone who is serious abou1 
.being African-centered must begin 
their quest al 1he library. At least a 
book a month should be read 
during 1he school year. and one 
every two months during vacation. 
We mus1 read periodicals like 
Time, Emerge. Newsweek and 
even Essence. In addition, we 
should read newspapers like The 
Washington Post and/or The 
ntislti11gto11 Times. plus !he Black 
newspapers like The Final Call 
and The Afro-American. 
Moorland Spingarn must be 1he 
shrine of the African-centered 
s1uden1-scholar. If you are a 
Howard student and you do not 
visit Moorland Spingarn on a 
regular basis, forget about 
revolution. 
In 1his age of pro-Black 
pretending. it is paramount that we 
know who we are. 
To talk about Blackness and 1101 
read is 10 be no less than an Afro. 
pimp. wallowing in 1he mud of 
"Blacker 1.han thou" posturing and 
elementary militancy. 
The pot calling 
the kettle black 
Michelle Jones 
_ am writing in response to an 
__, le in the Feb. 3 issue of The 
LTOP by Kisha Riggins 
•:1i1 be so quick to label football 
ffi as abusive muscleheads''). 
dare you label my article as 
y? Apparently. you did not 
d my point before making 
~sion 10 respond 10 my initial 
tive piece. 
1. Riggins. you need to get 
· facts straight before you 
M your ideas to the Howard 
lllUnily. 
:..C thing I do agree with is that 
it the right 10 my opinion. I am 
.\c only perwn who holds this 
n regarding football players· 
~ and am proud 10 have taken 
:m po,i1ion on !his problem in 
rommen1ary. 
owever. Ms. Riggins. my 
~ lmentary highlighted some very hlan1 facts as well. You had !he le 10 claim 1ha1 I obtained my 
llhrough secondhand accounts. 
. you 1herc when I wrote my 
rec1ive or were you just 
:ning 1ha1 obtained my 
'Tllalion tha1 way? 
u wrote that you spoke 10 
·e,ses who said that other 
ni, (not football players) 
~ the fight. But you wen! on 
TIie lha1 you were not there 10 
s !he fight and that "what I 
to say should no1 be taken into 
idera1ion." Therefore, we 
~,e djsregarded your entire 
\leet1ve piece. 
did my research while it is 
llll, 1hat you did 1101. Some of 
points made in your 
. 'nlary were very untrue and 
llely not researched. You 
• 1hat "no men1ion of injuries 
fractured body parts was 
oned in 1he police reports." 
l\iggins, you are a sophomore 
·naltsm student and 1101 a 
r of !he Metropolitan Pol ice 
mem. 
. spoke 10 students who 
ned injuries in !he fight and 
ned hospital records which 
~ated 1ha1 some of them 
suffered from swollen heads. severe 
back pains, a broken nose. a gash 
that required seven stitches ancf one 
case of unconsciousness. Doesn't it 
seem like I did my research? It 
would be wise to follow in my 
footsteps before reporting 
inaccurate information next lime. 
I have been a studenl at Howard 
longer than you and am well aware 
of the abusive behavior displayed 
by some of 1hosc players. You 
mentioned lha1 you are fnends with 
many of those same players. jjow 
can you expect others 10. behe~e 
that you dicf not respond sunply 111 
defense of your buddies. 
It is hard 10 believe 1ha1 you 
somehow concluded 1ha1 I did 1101 
know any of 1he foo1ball players. I 
know and gel along with some of 
1he same players as you. So 10 
answer your question about 
condemning someone you've never 
met. I'll answer ii w11h another: 
How c an you condemn me, 
someone you have never me1 
either'? . 
I really did 1101 see the pom1 or 
your perspective because you 
correctly wrote 1hat there are bad 
apples in every bunch. If you 100k 
the 1imc to think you would have 
realized !hat I was talking abou1 
chose "bad apples" and not he entire 
football team. 
I am ast.onished 1ha1 you cat in 
the cafeteria every day :ind have 
never witnessed a fight mvol_vmg 
football players. What cafe1cna do 
you ea1 m Ms. Riggins? Anyway, 
you should realize that just because 
you do not witness something does 
not mean that it did 1101 happen. 
I, 100. have learned a lot and 
know better 1hnn 10 rebut 
something before I have a clear 
understaf!ding ~f what _is really 
being bald. After reading your 
response. I have concluded !hat you 
did not understand my.perspectiv~. 
Wouldn't it be great 1f you read ti 
again Ms. Riggms? 
The writer is a junior majoring 
in jo11ma/ism . 
Individual strength. fornis the 
foundation of solid relationship 
Russell Rickford 
loins) lead !he way. you would do well 10 Slay al home and make sure 
your own house is in order. 
Too many HU students have taken 10 
indiscriminate man or woman hunts when lhe 
frustration of being alone overflows. 
We need 10 get away from the fear of being 
alone. II is this fear 1ha1 has caused both men ano 
women 10 sen le for partners that were wrong for 
them. ln 1hc often destructive relationships tha1 
resuh, heartache. confusion and cheating 
become commonplace. 
Of course there is no fool-proof equation or 
formula for choosing the perfect male. Affection 
is 1101 academic. Bui neither should we use 
fleeting affections to form spontaneous 
reln1ionships, nor allow 1he ~ursuit of our 
par1ne.rs to be based strictly on· chemistry" and 
not science. 
Sisters. realize who we brothers are now and 
who we are to become in 1he future rests largely 
on the shoulders of our most natural advocates, 
Black women. Do nol be too quick to bash 1he 
habits of Howard men unti l you examine your 
own conduct. After all. our promiscuity is and 
has always been a two-way street and if you don't 
want us 10 play, quil !he game. 
Temporary loneliness need no1 drive us 10 
1em!)Orary insanity. We need 10 get away from 
this fear of being alone. 
Needless 10 say. no man (or woman) is an 
island. Mos1 of us would rather 1101 sleep alone. 
Bui don·1 sell yourself short gening with a bed 
male tha1 can·1 stroke your sp1ri1 as well as your 
physicality. 
Before you throw {ourself into a new 
relationship ask yourscl . wha1 enriching traits 
could this man or woman bring to our union? 
Does he or she have a similar sense of 
spirituality? Do his or her ambitions compliment 
mine as equally as his or her personality does? 
Does he or she have a relationship to God that 
can sustain us through turmoil? 
When you finally fincf tha1 someone you can 
sit up all night and talk 10, or jus1 sil up all night 
and not have 10 talk, then you will know you have 
found your intellectual match. When you find 
that brother or sister with a solid emotional core 
- !he one Iha! will stand by you during 1he 
storms ahead - you will know you have found 
a rare source of positivity. 
Holding the highest of standards is merely a 
renection of a self-respecting individual. 
Why would you senle for second-best unless 
you fell 1ha1 is whal you deserve? And going 
after 1he besl girl or guy is not difficull if you lei 
your intelligence and ms1inct (rather lhan your 
These questions may sound somewhat 
somber. bu1 if you are confident you have a 
wealth of scnsiti vity and affection 10 contribute, 
shouldn't you be certain that new special 
someone has similar assets? 
Brothers, you don't need 10 gel a girl unti l you 
have cultivated your own manhood. Until you 
can be the anchor in 1ha1 one sister's life, unti l 
you can be a gentle. motivating presence in the 
often tumultuous days of 1he rfoward woman, 
The mos1 exquisite lhing in !he universe is !he 
harmonious union of a Brack man and a Black 
woman. Seek ii honestly and with discretion and 
you just might discover the genuine article. 
_The writer is a junior majoring in political 
science. 
Whining profess9rs are an 
ancient plague at Howard 
Dr. Michael Frazier 
In his rather mean spirited and 
toially emotional auack on Dr. 
Joyce Ladner. Interim President of 
Howard University, Professor 
Chernor Jalloh became 1he latest of 
a cabal of disgruntled fnculty 
members itching 10 determine 
adminis1ra1ive policy n1 Howard 
during a period or extreme financial 
crisis. Jalloh's l0131 disregard of 
fuels and his intemperate style in 
delivering his nonsense suggests 
thal he is a poor lawyer and an even 
worse philosopher. 
His mindless diatribe in The 
HILLTOP (2-10-95) was a new low, 
even for these few members of !he 
faculty with personal complaints. 
These individuals are classic 
"whiners" for whom unauthorized 
power is !he only palliative. Such 
mdi viduals. Jalloh among them. 
devote their time and effort 10 
destructive enterprises even as 
others 1ry to pro1ec1 them in their 
"jaw-boning" and their jobs. 
A stream of invective and name 
calling is not !he same as rational 
and informed debate. Jalloh has not 
presented a single fact 10 support 
his suggestion tha1 announcements 
of a budiet deficit are bogus. To 
imply 1h1s is 10 ny in !he face of 
external and internal audits, 1101 10 
mention U.S. Depar1men1 of 
Education reports confirming 1he 
existence of a major financial 
shortfall. Even without audits, one 
could readily see that !his university 
could 1101 indefinitely operate wilh 
almost as many faculty and staff 
members as s1udcn1s. 
Professor Jalloh and company 
forget that this in,1itution exist& 10 
serve studenls lirsl, faculty research 
second. and 1he larger community 
third. All Howard University jobs 
ex isl to achieve these ends. Howard 
does 1101 exist for 1he jobs i1 
provides, bu1 rather !he service ii 
renders. Typically, 1he whiners have 
light 1eachmg loads, scant research 
and apparently a good deal of time 
10 craft complaints and quarrels. 
Under the Board of Trustees -1he 
true bosses of Howard 
University- Dr. Ladner has begun 
doing what had to be done: adJUSt 
our expenditures 10 match our 
revenue. The Jallohs of 1he world 
ap{l!!ar oblivious of this necessity. 
President Ladner has addressed 
this and other problems of the 
University with singular couraie. 
Her difficult bu1 necessary decision 
10 1crmina1e nearly 400 persons 
from lhe payroll was basically a 
survival issue for the University. 
President Ladner has pointed ou1 on 
a number of occasions, "there is a 
face, a family, a mortgage. children 
10 care for behind every difficult 
choice." These tough decisions are 
1hc responsibility of leadership. To 
do anything bu1 make 1hesc pamful 
but necessary decisions would be a 
dereliction of her responsibility 10 
protect 1hc University. 
There is no ca\y way for a person 
10 lose his or her job. Rather than 
criticize her every move. the entire 
Howard Universny family should 
"close ranks'' and work for !he best 
in1ercs1 of1hc institution. President 
Ladner did not create the fiscal 
problems of1he University but she 
has done much in a short time to 
address them. She has also 
ar1icula1ed a vision of quality and 
accomplishmem for Howard inlO 
the 21 sl century. 
For the "whiners," however. 
mere facts appear 10 make no 
difference. The recklessness of !heir 
position can be seen in 1he 
condescending reference 10 a 
"plantation run by Negroes:· and to 
the extremely dangerous suggestion 
of a federal "1alceover'' of !his 
institution. These insults display a 
complete lack of appreciation for all 
1ha1 Howard University stands for 
- and has represented for more than 
127 years. 
II is equally ludicrous to suggest 
that large numbers of faculty 
members embrace such views and 
would follow 1he lead of those who 
hold them. 
Whiners are 1101 10 be 1aken 
seriously. They are largely people 
with few classes. few studenLs, linle 
or no research, no .i:rants. bu1 plenty 
of time 10 cri1ic1zc others while 
pushing their own agenda at 
Howard's expense. 
Where were these whiners last 
year when Howard was being 
assaulled by Khalid Muhammaa 
and the adverse nationwide 
publicity which followed his 
appearance on our campus? All of 
these nay sayers were invisible. The 
question mus! be asked: whal have 
these people con1ribu1ed 10 the 
betterment of Howard University in 
the area . of 1eac_hin~. research or 
commumty service'/ 
The pointless. name-calling and 
mean spirited piece by Dr. Jalloh 
and others should be treated wilh 
1he contempt ii deserves. It cannot 
be taken seriously. 
The writer is professor i11 the 
political science department. 
Departm.ent of Philosophy has a 
totally different perspective 
Dr. Segun Gbadegesin 
Our attention has been drawn 10 a piece in 1he 
February I 0, 1995 issue of The HILLTOP by Or. 
Chernor Jalloh. Associate Professor in the 
Department or Philosoph}: The purpose of this 
piece is to dissociate lhe faculty of 1he 
Department of Philosophy from the position 
taken by 1he writer of 1ha1 perspective. 
To s1ar1 with. we want 10 make it clear !hat 
members of 1he faculty of the department have 
great respect for 1he office of 1he president of 
Howard Universit>:- This leads us 10 accord 1he 
occupant of !he ofhce, Dr. Joyce Ladner. dignity 
and respect. It is our view Iha! 1he freedom of 
speech and opinion which we all cherish as 
scholars should be used responsibly so tha1 we 
do not unwillingly undermine our mission. It is 
one thing 10 disagree among ourselves, bu1 it is 
another 10 express our disagreement in a 
responsible manner. It is important for all of us 
10 recognize this, foroursurvtval as a community 
of scholars is tied up wilh it. 
Secondly, we would like 10 affirm 1ha1 the 
Depar1men1 or Philosophy is in a position to 
attest to the commilmenl of Dr. Ladner to the 
advancement 1101 only of academic programs. 
bu1 also of scholarlr dialogue on important 
issues in !his Univers11y. We were able 10 bring 
in an additional faculty member last fall as a 
result of her support and thal of Dr. Clarence 
Lee, Dean of 1he College of Arts and Sciences. 
This has enabled us to increase and di versify our 
course offerings for the benefit of our majors and 
minors. 
rn I 993. the Department of Philosophy 
organized a conference on "Culture, Values and 
Bioethics" and another in 1994 which were 
possible only with the leadership and both 
financial and moral support of Or. LadneJ. Both 
of these ini1iati,.es were a tremendous success. 
Third, the Departmem of Philosophy is well 
and alive. 11 is also making sa1isfac1ory progress 
toward the realization of its mission. The 
graduate program of the depa1:ment is no:,v v7ry 
strong. thanks to an aggressive rev11ahzat1on 
program !hat we embarked upon from the fall of 
1992. In 1994, the program received one of 1he 
highest evaluations from 1he Tusk Force on 
Graduate Study and Research. The number of 
majors is increasing. Faculty research o_u1pu1 is 
up and is perhaps stronger lhan ever before m !he 
h1s10ry of 1he department. Student en1.husiasm 
is growing, and we continue 10 receive 
complimentary me~sages from our recent 
graduates now in various graduate programs 
and professional schools. 
Fourth. 1he issue of a salary gap within the 
departn1en1 was brought up in !he perspective 
piece and it appears 10 me that !he salary one 
negotiates on first appoin1men1 affects 
subsequent salary changes. In fact, I have moved 
as aggressively as possible to recommend salary 
increases for the faculty, bu1 the financial 
situation oflhe University does no1 support such 
a move at this time. I have, however, been assured 
that salary increases will be taken care of as soon 
as 1he situation improves. This is known 10 !he 
faculty. 
As far as I ~'flow, !here has been no irregularity 
in depar1men1al procedures regarding 
appointments and promotion and we continue to 
do our best for our students. We will continue 10 
pursue 1he pa11l of honor and scholarship. We 
will do so wi1hou1 bitterness but with 
unders1anding, appreciation and cooperation 
with one another. We recommend the same 
course for !he entire membership of this great 
institution. For it is the only •ane road to our 
collective survival and progress. 
The writer is the Chairman of the Departmem 
of Philosophy. 
Realize that there is a strong Kemetic 
influence in much Je~sh thought 
Charles Porter 
The revolt against 1he paradigm 
of Greek 1hough1 imposed upon 
Back people resulted in 1he classic 
work "Stoic Legacy" by George 
James. This work showed !hat the 
Greeks borrowed heavily from the 
ancient Africans and thal African 
culture was the foundation of Greek 
culture. This book is an important 
vic tory in 1he war against 
falsehood. I bel ieve 1he same 
enlightened analysis needs 10 be 
done with much of Jewish 1hough1. 
At a time when Black scholars 
and Howard students are being 
labeled anli-Semilic. and are 
viewed with con1emp1, ii is 
important Iha! we take a closer look 
al Black-Jewish relations. 
The African origin of the Bible 
and the heavy African presence in 
1he Bible are very hot topics in the 
Black community. We know that 
!here are !he Black Jews of Ethiopia 
who have been practicing Judaism 
longer 1han any other Jewish 
community. We also know 1hat in 
our his1oncal experience in this 
country, we have often identified 
with !he enslaved Jews in Egypt . 
Bui what is the significance ofth1s? 
The term "semitic'' does not 
refer to a race, but rather a language 
grouping. The Semitic language 
belongs to !he Afro-Asiatic fanuly 
of languages. This is a misnomer in 
tha1 every branch of 1he fan1ily is 
found in Africa. Moses is said to 
have wrinen the first five books of 
the Bible and is also said to have 
learned all of the wisdom of Kemct. 
The cullure of Kemel is much 
older than 1hat of 1he Hebrew 
people. History was important to 
the people of ancient Egypt and 
they 1'epl detailed records. There is 
no record of an exodus taking place 
or of an enslaved Hebrew nation. 
There is, however, a recorded 
account of an invasion of a nation 
of shepherds known as the Hyksos. 
They are said 10 have been an 
Asiatic people who oppressed the 
people of Kcmel and were viewed 
as barbaric people with no culture. 
The Hyksos identified with the t:od 
Set (which is said to be the ongin 
of Satan) and have been associated 
with the ancient Hebrews by some 
historians. 
Black people mus! return 10 !heir 
roots and study traditional African 
religion. There you will no! find a 
jearous. angry, vengeful creator 
who commands you 10 kill people 
and take their land as you will in 1he 
Bible. You will find the fall of man 
story, the origins of circumcision. 
!he destruction of a prior world, 1he 
story of the Ark and !he eight 
ancestors. the Sabbath, the 
redemption of man (1hc covenant). 
the story of a crucified savior and 
much more. 
We mus1 view Jewish thought as 
an off shoo! of African culture as 
we have done with Greek thought. 
We mus! return to our roots and 
reclaim our role as teachers of the 
world. 
The writer is a senior majoring 
i11 political science. 
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WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 22, 1995 
MERIDIAN HILL 
DORMITORY 
AT7:00PM 
GRAPHICAL FLYERS BY CAP ICONS (301) 552 CAPS 
ADM I NI STRATI U E 
ASSISTANT 
AUAILABLE 
IN ROOM 117 BLACKBURN 
CENTER 
OFFICE OF STUDENT 
Seeking pediatric and adult volunteers for current and upcoming asthma research studies. 
Selected participants will receive free research-related asthma, medical supervision, free asthma 
research medications _and monetary compensations. Parking is also available. 
For further information call: 
(202) 877-8265 or (202) 877-5506 . 
' 
Institute for Asthma & Allergy 
at Washington Hospital Center 
D 
Ballot 
CJ BUSA President 
CJ BUSA Vice President 
ti Graduate Trustee 
Undergraduate Trustee 
oose 
. 
lections '95 
BOMB 
YOUR 
SPANISH 
IDTE 
Come to the 
SPANISH CLUB's 
FREE 
Tutorial Sessions 
on 
February 22nd 
and 
March 1 
from 6pm - 7pm 
Locke Hall Room 202 
THE HILLTOP 
Clcass Pric~ List" 
L4-t:1Ji~ C: (A>C 
S'tuden'I Non-S'tuden'I 
$40 / $50 
S Week S .essi<>n 
Q 3 De1ys Cl Week 
Qweekend 
Persone1I Assis1'e1nce 
Q UNIAC Membership Card 
~F reeGat-orade Refreshment" 
OFFICIAL 
HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY 
LJ.?-tJ?i-CtCA>lll ~ 
S'tuden'I Non-S'tud•n'I 
$75 / $85 
1 0 Week Session 
Q 3 De1ys Cl Week 
Q Weekend 
Persone1I Asslst"ance 
Q UMAC Membership Card 
Q Belt" Test" Promot"loncal Exam 
Q Discount" on UMAC 
Exercise Wear 
Q Free Gal'orcade Re-freshmenl' 
SELF-DEFENSE 
CLASS ~C>IN TC>DAV ! 
202-387-UNI.AC (8622) 
A11 
A12 
( 
if I t.e11 1ov ..,,etlJmg 
will you laagll or cry 
if i whisper soinetbing 
will you live or die 
will !ft. •itbere 
m the iNhn of it all 
orwill~fran.bess 
break~ resolve . 
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1lleef n'/lBC news director Comeclian Eddie Griffin 
illyriam Joseph l'EOPLE/B2 brcuzclies out l'ULSE/B6 
Ford appoints female 
president BUSl1VESS/B4 
Charles Bnrldey mouths 
off-agai11 SPORTS/BS 
- ~-----~--
roua 
,i:arch Jho,"J that tL?e ./oodJ , Pe co1z..Jttn1e greatly a_f/ect Ottr L?eaff-h and the '"ay ,ve fi,nctior1. on. a daily Dad& 
o/ Rashida Syed 
J Donovan Griffin 
top Staff Writers 
early weekday morning 
-:already late for an 8: 10 
11rowling stomach can be 
,rihe Lraflic, ,o you make 
_,1b a bag of chip, and a 
ice for 1hat healthy illu-
,m1<e to make up for it at 
· 11 ,eems like the quick· 
.>l and most affordable 
•Gt.'<lrgia Avenue Dinner 
. Jlliund and i1 ·, either "the 
.,rdering out. Money is 
)OUr bod)' is drained, so 
--t 10 go 10 bed hungry. 
,re ShamJrika Fields is 
iliar with thh ,cennrio. 
_ trage day. campus ven-
de Fields with breakfo,1: 
Out serve, her lunch. 
-1, up for grab,. 
I like il, r 11 get Chine,e 
J ,1ch or a candy bar for 
• the print journalism 
end of the dav. I feel 
I ~ue" I-have a h:1rd time 
in the morning because 
cmner. It slows me down 
d.i).'' ,he added. 
,e K. Dugger of the 
,1,ersity nutritional sci-
·ariment ,aid ,1udcn1s 
should be very selective about the 
fast food they con,ume. 
" If students made belier food 
selections. that would be helpful. 
FaM food tries to provide nutrition 
by offering salad bars, for example. 
Students should choose fast food 
based on the food pyramid if ai all 
possible," 1hc associate professor 
and nutrition consul1ant said. 
Dr. Lillie Williams, chairman of 
the nutritional science department. 
agreed. 
"Places like Theo Bell have low-
fat offerings with no tasle differ-
ence. If you go to McDonald's, 
choose items wilh the lowest fat 
contem." she said. 
Aacne has often been auribu1ed 
to fast food. oily food, chocolate and 
carbonated drinks. Contrary to pop-
ular belief, doctors have not been 
able to cite any particular foods 1ha1 
cau,e pimples. according to Dugger. 
Instead. she recommends individu• 
als drink six 10 eight glasses of 
water daily. 
"Tht· Laf"' 
As a rule. University studen1s 
residing in campu" housing are 
required 10 purchase the meal plan 
Dc,pite the complaints of some stu• 
dent,. many admit ha, ing guaran-
teed meals is convenient. 
"I wouldn't buy the meal plan if I 
didn't have to," Freshman Jason 
Bailey said. "I could get 1ogether 
with the squirrels and get some-
thing bencr to cat." 
However. Bill Ruffin, director of 
Universi1y dining services, ,aid lik-
ing or disliking 1he University's 
cafeteria food is all a mauerol ia\le. 
"Some s1udcn1s said they don·1 
want food that ta-ics bland. that 
they want it spicy. Others said 1hey 
don·1 want spicy food. Those are all 
opinions. We must rcali1.e that we 
do Ii vc in a "orld with other foll..,." 
he said. 
In addition, Ruflin ,aid each 
cafeteria serves nutritionally bal-
anced meals with food from the 
four food group, dail). He com-
pared 1hc cafeterias 10 resiaurant, 
where cuslomcrs have choices . 
"[The customers] might want [lo 
only cat I macaroni and cheese. corn 
and po1a1oes. bu1 that doesn't mean 
a balanced meal is 1101 being served. 
If students say we're nOl serving 
nutritional meals then that is cer-
tainly their perceplion, but it is not 
fact," Ruffin said. 
Tiffany Scott. a freshman re,i-
dem of Park Square said purchasing 
the mea l plan was her choice. 
bccau,.: :,he does 1101 cook. 
" I lhinl. the food in the cafeteria 
is fine. h \ not a home cooked meal. 
but it is healthy. Some things you 
like and some things you don't. For 
instance. 1 don't cal pork. but I gel 
my carbohydrate,. cgi•s and other 
meats:· she said. 
O/,c,,ily 
We have all heard the saying 
"You are what you eat." As a result. 
one's diet plays an importanl role in 
overall health. Although obesi1y is 
considered an hereditary disease in 
some people. good eating habits 
can help to reduce the risks. Obesi-
ty is an excess of fat in the body·, 
tissues. most often caused b) imbal-
ances in caloric intake and energy 
output. 
"Students leave home lo go 10 
college and they tend to cal more 
high calorie foods as a quick source 
of energy. Obe,ity can also be aurib-
uted to a change in lifestyle:· Dug-
ger said. 
Duoger said children who arc 
allowtd to eat more than ~vhat is in 
proportion 10 their body weight. 
tend 10 overeat in the long run. 1hu, ~ becoming obcse adu Its. 
~ "Children become obese because 
~ they never burn off 1he unnecessary 
< calories." she said. 
'ii There is no proven cure for obe-j shy. However. overweight individu-
"- als are advised 10 eat a healthy. bal-
anced diet and maintain a consistent 
limes, ritual. According to Dugger. 
student, should be reminded certain 
foods can increase or decrease their 
energy le, els. 
"We need energy 10 support our 
[indi, idual I ac1ivi1ics:· she said. 
I lypertc11.,,~111, "The 
":-;i/011 Killer" 
Hypertension, or high blood 
pressure. is a major health risk 
among African Americans.111e dis-
ease is also number one on the list 
of deadly cardiovascular disorders. 
because it may lead to heart auacks. 
Hypertension results from gradual 
increase, in the resistance to blood 
llow through ,mall arteries. Docmrs 
suspect heredity is a major fac1or. 
bill diel is important as well. 
"High salt intake can increase 
blood pressure and the heart ·s work-
load." Dugger said. 
H> pcrtension is known a.s "the 
silenl killer" because affecled per-
sons may have no outward symp-
toms. Of 23 mill ion hypertensive 
Americans, many do not receive 
treatment. An c<,1imated 180.000 
die each year. Medical experts 
aitributc the high risk factors m 
many African Americans to ,heir 
high-caloric, high-fal and high-sail 
dielli. Whi le hyper1en,i ve genes can 
1101 be recons1ructed, individuals 
are advised to lower their levels of 
sail and fa1 intake. 
• 
Cancer in Alen {/JI() 
W-'0111e11 
"Students should learn to restrict 
lhe fat in their diets. Too much fat 
can lead to sicknesses such as can-
cer Learn to keep fol 10 30 p,!rcenl 
of yourtotul caloric inlake and read 
food labels carefully:· Dugger 
explained. 
Surprisingly enough. 1he con-
sumplion of fauy foods has recent-
ly been associated wilh breast can-
cer in women. and prostate cancer 
in men. 
According 10 a recent issue of 
Science News, researchers found 
no evidence that diet elevated a 
man's risk of gening prostate can-
cer. However. among men who 
develop 1he disease. high fat diets 
emerged as a major factor elevating 
the risk that the cancer would 
progress to the advanced stage. 
HeaJth Awnrene.,., d 
Healthy Alternnti,,e., 
With the new year came a new 
desire for many to begin paying 
closer auention lo their health. In 
light of Lhis. there have been recenl 
organizational efforls 10 promote 
health awareness. 
Della Sigma Theta Sorority. Inc., 
Alpha Chapter recentl y held an 
information session that focused on 
the importance of health, exercise 
and diet 
"h's.extremely important for 
Blacks 10 be aware of health, 
because some things can be con-
trolled, such as hypertension. Vio-
lence is1i'1 the only killer of our 
people," Kimberly Cooper said. 
Some smdellls have developed 
their own healthy alternalives and 
have designed their own health reg-
imen. 
"A healthy lifestyle is one 1ha1 is 
free of s moking, drinking and 
includes regular exercise and a bal-
anced die1. excluding excessive fats, 
cholesterol. and sodium:· Lenonie 
Hanley, a junior rnajori ng in biolo-
gy. said. 
·-i have good eating habits at 
home. but it's difficult here because 
it's 100 expensive. However, I know 
that fruit is a healthy alternative 10 
junk food," Kanika Harris. a sopho-
1norc majoring in biology, said. 
Junior Jason Lewis said he has 
good eating habits. 
·•1 no longer eal fried foods, I stay 
away from sweets and I follow the 
four food groups. A healthy alter-
na1ive can be cooking your own 
food and Slaying away from fast 
food," he said. 
Courtney Liddell agreed a 
healthy lifestyle includes exercise 
and a proper diet, but 10 her that is 
only half of 1hc picture. 
"You must 111ain1ain mental and 
spiritual health as well ," she said. 
"A health diet is not merely fol-
lowing healthy lrends." 
sm: Is it just a trend? 
Sy Nicole Mason 
liilltop Staff Writer 
:-,\ the beef- or shall we 
' 
flN1011 is no longer about 
~ of the beef. ~ of , egetarian\ have hil 
. and their "meat" of 
ould probably be more 
hoes of tofu. 
'~nanism is a growing phe• 
among health conscious 
~COL\. It has become so 
:ad that restaurants and 
llve,prung up nationwide. 
':1!1, the cafeteria has sup-
lllC ,1udents · efforts to eat 
~ providing meatless dish-
idous alternatives. 
Many students feel 1he decision 
to eat meal or not should be lefl H> 
the individual. Although vegeian• 
anism is very popular,. on campus. 
vcgc,arians are still a m111onty. Con-
flicting views as to why_ people 
decide to become vegetarians has 
become a real iswc on campus. 
Some question whether or _1101 v~g-
ctarianbm is a trend or fad 111 which 
some seek out lO be labeled unique 
or different. 
"Sometimes it's phony. Some 
people like 10 claim 1hey're a ·veg-
etarian: bu t don't even know wh~\ 
it's about or whal kind they_ a~c. 
Jade Howard. a freshman maJonng 
in nursing. said. 
Howard said she remembered a 
time in gym class and the tea<:hcr 
asked if there were any vegetarians 
mea1. fish or poultry. but they do cat 
plant foods, d:\iry products and 
egg,. Lacio-vegetarians folio"' the 
same regimen as lac10-ovo vegelar-
ians wi1h 1he exception of eggs. 
Vegans (vee-guns) eal no animal 
products whatsoe,cr: they only cat 
plant fooc.fs. The most extreme under 
the umbrella ar:: Frui1i1arians. They 
rc.,1ric11beirdieb lo fruits and nut,. 
and do not partake of plam food. 
fish. poultry or dai ry producls. 
1 c Erica Smith, a freshman major-
/ ~ ing in sports marketing. agreed with 
~ Howard. 
I :;; "I don't sec anything wrong with 
!! being a vegetarian. as long as you 
present One or two girls raised tl!ei' 
hands. but when asked whal 1..,nd 
were they, they couldn't answer. 
Under the umbrella term "vege-
tarianism," there are several differ-
ent types of food plans. Semi-veg-
etarians eat poultry. fish, dairy 
produc1s. plant foo~s, but no 111ca1. 
Lacto-ovo vegctanans do 1101 cal 
~ are commined. and not eating pork 
~ chops or pigs feel one day and lofu 
j1 the next," Smith said. 
"- The three most popular reasons 
cited for choosing the ,cgetarian 
life,tyle arc health. religion and ani-
mal righls. His1orically. red meat 
and pork have been linked with high 
cholesterol and heart diseases, and 
according to some religious beliefs 
1he consumption of ccrtam meats 1s 
unclean or unholy. On another level, 
~ome vegetarians bclievt: animals 
have 1he same right 10 life a, 
"I don't see anything wrong with 
being a vegetarian, as long as you are 
committed, and not eating pork chops 
or pigs feet one day and tofu the next." 
-Erica Smith 
humans, and 10 kill animals for con-
sumption is murder. 
·Tve been a vegetarian all my 
life. I was raised a strict veggie," 
Jolcna Narkin. a junior majoring in 
biology, said. " I do think some peo-
ple do it for effect or as part of a 
trend, but they need to stop because 
all 1hey·re doing is hurting them• 
sel,es. 
"I t's hard sometimes because 
most fast food places do not ca1er 10 
vegetarians, and it's much easier to 
grab a burger and go:· Narkin said. 
"h mkcs a great amount of effort and 
1ime. but if you are dedicated to a 
healthy body, then it's worth it." 
Over 1he last I wo decades it has 
become clear 1here is a rela1ionship 
between diet and disease. Decreased 
risk of colon cancer, heart disease 
and hypertension arc among the 
many advantages of becoming a 
vegetarian. 
··Vegetarians tend to have fewer 
nutri1ion-rela1ed diseases and bener 
weight control compared 10 their 
meat-eating counterparts:· Dr. Allen 
Johnson. an associate professor in 
the departmcnl of nutrition. said. !{c 
said vegetarians also reduce the nsk 
of gelling certain types of diabetes. 
However. if , egetRrians fail to 
monitor their diet wisely, there is a 
chance they could suffer from vi1a-
111in and supplemental deficiencies. 
Because of the absence of meal and 
dairy producls in some vegelarian 
food schemes, it is i mportanl to 
receive the nu1ri1ion in another 
form. Such sources can be vitamins 
or juices. Vegans have the most 
problems because they only eat 
"Sometimes it's 
phony. Some 
people like to 
claim they're a 
'vegetarian,' but 
don't even know 
what it's about or 
what kind they 
are." 
-Jade Howard 
plant foods. 
"The most impor1ant thing is 10 
have a properly planned diet. There 
is always 1he potential for an ina?-
equate intake of complete protern 
when a person is a vegetarian," 
Johnson said. "You must learn to 
mix servings to get 1he proper nutri-
tion needed as part of a daily diet.'' 
Narkin understands exactly what 
Dr. Johnson is talking about. When 
she was young she suffered from _an 
iron deficiency. She was not receiv-
ing enough iron inlo her blood 
stream. The deficiency was later 
corrected with daily vitamins. 
To be or 1101 10 be a vegetarian is 
an individual choice. But il takes 
more than a proper diet to have a 
healthy body. Key clements such as 
a healthy alt itude. exercise and 
determination are also needed to 
get you on 1rack to good health. 
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Myriam Joseph, focused and on her wa) 
Well-rounded WHBC news director, senior talks about future and care 
By Chataquoa Mason 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
A busybody who knows what she wants 
and who she is. Myriam Marie Joseph, 
news director at WHBC, is gelling the most 
out of her Howard Uni versity experience. 
Those who are around her often describe 
her as dedicated. down to earth and unique. 
Joseph, now a senior, is close to fulfilling 
her role as a student and is now preparing 
to enter the real world. 
"She wants to do it a ll and has more of 
a wo rld-wide view o f life than most 
people," Melanie Hunter a senior majoring 
m T.V. p:oduction and close friend oT 
Joseph, sa,d. 
Throughout her college career, Joseph's 
activities included president of the Haitian 
Students Association. a member of the 
swim team and Caribbean Student 
Association. Today. Joseph spends most of 
her time at WHBC and WHMM further 
preparing for her lifelong dream of 
becoming a television producer. 
Joscpl\ first reali,ed producing is what 
she wanted to do when m high school she 
was given the opportunity to host a teen 
show which dealt with Haitian affairs and 
langu_age. It was then that she made her 
decision. 
" I feel I have a lot to offer the 
broadcasting industry. I want to work 
behind the scenes because there is a lack of 
African Americans in the production 
business," Joseph said. "I feel that I will 
provide an accurate portrayal of the Black 
community worldwide." 
As news director at WHBC, Joseph 
oversees a crew of over 35 news casters. 
Her duties include training and teaching 
interested students to develop their voice 
and production skills. Currently. WHBC is 
the only facility where students can practice 
in the field of broadcast and production 
without being a junior or senior. 
''Sometimes people think she's too hard 
on them. but it's not true, it is just that she 
expects 200 percent from everyone, since 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: Myriam Joseph 
Classification: Senior 
Major: Broadcast Journalism 
Hometown: Cambridge, Mass. 
Future Aspirations: To become a 
television producer 
Words of Wisdom: "Follow God in 
heart and mind." 
DRUNK 
DRIVING 
DOESN'T 
JUST KILL 
DRUNK 
DRIVERS. 
that's what she gives." Hunter said. 
Angela Birch , a junior majoring in 
broadcast journalism agreed with Hunter, 
saying she likes journalism, but Joseph 
loves 11 and that she is truly dedicated to 
what she docs. 
Joseph was born in Port-Au-Prince, 
Haiti. She came to the United States at the 
age of eight. The daughter of a professional 
dress-maker and teacher, Joseph has four 
sisters and brothers al I of whom. except for 
one, is older than she. She says her family 
is c lose and gets alonll well. 
"We are each other s best friend because 
no matter what problems I have, I can 
always call my sisters and brothers and talk 
to them. We live in different states, but we 
manage to keep in touch," Joseph said. 
Growing up in Cambridge, Mass .. 
Jo.-;eph said she belonged to a close-knit and 
fruruly-oriented community. 
"I was sheltered throughout high school 
by the Haitian community. This was good 
for me because it rooted me deeper in my 
culture. It was not until my junior year of 
high school that T began to make friends 
ou_t;;ide of the Haitian community," Joseph 
said. 
She especially remembers the 
significant role her family played in 
molding her identity as she was growing up. 
She said many people come to conege 
looking for spirituality, culture and self. She 
feels she haa an advantage because when 
she came to the University she a lready 
knew who she was. She, of course. hacl 
problems just like everyone e lse. but 
because she was grounded she feels she was 
able to solve them more easi ly. 
A very spiritual person, Joseph admires 
three spintual leaders - Buddha, Jesus and 
Mohammed. They lead the life she would 
love to lead she said. 
''I put God first in everything I do. 
because without him, none of my reality 
would exist," she said. 
As for as role models, Joseph said she 
docs not admire one specific individual 
because to pinpoint one person wou ld 
exclude many other notable and wonderful 
people. 
Despite her busy academic and extra-
curricular schedule, she does find time to 
enjoy herself. In her spare time she enjoys 
going to plays. museums and spending 
time with her boyfriend. Her hobbies 
include writi ng poetry and reading. Her 
poems tend lO focus on femininity, Black 
culture and sp.iritual ity. She says it is 
thr9ugh her poetry that she expresses her 
thoughts and self. Joseph also owns an 
extensive book collcct, on of over 600 
books. 
"I enjoy reading because of the 
knowledge I gain and I am able to 
communicate w11h others on a variety of 
subjects:· she added. "I also plan to pass my 
knowledge on to my children." 
Joseph possesses deep passion for 
sculptures and renaissance literature. lier 
favorite sculptor is A_gust' e Rodin and her 
favorite eras in renaissance literature are 
French and Italian. 
Joseph is fluent in three language~: 
Haitian-Creole, French and Englisti. She is 
currently studying Spanish and Italian. 
After graduation. Joseph plans to travel 
around the world. She wants to visit Africa 
and India. She says she possesses a deep 
interest in religious and Black history. By 
traveling she hopes to expru1d her mind and 
learn about other cultures. 
As she reflects on her yea 
·'Mecca" she says Howard has gil 
invitation to be a student of the 
Being here helped her discover 
good at many different things and 
perform ta,ks ,he ne,er dreamt o 
"There is so much 10 learn 
Howard. I Jove my teachers a I 
played a major role in my overall 
here," she said. 
Five years from now, Joseph sees 
attending eraduate school and , 
philosoph)r 
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Republicans, businesses 
target current labor-law 
By Kendra F. Commander 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Now that '"big-business friendly" 
Republicans are in control of Congress for the 
first time in 40 years, the business community 
is pushing for its own labor laws. Their target is 
the 40-hour work week. 
"Unlike the labor laws that are being pushed 
by organized labor, the changes being sought by 
business lobbyists would affect about 90 percent 
of the nation's work force," Labor Policy 
Association General Counsel Daniel Yager said. 
For more than 20 years, organized labor has 
been unsuccessfully trying to change the nation's 
basic l;ibor laws to make recruiting new 
members easier. And with the help of 
Republicans on the House Economic and 
Educational Opportunities Committee. new 
legislation will soon be introduced. 
The business community is seeking to change 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the 1938 
federal law that sets the workplace rules for 
hours worked and overtime pay. The objective of 
the new bill is to make federal rules more flexible 
and auuned to the needs of the modern work 
force. 
According to an internal memo by House 
Republicans on the Economic and Educational 
Opportunities Committee, the Fair Labor 
Standards Act .. is a barrier of flexible scheduling 
and compensation practices in the workplace. 
The demographics of the work force and the 
societal presmres influencing it have changed 
dramatically since 1938, yet the FLSA has not 
kept pace with these changes." 
The influx of women into the workplace 
since 1950, when most of the federal wage and 
hour regulations were written, is one of those 
changes. In 1950. 33.9 percent of women of 
workmg age were in the labor force, according 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. By 1993. the 
percentage was 57 .9 percent, and it 1s expected 
to climb to 63 percent in the next IO years. 
Nearly 60 percent of married women with 
preschool-aged children were in the work force 
tn 1993. 
"The workplac~ should be more in tuned 
with the needs of the modern woman. Society 
is continuously changing, and the rules and 
regulations which govern should be able to 
sattsfy these change~." local contractor Sheron 
Smith said. 
A commission set up by the Clinton 
administration is recommending relaxing lahor-
law restrictions against employee groups 
organized by companies. Many business 
lol5byists say they expect Congress to go even 
further than the Commission's guidelines. 
"The Commission's report iloes nothing to 
cure the problem. We're better off with the 
current law. The Regublican bill will be a more 
sweeping proposal, L,bor Policy Association 
I Presic!ent Jeffrey McGuiness said. 
ln the long-awaited report on .. The Future of 
Worker-Management Relations... the 
Commission. chaired by former Labof Secretary 
John Dunlop, says it sbould remain illegal for 
companies to set up their own labor 
organizations to keep u111ons out. But the report 
says employee-participation programs should 
not be illegal because they include the discussion 
of work conditions or pay- as long as such 
discussions are "incidental to the broad purposes 
of these programs." 
.. Employee-participation programs 
dominated by employers are undemocratic," 
said Douglas Fraser, former United Auto 
Workers president and a Commission member 
who dissented from the report. 
"Government has made it difficult for us to 
improve productivity by getting ideas from 
workers." DuPont official William Brach said. 
Unlike the Dunlop report, 1he Republican bill 
will focus on three broad areas. 
"We'd like to see the 40-hour workweek 
'flexed' so that it 's an average 40-hour 
workweek. We want to shift the focus to a month 
or some larger perspective." Yager said. 
"Employees who wanted a four-day weekend 
could work seven days one week ancl four days 
the nex1 without the employer having to pay 
overtime for the seven-day week." 
The second major focus, according to Yager, 
is compensation and the ability of an employer 
to provide incentive pay without having 10 
calculate the payments on the basis of the hours 
worked. 
The third broad area to be targeted in the 
Republican legislation is determining who is 
eligible to receive overtime payments once they 
have worked extra hours. 
How organized labor and the Clinton 
administration will react to the Republican bill 
is not clear, although the unions are almost 
certain to oppose most of the proposed changes. 
'·The response will crystallize when the 
Republicans introduce their bill," Yager said. 
.. The devil is in the details." 
Ford appoints feinale president 
By Shenikwa Stratford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Ford Foundation will gain 
its first female president, as current 
president Franklin A. Thomas 
makes plans to step down in early 
I 996. His successor will be Susan 
Barresford. the current vice-
president in charge of worldwide 
pro¥.ramming. 
• She was a natural choice. She 
has been the vice president since 
1981 and runs all of our 
programming. Plus. she has the 
experience of being the chief 
executive officer of a major 
company," Director of 
Communication~ Lloyd Garrison 
said. 
Barresford has been working 
with the Foundation for over 25 
years. She has been the project 
assistant in the division of National 
Affairs, the officer of women·s 
pro~rams. as well as the vice 
president of international affairs. 
She plans to follow in the 
footsteps of her predecessor 
Franklin A. Th)mas, the first 
African-American president of the 
Ford Foundation. 
Thomas, chair of the Study 
Commission on United States 
Policy Toward Southern Africa, 
believed in instituting programs that 
advanced the status of women. 
During his tenure. record numbers 
of women were hired by the 
Foundation. 
Barresford plans to continue this 
pro-female crusade by continuing 
the women's reproductive health 
program. This program teaches 
women self-help, and stresses job 
creation in areas where women did 
not have job, before. 
.. We arc trying to get away from 
birth and populauon control so that 
we may focus on strong women. 
Strong educated women and 
healthy families will naturally bring 
the popu lation down," Garrison 
said. 
Barressford will be in charge of 
over 600 employees and 16 -field 
offices for the New York-based 
corporation. She has proven to be a 
true woman of the 90's while 
balancing a career and raising 
children. 
"She shows enormous initiative. 
The day after the announcement, 
she said she came into the office 
with 50 ideas racing through her 
head," Garrison said: 
Thomas' decision to s tep down 
in 1996 did not come as a surprise. 
He has been the president of the 
Foundation longer than any other 
president. 
"Mr. Thomas is now 60-years 
old, and he"s just ready to retire;· 
Garrison said. 
Thomas still plans to be 
affiliated with the Foundation; 
however, his interests will focus on 
South African affairs. 
Fortunately, Susan Barresford 
another barrier-breaking pioneer 
with more than ample experience, 
is prepared to step i1110 1hc ranks. Susan Berresford, Ford Foundation president 
New board game celebrates Black history 
By Henry A. Jackson 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
This February like every other, 
many people focus on the 
accomplishments of African 
Americans as the country 
celebrates Black History Month. 
Now facts about famous African 
Americans ha,•e been compiled in 
one place. thanks to Black 
Americans of Achievement. Inc., 
the inventors of a new game called 
Black Americans of Achievement. 
'"The Game." 
"Scholars at the W.E.B. DuBois 
Institute of African American 
Research and Harvard University 
were among those helping 
formulate and authenticate game 
questions," BAOA's Marketing 
Director Jennifer Corbo said. 
The game which was invented 
by BAOA Inc. Chairman and 
President. Louis "Lou" Corbo, is 
based, in part, on a series of 
educational and informative items 
published by Chelsea House 
Publishing of Philadelphia. 
Players earn points by betting 
for or against the abi lity of 
opponents to correct ly answer 
historical brain-twisters including 
politics, entertainment, science anil 
sports. The first player to 
accumulate 25,000 points wins. 
"One of the game's purposes is 
to help supplement public school 
his1ory lessons," Corbo said. 
BAOA Inc. also plans to develop 
competitive products for the 
entertainment industry. Discussions 
are underway with potential co-
product[o!l partners for developing 
a telev1s1on game show, Blad, 
Americans of Achievement, "The 
Game Show," which wi ll be 
designed to compete with programs 
like .. Wheel of Fortune" and 
·'Jeopardy." 
While looking to develop a game 
show. the company is also exploring 
.. 
extensions of its operations into 
developmen1 of interactive 
electronic versions of the board 
game as well as trading cards, 
posters, greeting cards, wearing 
apearel, calendars, sporting goods 
and other merchandise. 
The African-American 
communi ty has responded 
positively. Endorsements of the 
game's concept and the game itself 
liave come from many prominent 
celebrit.ies in America. Students at 
Howard University are equally 
excited. 
.. It's important to learn about 
our history because history tells 
you where you and your people 
have been and where they are 
goi ng," freshman communications 
major LaJohnne White said. 
BAOA Inc .. is a public company 
established in June 1993, to 
develop, manufacture, market and 
license unique multi-cultural 
consumer products for ethnic 
audiences in the United States and 
throughout the world. With its 
headquarters in San Diego, CA. 
BAOA, Inc. began trading in 
Novem~. 1993 at $2 per sliare. 
Their 52 week Hi/Lo was 
S5.00/$2.00 per share. TI1eir current 
bid is $4 per share. 
The game which hit the market 
last October, is available at such 
retail outlets as Wal-Mart, Toys R 
Us, Thrget and 700 other U.S. stores. 
Februaryri, 
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Defense progra1 
needs engineer~ 
Employment opportunities for 
engineering gracluates have 
improved greatly since early 1950, 
accordi ng to the U.S. Department 
of Labor's Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. 
The mobilization program has 
increased the demand for engineers 
so much that emrloyers are now 
seeking additiona personnel, after 
absorbing the engineering schools' 
record 1950 graduating class of 
50,000. 
Hiring of engineers has been 
much heavier in [950 than in 19-19, 
although in January, employers ~ad 
reported to the Engineers Joint 
Council that they expected to hire 
fewer engineers this year than last. 
As defense production rises 
over the coming months, and the 
Armed Forces are expanded, the 
demand for engineers wil l increase 
further. Recent graduates who may 
hav~ _entered non-engineering 
poSJ11ons can today find 
opportunities for engrneering 
employment. 
For high school students and 
others considering whether to 
enter engineering training, the 
profession offers very good 
employment prospects. as 
indicated in 1hc Bureau's 
Occupational Outlook Summary 
of March 8, 1950 . 
This summarr which was based 
on the assumption of peacetime 
conditions pointed out chat the 
engineering profession has been 
one of the Nation·s fastest growing 
occupations and will r 
remam so o,,er the long n 
Defense mobih,at, 
continue to add to the pt 
demand forengineeringr. 
for the next few years 3111! 
Moreover, the nun 
freshmen engineering stur. 
beendecliningsince 19# 
because of the drop in eni, 
of veterans in U.S. coll, 
universities. 
As a result, the nur 
graduates will decrease 
next several years. 
According to estimate 
are based on preliminal) n: 
1950 fall enrollments to 
Office of Education • 
American Society for Enp 
Educa1ion which nllov. 
normal number of droi>-< 
number of engineering i: 
in 1954 will l>e down 1 
17,000. 
This is less than them. 
new graduates needed e ... 
satisTy the average. pe 
demand (as estimated m B 
Labor Statistics Bulletin 
"Employment Outl~ 
Engineers"). 
The drop in eng.-
enrollments will be inle 
the extent that studen~ · 
withdrawn for military«: 
This story has bee11 rr 
from the Dec. 14, /950, 
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Working for a living 
About 80 percent of those who earn minimum wage (or le 
belong to families with combined incomes above the povem 
so they are not defined as poor. · 
King of deal-making 
U.S. companies bought almost twice as many foreign outf: 
foreigners bought in America. Cross-border deals in f99-I j 
46 percent to $239 billion, surpassing last year's Sl63 billw 
University of Euro Disney 
In an auempt to improve the image of the struggling Euro 
Disney. officials at the Paris anmsement park art: -tliinkmg a~ 
putting new park employees through six to twelve months 01 
7ustomer courteous t.raining. Currently, trainees receive one 111struct1on. 
With U.S. Savings Bond 
the more you give, 
the more you receive. 
b\cry day, we ra.-..~ n lmk of c.iun.ch<', on tn t~ next 
&cncrulloo. Whtn 1l's hc,t 10 bO fi\hin~ ..... hk.h bait In u-.c. how M 
Gisi. v.hat makes a ketp:r. fhc knov,,kd.l!c th.:it we gi,c ,ta)''\ v.1th 
them fon:scr. Al'ld we hope v.e·,e made their h,cs a lllt~ richef fc. 
lhc learning. 
Gh·ing U.S. sa .... ings Bonds also pa..,~.5 an 1mporw.nc k:s,_~un 
10 &he future gener-.thon. 8on<h can teach our ch1ldrr.n hMI,, to \3\"<', 
how lnterc..,t grows and how 3 -small m,·c,1mcnt can help nl.'\kC their 
dttams 001ne true. 
Buying U.S. S.avings Bondlt rontnbul~ to a <;Qhd ;and "(Curt 
America for generation, 10 con'\C. What .1 grca1 way for )'OU to <:iy. 
" I bclie,•c in )OUr future!" 
nonu.~ arc a., ea.\)' to buy a1o they arc to g1, c. 8u)' them • kJ! 
their fac..-c value lhrough your kx:al b.mlo.. U.S. $.l\·ing, Roods art I u 
fricncl,h1ps - lhc lonr,c;r they're ).ept. the more ttk.,y'rc wonh 
So~ the Lrud11:ion or U.S. Savinp Bonds. They'retheg11\ 
lluu gi,·c~ b:-=::k more chan ~-~~~ . s~~ SSAVINGS a 
lnAmerlca , ,BONDS ~ 
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n you took the 
test today, 
how would you 
score? 
~ Take a Friee Test Drive 
~! and find out. 
ln 
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Take t~e test of your choice and receive computer 
analysis of your test-taking strengths and weak-
nesses. You will also receive strategies from Kaplan 
teachers that will help you ace the real thing. 
Saturday, February 25 at 1 o am 
Call for the location nearest you and reserve your seat today! 
get a higher score 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
NBC NEWS ASSISTANT PRODUCER ASSOCIATES PROGRAM 
~BC NEWS is recruiting for 8 positions for Assistant Producer Associates in the 
~ews Division. The program's objective is to grow our own journalistic talent 
:nd includes a commitment to working with individuals from diverse 
:ockgrounds. 
~BC NEWS is seeking highly motivated individuals who are interested in 
:orticipating in a ten·month rotational program that exposes them to learning 
!Xperiences in areas such as Nightly News, morning news, news magazine 
~ows, network news desk, and news bureaus. 
ndividuols should be college graduates with a strong interest in journalism, 
300d writing skills, a keen sense of how the ~orld works, a drive to succeed 
i,d o quick learning curve. Experience in journalism or on allied field is 
!esiroble. 
:xperiences in the A.P. Associates program wi ll develop and improve reporting 
;~lls and news judgement, allow for an understanding of field work and show 
lroduction, develop an eye for the product and expose associates to NBC's 
:ode of professional ethics. 
~e program will start in early July, with most a ssociates based in New York 
ind a few at other loca tions. The program will run through April l 996. 
lolory is $21,000 for the ten month program. Relocatio1:1 expenses ore not . 
:overed. 
f you are interested in a pplying, please complete a~ application for the 
irogram and include a resume. Applications are evadable in your Career 
~acement Office. Both should be sent to: R I f n Rm1 601 
,ynn Costa, Dir. of Employee ea 10 s 
~BC News, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York, NY 10112 
Deadline: February 24, 1995 
Peace Corps 
Career C h o ices - Career A dv an cem ent 
By gi,fog others the benefit 
of your edunition and hard 
earned skills, you can also 
enhance your own career. 
Learn a foreign language. 
Cain work experience. A 
college education com• 
b i,w d with Peace Corps 
experience produce, career 
advanccmc,u. 
l. f , ", ._-
' ,_ -··~:/t 
· . .' . ,,-t .. -
"' ., _· ~~· . 
- ~ 
. . .. J'_f ~ L·)tr~· 
. - . 
\ 
Additional benefits include: 1. ·' 
.. -,;. ~ .. i -\~ ♦ $5,400 upon completion 
of service 
♦ Studc111 loan canccllation/ dcfcrn,ent 
♦ Graduate ,chool opportunities 
Your cultun1l background and skills are valuable. Use them to 
advance your carc<.:1 ! 
Comact Peace Corps for eligibi lity requirements. 
Meet Peace Corps Representatives and Returned 
Volunteers at an on-campus Evening Information 
Session Thursday, Feb. 23 from 7:00 - 9:00pm in 
the Blackbum Center. For m?re information call 
the Recruiting Office at 703-235-9191. 
J'hr 'I'm1r.h1<tj<>i> 
tcm '11 Jfrn l.ut~. 
BRAIDS OF NEW YOB~ INC. 
SPECIALIZING IN MICRO-MINI BRAIDS, LATEST STYLES, 
LOWEST PRICES SERVING THE VIRGINIA, MARYLAND, 
AND WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
CALL TODAY FOR $20.00 OFF 
YOUR NEXT HAIR 
APPOINTMENT 
(703) 660-3461 
Teach in an lnde endent School 
JOB FAIR 
for people of color 
• moot representatives from 35 schools 
• talk t o lndopondont school teachers o f color 
• sponsored by Vi rginia Association of 
Independent Schools & National Association of 
lndopondont Schools 
Pla;;sa Join us, Saturday, Feb. 25 
9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
St. Christopher's School 
711 St. Christopher 's Road, Richmond, Virginia 
For moro Information, call 804/741-0387 
Hosts: SI. Catherine's and St. Christopher's Schools 
STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE 
FEB. 4 - MARCH 4 
Gallery of Asian Arts, 
Textiles & Antiques 
6925 Willow St., NW• Washington, DC 20012 
(2 blocks from Takoma Metro) 
(202) 291-0770 
Extra 5% OFF Clothing with this ad 
B5 
Push.ups, Thongs a Men's Suits 
The Bikini Shop 
Conn &M S's NW• 735 15'1! S• i\/.'. 
12021331·8372 • ,202: 393.353:; 
The more 
you give, 
the more 
• you receive. 
Giving U.S. Savings 
Bonds passes an imponant 
lesson on to the future 
generation. Bonds can teach 
our children how to save. how 
interest grows and how a 
small investment can help 
make their dreams come true. 
Buying U.S. Savings 
Bonds contributes to a solid 
and secure America for 
generations 10 come. What a 
great way for you 10 say, 
"I believe in your future!" 
Buy Bonds at half their 
face value through your local 
bank, and share the tradition of 
U.S. Savings Bonds. They're 
the gift that gives back more 
than you· ve given. 
s~1~ ... TS SAVINGS ~ 
lnA~l .BONDS ~ 
1he same thing that's · 
shortening your breath can 
shorten your rife. 
If you cough a lot, wheeze, are 
often short of breath or 
frequcndy feel tightness in your 
chest, see "doctor. You may 
have asthrna. But with proper 
treatment, you can control 
your asthma. And your life. 
Breathe easier. 
Ask your doctor if it's.asthma. 
National Asthma Education and 
Pre,· mtion Program 
N.uional He.lit, Lung, and Blo<XI lt\.<1in11c 
Nation,1l losriru1esolHeahh 
Public Health Se.vice 
US. l.\f<1rt111<nt ofHeahh 3ml Human Sel'\;ccs. 
President Theodore 
Roosevelt was the llrst 
American to receive the 
Nobel Prize for peace. 
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ULSE! 
Family grows strong despite struggles faced 
in Lorraine Hansberry's 'A Raisin in the Su 
By Natalie Y. Moore 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This year marks 1he 351h 
anniversary of Lorraine 
Hansberry's timeless classic, "A 
Raisin m the Sun.'' And in 
cotnmemoration of this landmark 
drama by the first Black woman 
producer on Broadway, Ford's 
Theater brings the play 10 the 
District. 
"A Raisin in the Sun," which has 
just completed a four-week run at 
the Georie Street Playhouse in 
New Jersey, follows the struggles of 
the Youngers, a modest southside 
Chicago family. As they anxious!).'. 
await their deceased fathers 
insurance check, each member has 
a dream. Mama desires 10 escape 
the s1i fled confines of her tenement 
by purchasing a home. Her son, 
Walter Lee, desires his own 
business, while daughter Beneatha 
has aspirations of attending medical 
school. However, racism and 
household conflict threaten their 
dreams. But instead of letting this 
destroy the family. matriarchal love 
glues them to~ether. 
family, race, money, the American 
dream and education." 
The intensity of the plaY. is only 
heightened by 1he contributions 
maae by talented and recep1ive 
performers. 
"The cast is wonderful. They 
never complained,'' Scon said, who 
character(s). You can still peel way 
and explore new areas.'' 
Actress Sheila Gibbs plays the 
independent-thinking Mama Lena. 
Gibbs said she not only appreciates 
her character's s tren~th, but she 
loves the character s sou thern 
dialect. 
difficult. II is rhythmic and 
beautiful." 
Actor Scoll Lawrence developed 
his character Walter Lee by 
personalizing him. 
' 'He's doing the right thing for 
his family so tfiey can Jive better. He 
could be doing drugs, crime or 
rich. This is a verx emotion!ll role. 
l think: 'Whal 1f I was m 1h1s 
position?' I put myself in his 
shoes." 
Walter Lee's wife Ruth played 
by Brenda Pressley, radiates a 
strong will and personality when on 
s tage. 
l.:...:...-
patience. goodness and ki 
that so many Black w~lllC: 
known 10 have generauon 
generation." 
Daughter Beneatha is a 
conscious co llege s1uden1 
wants nothing else but 10 mat 
world a belier place. 
"She's ou1.<,poken, has goa 
knows what she wants," ~ 
Haynes of her character. "t 
honor to be involved. I wasn· 
born when it was wrinen. L 
Hansberry had an impact ont 
and here I run years later p 
Beneath a." 
The only White cast m 
Charles Geyer. is Mr. Li 
representative of the segre 
community where the Yi 
family buys a house. He 
working with the cast of "A J 
in the Sun" is a rem3II 
experience. 
"The play is fascinating 
rLorraine Hansberry] could 
made him [Linder] a stick fir 
two-dimensional of racism 
wrote without restraint h mal. 
contrast work," he said. 
The play s director. native 
Washingtoruan Seret Scott, said "A 
Raisin in the Sun" not only 
effectively touches on the 
importance of family, but the 
importance of history over the 
decades. 
(Left to right) Travi~ (Joey Allen), Mama (Sheila Gibbs) and Ruth Younger (Brend~ Pressleyl_ are <!mazed at the $,J0,000 check that 
is the key to unlocking all of their dreams In Lorraine ~ ansberry s classic A Raisin In the Sun. 
"A Raisin in the Sun" is r~ 
from Feb. IO - March 12. It 
as follows: Tuesday th· 
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.; Th. 
matinee at I p.m.; Wedn, 
matinee on Feb. 15 and 22; ! 
I at I p.m., and Saturday 
on March 4 and March 11 a1: 
Ticket prices range from S: 
$34.00. Call Washir 
Ticketmaster at (30 I) 808-~ 
the Box Office at (202) 347 
for reservations. 
"II is classical, historical and 
more timely th~n any other 
contemporarr work in 1he last 
twenty years,' she said. "It speaks 
10 us on so many levels: pride, 
as a young actress portrayed "It was like learning gambling," the University of " I feel very privileged to play 
Beneatha in a showing of the play. Shakespeare,'' the Broadway Southern California graduate said. Ruth. She's one of the best wnnen 
"Each night they come back wnh a performer said. "He has the hopes and dreams of a rol.es i~ America." she said. ''.She 
deeper understanding of the "The language of the play was Black man. He's not trying 10 get embodies the strength. hum1hty, 
'The Walking Dead' deserves 
cold shoulder by viewers 
BY. Kris Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Certain genres of movies have been played 10 death, 
and that includes the, ever-popular war movie. These 
films all seem to contain the same e lements: the old yet 
wise sergeant who has experienced it all, the high 
school kid who at first thinks he will find security in 
the Army, and the "city slicker" who has a joke or smart 
remark for every occasion. And the final ingredient-
the platoon is stranded in the jungle. 
Such is the basic premise of "The Walking Dead" 
(Savo)' Pictures), s tarring Eddie Griffin, Vonte Sweet, 
A lien Payne, Roger Floyd and Joe Morton. 
In this Vietnam film dipped in chocolate, a pla1oon 
of Marines are sent into the jungles of Vietnam 10 
liberate a P.O.W. camp. The mission should have been 
an in-and-out job, but upon arrival, all except for five 
men-Sgt. Barkley (Joe Morton): Corporal Evans 
(Allen Pa)'ne): Pri ,ate Banks (Vonte Sweet); Corporal 
Pippens (Roger Floyd) and Private Hoover (Eddie 
Griffin)- are killed by sniper tire. 
This script by first time writer-director Preston 
Whitmore II, is a hodgepodge of every Vietnam War 
clicM that has ever been presented in a film. 
And as for "The Walking Dead's" technical aspects, 
they were terrible. The camera operator should be 
punished for not kee(ling the camera s teady. The shaky 
movements were easily noticeable throughout the fi Im. 
And the flashback scenes were so rough they made the 
plo_1 see~ choppy. But then again, Whitmore wrote the 
scnpt in JUSt 14 days. 
The acting in this picture is mediocre at very best. 
(Left to right) Eddie Griffin, Vonte Sweet, Allen 
Payne, Roger Floyd and Joe Morton star as 
marines dropJ>ed perilously into a hot landing 
zone In Savoy Pictures' action packed Vietnam 
Drdma "The Walking Dead." 
The movie's saving grace (if there is one) is probably 
comedian Eddie Griffin. He is definitely 1he bright spot 
in a trifling film. But that is not saying much. Although 
we all want to like these ever increasing numbers of 
Black films. the statistics are proving otherwise. 
The Walking Dead: D. 
The Blackest berry in the patch 
reaps the sweetest success 
By Erin F. McKinney 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
From kente cloth throw pillows 
and African figurines to Black-
authored books and cards for all 
ages and occasions. Blackberry 
carries every African-inspired 
piece of art one wishes 10 purcnase. 
This hidden treasure's notoriety 
has increased with the popularity of 
finding "true" Black collectibles. 
Located along the maze of 
boutiques and department 
stores at Fashion Centre at 
Pentagon City, Blackberry 
is the only Black-owned and 
operated store in the Virginia 
mal l selling Afrocentric gifts 
and au1hen1ic items from the 
homeland. 
Owned by Diane White and her 
mother Dorothy, this Afrocentric 
store is one of the first of its kind 
in the metropolitan area. 
Blackberry's concept: bridge 
products. 
White said they carry objects 
that are traditional African items 
and art but that they have 
modernized. 
"We try to sell products that 
utilize traditional African items but 
are designed for the market here," 
explained White. "For example, 
kente cloth that in Africa would be 
used as clothing would be used 
here as throw pillows, or say brass 
figurines , we would make those 
into ornaments.'' 
The Blackberry idea first formed 
about five years ago when White 
found it difficult 10 find Afrocentric 
gifls and products. It was then she 
realized that if she was having a 
difficult time finding such items, 
there must be many others in her 
same predicament. 
After a series of adjustments, 
White's business has reached a level 
where, for 
Blackberry specializes in these 
. dolls. 
the moment, she is comfortable. 
Although her store was not initiall,Y 
accepted by Pentagon City s 
management, with support from 
the NAACP. the Congressional 
Black Caucus, local media and 
numerous retailers, Blackberry was 
able to remain in the upscale mall. 
''We decide for ourselves [if] 
things are out of reach for us," said 
White, who refused 10 give up 
throughout the ordeal. 
Blackberry, whose name derived 
from the saying, "The blacker the 
berry, the sweeter the juice." has 
risen from a single business 10 a 
small chain including boutiques 
located in the downtown 
Woodward & Lothrop department 
store and John Wanamaker's in 
Philadelphia. 
Along wi1h the store's business, 
Blackberry's product range has also 
grown. The siore now carries ebony 
statues from Tanzania, figurines 
made from crushed pecan shells 
and clay, ceramic cookie jars, T--
shirts, South African art and 
handmade dolls from Kenya. 
Not only does Blackberry 
house African products, but 
it also showcases na1iona.l 
and local artists - Anansa-
Puruo Designs out of Silver 
Spring distributes handmade 
caras and Atlanta-based Joy 
Johnson produces ceramic objects. 
Local artist and former Howard 
student Kenya Abdul-Hadi, owner 
of Tribe Vilie and manager of the 
Pentagon City shop, encourages 
everyone, especially Blacks, to 
come in and support Blackberry. 
"Most of us (African 
Americans) claim that we 
appreciate all Black art and Black 
culture but we don't support it," 
said Abdu l-Hadi. 
So the next lime )'OU and some 
friends are walking around 
Pentagon City, stop by Blackberry 
and gain e,en more knowledge of 
your African-American culture. 
Eddie Griffin branche 
out in 'Walking Dead' 
By Erin F. McKinney 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Smoking a Malboro cigarene, 
tired with only two hours worth of 
sleep, but still full of jokes best 
describes Eddie Griffin during his 
brief visit 10 D.C. to promote the 
new film which he stars in, ''The 
Walking Dead.'' 
The lilm, wrinen by Preston A. 
Whitmore, is an action-filled drama 
that takes a look a1 1he Vietnam War 
cxper_ience from_ an African-
American perspective. 
"I wrote this script with Eddie 
Griffin solely in mind to play 
Hoover Branche," said Whitmore in 
a press release. ·'He is 1alcn1cd 
beyond comedy; he has a great 
capacity 10 play a serious role. His 
fans are going to be really surprised 
andpleased with his performance." 
Griffin admitted 10 sharing 
similar qualities with his character. 
Although Griffin plays a drnmatic 
role in the film, he still found room 
10 show off his comic abilities. 
Hoover uses his humor 10 shadow 
1he horrors of the war. Like his 
character. Griffin is street-smart 
and has had 10 hustle 10 make it. 
Both do not have very many close 
friends. 
''The few friends I do have are 
very close," Griffin said in the 
comparison of himself and the 
character. "Hoover is the exact 
op,i>0si1e of who he says he is -
hes putting up a front. Re is the one 
soldier who spends time talking 10 
each soldier, finding out about each 
of them [beforel becoming their 
friend.'' 
Training for this movie required 
all 1he actors 10 spend a week in 
boot camp. On location in a swamp 
in Chuluota. Fl., the actors slept on 
the ground and did rigorous 
training to prepare for their roles. 
The experience helped Griffin 
unders tand the tactics actual 
soldiers had 10 do just to survive. 
"You're not really s tanding 1all. 
not doing the John Wayne run 
through the jungle. cause now 
you're a target and you best keep as 
low as you can," the comedian said. 
,.....":-r."':T" 
(Right to Left) Eddie Griffin stars with Joe Morton as soil 
a mbushed In the Jungles o f Vietnam In "The Walking D 
But there weren't any ~pecialists time dancer and cho reo~rap 
telling the actor what he had to do the Kansas City Chiefs h. 
every step of the way to make his shows. this is not the fi rs: 
character more realistic. For that, Griffin has been featured in. 
Griffin also went 10 a jazz s~t in "Meteor Man," ''The La.< 
Los Angeles called ''5th St. Dick's" Scout" and "Jason's Lyric"· 
10 talk 10 real African-American out his ac1ing career. 
Vietnam veterans about their At the age of 12. Grifli 
experiences. even offered a scholan,hip 
"They explained to me that New York School of Perfi 
racism played no part on the front Arts , but turned it doWJ1. 
Jines as long as the (other) person "All I knew was that the) 
(in your platoon) had your back," be taking me away from Ill) f 
Griffin said. "ff the person didn' t, and I didn't want to go,' 
the whole platoon had 10 do him said. upon reflection. "11 pi\, 
in.'' off later on when 'Fan1e.' c 
Griffin was able 10 relate to the series. came on and I finnll), 
movie through personal experience see what it was.'' 
as well. His father, whom lie met at Griffin's dancing career al, 
the age of 17, had been a pilot in the him 10 open a dance studio~ 
Airforcc nying C-130s. Upon was 16 years old. But he 
gening shot down on one of his closed it clown because he be. 
missions, he ejected and the canopy frustrated with the lack of en 
took off the top layer of his skull. outlets in Kansas City. 
Until his death iwo years ago he However, after doing 
was forced to wear a metal pfate in months of stand-up in a loci! 
his head. he realized he had a kn;i.;, 
Although Griffin says he never comedy and moved 10 Lo,At, 
was able to build a relationship Soon after, Griffin began• 
with his father before he died, he sat month tour with comedian 
down with him one day and learned Dice Clay which launcbc. 
of his experience. The emotional career 10 its present standint 
lr',IUma he went through from his With so much going on t 
accident is what he told Griffin had young man's life, one cac 
kept him away all those years. assured that "The Walking~ 
'\Vhile ''The Walking Dead'' is a will not be the last we see of~ 
different type of movie for this one Griffin. 
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Introduction to Microsoft Word 
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AND GD INTO 1111 GAME! 
What you need now is a break -Spring Break. So enjoy 
o Coco-Colo product and let the games begin! Play the 
1995 Spring Break Peel & Win Gome and win "500 
Bucks for Spring Brea k from the Coca-Cola 
Company." You could also win ;i cool T-Shirt or 
coupons ,for Coca-Cola products. So check out 
the 1995 Spring Break peel a nd win game pieces. 
They' re on Coco-Cola products found in the specially 
marked vending machines on campus. So lose the books 
and take a break with your favorite Coco·Cola product! 
Look for winning stickers o n ca ns 
~• ~~ products. 
Midterm Deficiency grades 
are right around the corner. 
CJ If you're not on the ball yet, 
0 
Lorim LtaDc11ham. 
K,lledbyadnmhd,wer 011 Goocl Frida): Manh29, 1991,al 
College Paik Dmtand Hwy 19 Nonh in Mend1a11,Miss. 
I•' 
You -hel ler ge-tthere soonl 
If vou don'1 Stop )'OUT f nend from dnvmg drunk, who will? Do wha1ever it wkes. 
mlENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
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Barkley blasts ESPN after controv~rsial re_inarl 
s rts station. are lookin~ for anything to create Barkl~y began by seriously answering co~n1ent so seriously. . 
Hilltop Staff Writer and friends of Barkley caoie out to express executive director of the NBA Players the interview after tell!.ng the 7,~rter who [. ~#$] me,/n\~o~ic 1° i~f gu 
By Kisha Riggins poFollowing the comment many reporters controversy,' said Charles Grantham, the question, and then _he eventually ended I First of all, I hear ESrN ISijl) 
their support for Barkley, a forward for the Association. asked the question to get ah e. trymg to ma ea ig_ ca i ~ d 
"That's why I hate White people." Phoenix S uns and to explain that Barkley " I know Charles well enoul!h to know As Barkley proceeded to leave, he waSJ~icingaround watha rien · 
A rd' NBA Ch I B kl does not hate \Vhite people that he wasn't serious· l don t have any turned and looked at reporter Barry Bloom he srud. . . 
the c~~m:f ~~ madesl:t s:iru:::la/!1 t~ "This is much ado about ~othing. l think doubt in my mind. He's the furth~st thin_g and said, "That's why I hate White peoglc.'' . Barld_ey a,1,so called the m~•1ent) 
end of an interview was a joke d.irected in this case Charles was doing his routine, from a racist. Look at his marriage, his Bloom said Barkley and an~ ham ave J<:>urnaltsm a~~ sath' ! '!e 1111 
toward a reporter he knows well. and that's part comedian - the same as friends•· Suns President Jerry Colangelo had similar exchanges. And mm!'tes after diSttus:ed te it~~ t •SJ-5 J!'5!'4 
In the aftermath of Rutgers University's Billy Crystal or Bill Cosby," NBA said, referring to Barkley's White wife and J1'!ak\ng the conuner.t, Barkley srud he was examp_ e w Y I I e me in.is ni.; 
president saying Blacks have genetically Commissioner David Stern said. friends. lciddmg. . . . the~ trtes to create ~ontrovcrsyB k 
inferior intelligence, the comment Barkley "Charles Barkley is no racist. I know that The situation arose when Barkley, . During an interv iew fo llowing the euh_er the all on a . Sas ~ 
made was perceived 10 be racist to the fora fact. It sounds like one of those things surrounded by reporters, was asked about incident,_ Bar_kley blasted ES('.N for Associau~n n_o1, the Ph~mx uast producers of ESPN, a cable television people are malcing roo much over. People women who hang around athletes. broadcasting lus comment and talcing the taken any 1scap mary actions agaulll 
Football 
-Sterling S harpe, star wide 
receiver for the Green Bay 
Packers will miss the 1995 NFL 
season and might possibly miss 
the 1996 season wha le recovering 
from neck surgery t ha t was 
performed Feb. 3. 
BasketbaU 
-Vernon Maxwell, a guard for 
the Houston Rockets, is currently 
serving a 10-game suspension for 
rushing into the stands and 
punching a heckler. 
-Don ·Nelson has resigned as 
the head coach and genera l 
manager of the Golden State 
Warriors. 
-The West All-Stars defeated 
the East All-Stars, 139- 112 with 
help from All-Star Most Valuable 
Player, the Sacramento Kings' 
Mitch Richmond. Richmond 
scored a game high 23 points for 
the West. 
-Kevin Duckworth, 
Washington Bullets center. filed a 
grievance against the Bullets 
claiming rhey had no right to 
suspend him since he had no 
specific weight clause in his 
contract. Duckworth was 
suspended for four games for 
letbng his weight increase to 326 
pounds. 
-In the roolcie game played 
during the All-Star weekend, Los 
Angeles Lakers guard Edd ie 
Jones was named the MVP of the 
game after scoring a game high 25 
points for the Green team. 
-M iami's Glen Rice defeated 
Indiana's Reggie Miller in the 
finals of the three-point shoot-out 
during the All-Star weekend. 
-Miami's Harold Miner won 
the slam dunk contest for the 
second time in three years by 
beating out Minnesota's Isiah 
Rider. 
-The Washington Bullets 
announced Feb. 10 that ticket 
prices for home games will be 
raised 12 percent starting in the 
1995-96 season. Most ticliets will 
be increased by $3 from $25.18 to 
around $28. 
AP Top S 
Men's Basketball Tuams 
through Feb. 12 
I. U. Conn. 19-1 
2. N. Carolina 19-2 
3. Kansas I 8-3 
4. Kentucky 17-3 
5. U-Mass.18-2 
AP TopS 
Women's Basketball Tuams 
through Feb. 12 
I. U. Conn. 2 1-0 
2. Tunnessee 23- 1 
3. Colorado 20-2 
4. LA. Tuch 20-3 
5. Stanford 19-2 
1rl!d! 
-Michael Johnson set a world 
indoor record of 44.97 seconds in 
the 400 meters while Jackie 
Joyner-Kersey broke her U.S. 
indoor mark in the 50-meter 
hurdles with 6.67 seconds. 
Boline 
-Indiana prison officials have 
re tu rned the release date for 
former world heavyweight 
champion Mike lyson to the 
original date of March 25 from 
May 9. 
-The World Boxing Council 
heavyweight elimination bout 
between Lennox Lewis and 
Lionel Butler will be held May 13 
in Las Vegas. 
MjsceUaneous 
-China denounced a decision 
by or/lanizers of the 1995 Pan 
Pacific Championships to not 
invite Chinese swimmers because 
seven Chinese swimmers tested 
positive for a banned anabolic 
steroid at October's Asian Games 
and are banned for two years. 
-Due to an outbreak of 
ringworm on the James Madison 
wrestli ng team, a Feb. 14 
wrestling match was re-scheduled 
for a later date. 
-Bonnie Bla ir set a world 
record of 38.69 seconds in 500-
meter speedskating Feb. 12. She 
broke her world record of 38.99. 
Bison lose three games to Duke UniversitJ 
B;.: Shana Harris 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University baseball team 
started their season on a down note on Feb. 
3. They played their first three games against 
Atlantic Coast Conference power Duke 
Universi ty in Ra leigh, North Carolina. 
Though the Bison were defeated 10-5, 8-4 
and 9-2 in three games, they are reasonably 
optimistic about their chances this season. 
Accordin~ to several members <if last 
year's team, last season was a complete 
disaster for the Bison. 
''Last year was not good. We didn't have 
a lot of 1111ching, that's what killed us." said 
Ronald Duplessis, junior third baseman and 
designated hirter. 
Head Coach Chuck Hinton spoke candidlr. 
about the Bison's problems. "We were pitifu . 
We had one pitcher; [because of this] 
everyone had to pitch," t-linton said. ! 1- -""J 
One bright spot the Bison look to is good : 
hitting. • a 
"We were a good hitting team. But you can j. 
score all the runs you want, but if you can't g 
stop anyone you won't win." Duplessis said. : 
This. season the Bison are anticipating !' 
morewms. ., 
II 
"We are ali ve and we ll. We'll be S 
competing. Pitching wil l tell what we do; it Z 
dictates what wi ll happen," Hinton said. a. L---------------- --------- ---------
r. 
"This year we have seven pitchers and wi II be 
very competitive.'' Above, fellow Bison teammates support James Harris as he goes to bat during baseball practice. Below, Joey Hodges contemplates his next play. 
·•1 expect an 180-degree turn from last 
year;' Duplessis said. "Every year brings 
more experience and that doesn't hur1.•· 
The Bison expect 10 gain a lot of ground 
in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference. 
"We will be a strong contender for the 
MEAC. The winner of the MEAC receives an 
automatic play-in bid to the NCAA regional 
tournament. Those are our goals," Hinton 
said. 
According to Duplessis, the team is 
nicknamed the "Travelin' Bison." The Bison 
play their home grunes at Robert F. Kennedy 
stadium. Because they have no true home 
field, the Bison play many away games. They 
expect to play 55 games this season, and only 
five doubleheaders against MEAC 
competition will be played at RFK. 
"We play the toughest schedule of any 
sport at Howard. We play teams from the 
ACC, the Big East, the Colonial, Metro 
conferences and the Big South," Duplessis 
said. "Last year we played five teams that 
eventually made it to the College World 
Series." 
The rest of the time they play on the road 
,Ind senior captain center fielder. Miles 
Magbie is proud of that. 
''We work very hard and our record m.iy 
not show ir. The amount of time we spend 
away from school proves our heart and 
dedication," Magbie said. 
Magbie is cautiously optimistic about this 
season. 
"We have a preuy young team mixed with 
some upperclassmen. We have a good 
opportunity to play good baseball." he said. 
"lf we play well everything else will take care 
of itseff." 
"A lot of people think we are a club team. 
The University does not publicize us," 
Magbie said. 
The Bison are currently on a road trip. 
They are playing in the Savannah (GA) 
Shoot-out from Feb. 16-20. According 10 
Doplessis, the Bison are ready and roaring to 
go and the results might be a surprise 10 
everyone but themselves. 
"By the end of the year we will have 
surprised a lot of people. They might not 
know us now. but by the end of the year they 
will know us." 
Intramural teams return as record setters 
By Marcus Matthews 
Hilltop Staff Wr~er 
said Samuel Atta, assistant director for 
Intrnmurals and Recreation. 
really brought my game to another · 
Ausrm said. 
Members of the Howard University 
intramural billiards and bowling teams 
brought some promising results back from 
their first competition after competing in the 
Association of College Unions fnternational 
Tournament. 
In the billiards portion of the 10urnamen1, 
Jenni fer Gum, a member of the women's 
team, advanced to the semi-finals and posted 
a 3-l record in a difficult bracket . 
Johnesta Norvell also did well by 
accumulating a 2-2 record at the tournament. 
Octavian Henderson. who participated in 
a large division of men's bill iards, won 16 of 
his games and finished third in the bracket 
trailmg the second place winner who had 20 
wins. 
Now the ACUI Tournament is over, the 
University will invite other teams from the 
area to compete in tournaments at Howard to 
ensure teams play against unfamiliar players. 
"All of the players on Howard's teams 
took their games to another level that they 
didn't even lmow they had in them. The level 
of competition and the support of the crowd 
helped bring out the best m our students." 
Atta said. "To ri~e up to the level of 
competition and feel good about oneself and 
institution is what it is really all about. They 
represented themselves and Howard very 
well." 
"I was very excited and it felt very j 
To get nationally ranked 15th as youn 
are and to make as much progress as" 
in this short period of time 1s treme 
men's team captain Mike Henry said. 
This year's team has been one of 
in the team's history. Three years · 
men's team was ranked 13th m the ; 
This year's team is nationally ranked . 
the first time in the women's division .. 
Holmes is also nationally ranked. 
Despite not receiving the fan support and 
auention that major university sports teams 
receive, the billiards and bowlin_g teams do 
obtain a great amount of participation and 
effort from the students, with each program 
growing stronger as each year passes. 
"Overall, the men's team had a good 
performance, wi th the bowling team 
receiving a bid to the national champ1onshifs 
and the billiards team being so successfu ." 
In the bowling tournament, Seleta Kirk 
finished 14th overall after placing in the top 
IO rank of female bowlers until her last game. 
The men's bowling team came in fifth 
place and received a bid to go the national 
championships that will be held in Knoxville. 
Tunnessee in April. 
According to Atta. the team had many 
young players bowling their personal best_ 
Mark Austin, who regularly bowls the highest 
on the men's team, performed his personal 
best and so did teammate Chris Jones. 
"The level of competition and our coach 
"Our players work \Cry hard at their 
and it all p,ays off when we 
competitions.' Head Bowling Co:wb 
Barron said. 
Young Track and Field team matures, performs well 
By Daemon L. Smith 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
So far, the indoor track and field 
season has not been an easy one for 
Howard University Head Coach 
W ill iam P. Moultrie and his 
athletes. 
Injuries to key people like Joe 
Lee, Kiley Maynard and William 
Gruen have left the team somewhat 
short handed. But, a lot of the 
younger athletes are picking up the 
slack 
"We expect them to come off of 
the injured list in about 10 to 15 
days. A lot of the younger athletes 
have stepped up their performances 
so it will be interesting to see what 
happens when they come back," 
Coach Moultrie satd. 
On Feb. 5, the Bison competed 
at a University of Delaware meet 
and placed high in several events in 
the men's and women's 
competitions. 
For the women, Junior Jamela 
McElroy and Freshman Vinneua 
Gordon both made it to the finals in 
the 55-meter hurdles out of a field 
of 50 runners. 
The women also Look third place 
in the mile relay and the two-mile 
relay. 
Freshman Tommy Edwards won 
third in the mile run. and Abigail 
Harry placed first in the longjump. 
On the men's side, Bison football 
team's wide receiver and kick 
return specialist James 
Cunningham ran well enough to 
place sixth in the 55-meter dash. 
Sophomore Marlon Lord came 
off of the injured list last week and 
took second in the 55-meter high 
hurdles. Jason Callrunan was sixth 
in the long jump, and the men won 
third place in the mile relay led by 
Joel Bounds. 
"Overall, I think we had a good 
weeks work," Moultrie said. 
The team also had meets this 
past weekend on Feb. 10 and 11. 
The women competed at George 
Mason University on Saturday and 
did extremely well against Coppin 
State, Duke, Georgetown, James 
Madison, Norfolk Stare and North 
Carolina State. 
The men competed against 
Delaware S tate. Temple and 
Mary land at Delaware S ta te on 
Friday. 
They won first in the mile relay 
while James Cunnindiam took first 
in the 55-meter dasli, and Yameen 
Chestnut took first place in the 500-
meter dash. 
The track-and-field team is a 
young one this season wi th one 
senior. Moultrie says they can 
definitely improve in the areas of 
maturity and mental toughness, but 
the maturity will come once they 
get more races under their belts. 
"I am verr excited about these 
young peoples capabilities, all they 
have to do is stay neahhy mentally 
and physically. That is always my 
mam concern. Mentally they are 
not as tough as I would like for them 
to be. but if they keep progressing 
and stay healthy we will be an 
right," Moultrie said. 
A lot of the younger athletes 
have gone from being srars in their 
respective high school regions to 
competing with and against athletes 
thnt are bigger and better than the 
competition they faced in high 
school. But , Freshman Abigail 
Harry said it really does not faze 
her. 
"I s till feel like I am a star 
because ram up there with the big 
girls. So far, this season has 
&een an experience for me: 
said. 
"We know that these ath 
going to mature and the 
that at the University of 
last week," Moultrie said. 
Sophomore Yameen C 
believes being a )'OUthful te 
will really pay off in the I 
"I think that it makes fora 
future because we are com 
the same level," Chestnut 
McElroy said she is 
about the M id-Eastern A 
Conference·s I 
Championships in Greensll 
NC .• Feb. 25-26. 
"It's like coach tells us i 
time. lf we work hard we (11, 
with anyone in America," Oil 
said. 
~ ~ 
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference ~-. 
·~ Wrestling ·championships ~1t.1~. 
•I·, Tof!ay and Tommorrow •,:, 
• 
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''I like 1he fact fllat QUAUOMM is 
run bv tethtioal people like Pr, J: 
Andy Cox. HSEE Brown University '85, kno ws a .-..upt..·Nur \VhL•n hL· ~t.·cs oru: --1 Jc:;irned about I >r . .f;tt·ohs from one o l my 
prof<:"ors," he «·ctlb, .. ,hen later about Dr. \'i1<:rhi, 
the man who mvenwd the \ ilerhi lkccxler Turn, 
Olll they ,tarted their own company in San Diego.' 
Andy h;" heen with QLAI.COMJ-1 for nearly five years. 
Ile', ,een it grow from dos<.' to 100 employees to more 
than 1.llOO toda) .. Our success isn't just from 
clen:loping hcucr technologies but also from creating 
rrodut ts that ,di. \\'e·n.: going rlaces fast. 
Qt \ I.CO.\l \1 rroducts and sys1ems inducle the highly a..,~ 
su,xessful OmniTRAC..<; s:11dlite-hased mobile 
n>mmunicat1on., syst<.'m, CDi\1A-based cdtuh1r 
phones, Personal 0.1mmunica1ions Systems < PCS), Low Earth 
Orbit < LEO) sat<.'llitt• communication sptcin and much more. 
\ notlll'r big plus tor \ nd) is Ql' \l.CO\t\l 's I lex-Time polkv ~k t>lll sc•l his 0 \\11 hours, makmg 
11 <'asier for him to hoop it ur after wor~ with his favorite sport. If \ our m.,jor is 
Clectnt';ll El<!ClrOntcs l'nginecring, Computer ~cienet, or Computer Engmcering, be su1e 10 an,md 
our :-.pcci:11 preview tht: night before our nn•<;..tn1pus intcn·tcw:;. You may al~o n1ail, fax o r ~end 
us your n.:,-ume transcnpts by Internet QUAl.CO.\~\I, .\ tanager of College Rdation,. 6455 Lusk 
Bh-cl., San Diego. CA 92121, fox (619) 658-2110. Internet: jobop,~qualcommcom Or call our 
Jobs 1-lmltne at (619) 550-llll88. See us on the \\'orldwicle \Xeb at http: " ""' .qualcomm.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
.. 
i .. , ~ : 
I ': If!•~ . 
. ,IN MANY COMPANIES 
IT TAKES-YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE 
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL .. 
WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS. 
Attend a special preview of the 
QUALCOMM story on 
6:00 PM, February 23, 
Room 142, 
Blackburn University Center 
C•Jl■~d 
THAT is THE ou ESTioN. 
If you do not know the answer, please 
take advantage of the 
SPANISH CLUB'S 
free tutorial sessions 
1he 
run 
nut Ten~ may not seem like much ome to prove you're capable of bemg 
1 le.Jc/e(. But ,f you're rough, 5ITliJfl and determined, ten weel1s and a Joi of 
, rrJ work could make you an Off/Cef of Mar,nes And Off,cer Candidates 
(OCS) ,s where yo:/11 get the chance 10 prove you'l't' got what 1t takes 
INd a Mc full of exorement full of challenge. full of honor Anyone can Say 
,,:, gor what 1t takes 10 be a /ruder, we'll give you ten weeks 10 prove ,r. 
held F~bruary 22nd and March 1 
from 6pm-7pm in 
LKH Room 202. 
Marines 
n., ~.,,. ,,.,,_,_ n.,MM,,'OIII. 
~, A R I N I O f r I C f R 
more information about the M arine Corps PLC_Aviation 
Ground Officer Programs for Freshmen • Seniors, see 
ain John French at the bottom floor of Blackbum Center . 
on February 27 & 28 from 10:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m. 
or call (301 ) 436-2006/7/8. 
All Club Dues must be paid by 
February 22 between 
6pm- 7pm. 
($5 per member) 
89 
Summer Housing 
in New York Citq 
Live at New York University in tl1e heart of Greenwich Village while 
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the city. 
• Minutes from New York's busines.5 and culrural centers 
• Apartment-style and traditional residences; single and double occupancy 
• Outstanding spons-recreation facility 
• (h'er 1,000 courses offered day :md el'ening ~ 
Housing arailable May 21-August 12 NYU 
For more infonnation, call toll free 
1-eoo-2e2-4NYU. ext 920 Summer ·95 
New YOik Unherslty ~ an affinnab1e action/equal opponunlty lnstlllltion. 
dyfu,a' i dfai, 'D£,~n, 
& 
!Boui"fUL 
3013 Georgia Avenue N.W. 
Washlngfon, D.C. 20010 
(202) 726-1537 
Students check out these super specials! 
Pemis 
Touch Up Pemis 
Shampoo & Set 
Shampoo & Blow Dry 
11,eWrap 
$35.00&UP 
$25.00&V~ 
$20.00& UP 
$20.00& UP 
$25.00& UP 
$25.00&UP Rodding 
11-u:.SE SPECIAL'S ARE 1UESOAY. WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY'S ONLY 
HOURS: IO AM. - 6 P.M. 
CALL ANO MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENTTOOAY. 
(Oh, By the way you lil!m ask for Sylvia) 
THE FILM THAT WILL CHANGE HIST.D.RY! 
**** "IT'S BRILLIANT!" 
"ABSORBING ... UNAFRAID" 
-J. --111! VIWGE VOICE 
"GRIPPING" 
--Owe• Gleile-, IITERTAIIIMEIT wtmY 
. ,.,_ , . ., -~~ 
NOW 
SHOWING 
CINEPLEX ODEON 
WEST END "1-4 
23rd & L Streets , NW (202) 293·3152 
SI\Owlng 11 2:10. ~40, 7:10 & 1:40 PM (plus Fri t, Sal at 11;$$ PM) 
Memorandwn 
TO: All HUSAand Trustee Candidates 
FROM: General Assembly Elections Committee 
DATE: February 17, 1995 
Fore Warned 
• IS 
Fair Warned! 
B10 
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AEROBICS AEROBICS AEROBICS AEROBIC! 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 20 •• SATUR_DAY FEBRUARY 26 
EXERCISE 
Price Lisi" 
L4· t:ll3~ ti Gil 
S • u d e n • N o n - S • u d _e n • 
$40 / $50 
S Week Session 
Q 3 Days a Week 
Qweekend 
Personal Assis1:ance 
"IO Week Sessioa, 
Q 3 Days a Week 
Q Weekend 
Personal Assist"ance 
* 
Q UMAC Membership Card 
QF ree Gat"orade Refreshment' 
Q UMAC Membership Card 
Q Prc:>mc:>1:ic:>nal Cert'ificat"e 
2 FREE CLASSES 
WITH THIS 
ADVERTISEMENT 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
..........••.......•• 
Q Discoua,t" oa, UI\IIAC 
E>eercise Wear 
Q Free Ga1:<>rade Refreshment 
JIC>IN TC>DAV ! 
202-387-UNlAC (8622) 
QJJ~£cc; ~[<->)l_il )ll.,O(½~LJ[l(o)[r:::] 
.. .. ... .., 
~ -. ._ , • r T ~ :.al- • f 
• T ' 
r , ~~•(.;~~~~• Li O ~ 
~□@~£ uruJ[fil~ 
(Bring in signed application and receive a bonus class) 
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Where ;'.M .usical Worlds Collide 
~ .. t , ; 
music from the motion. picture 
. ·~.,, HIGHER LEARNING 
Contains all n~w recordings from: 
Ice Cube 
Tori Amos 
Mista Grimm 
'Rage Against The Machine 
.Me , ,.Shell -Ndege0cello 
Out Kast 
, Liz Phair 
.Ev es Plu m 
The Brand New .Heavies 
Raphael ' Saadiq (of Tony! Toni! Tone!) 
Zhane 
Stanley Clark e 
,~ou.r:dt..t·itt1.:, J~xt•<.n1tivo .Protlu.ct•:·: ,Jcb.rJ Cinc..:l·f''t;on 
. . . . 
• epic record$ 1roup ~ & ~ .. ,_._ ........ . l•• •• ~• ~,, ... ,. ,.,..,\•., •• .,,,.1H, ~.~.,£•, ... •.,. .. , 1:••J.i~,.:o ••~•••• ••~•\•••••:,.,.,a. ••"~.H•.., ~•"'t-6'•• ••• u '" , ... ,, .... ~o/r'"••. •• 
C• ~-•• ~~H,, : .... "•1, ... •; --••Hi\•.~•"-' ':'A~l! ~ .. ¥01; .,,.,....,~ co:.nf~. o. J,a,., l1a•. ••-rl•• ~,a,11 •~- •~J>'.~'" t:O..fl·•.• "• •ti~•~~• •••uJ. , 
;• , . ••~ ,,.~, ••· b,u1•~ c;,-.•• .... ,: •• , ,H ~l•.,•••• -:~~ •• , l••• l-1• n.ai, •11>•_••• ~~~n-., •: .alala, ~-~ .. ,~./~t·•:l l • ,,o.,,J . • •-11 •n••• · 
.; ·~·. i , .,¢ •. t~ ..... 1 •• ,0, ,v ... ,o,•• ~H .. r,. ;r.,..r. , fHF • \l"~I~•.•' "'fJ"• •" ~h:t.•-· ... ..., IW~) , .. t-.• • • 
s. ,-~ " J,,,n • •~p; • .,__. •~1,. ~•a:iJ,,._,,• •r4 &a •••• :[. ;,. ""'• • ·;~. ••• • '.l .. , ... _ , • ._hU ·• ~•• •'>~ ._,_.,i,o" •~• "•••" • :- t r•J•w_,.,, •• -~• • .;•• •h :i.n•,~111t ·.H.t ;«,/ 
~-ti • oa,~· ... ~. : ..... J.rl•;~--1~•-rl hG• ... 11or 1'lc\v,, .. h•t~·••i-4.- •• , ,l.f~ ... ,-. -:-u.-, 0 l<Ji, : ...... ~, • • h<hlh lr<11,.tt,,. , :r,. , •• ~i.,.,., ........ ,. 
-
J~· AIR~!tf ~ Learn how far the 
Air Force can take 
you. II you're a college 
graduate, you may qualify 
for Air Force Officer Training 
School. After completing Officer 
Training School, you can become a 
commi$S1oned />Jr Force ofllcer 
with: 
• great starting pay 
• • medical and dental care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per 
year 
• management opportunities 
Go far In a career as an Air Force 
officer. Call Am FORCE 
OPPORTUNmES 
1-800-423-USAF £ ~ ; 
~ 8, J fJrotfuctions 
'fJresents 
egfl' TH£ 
~\lJ>#~ FEBRUARY 
BIRTHDAY 
BASH 
At 
Chuck's & Billy o;-f<r' 
"0/ 
(2718 Georgia Ave., N.W.) 
Sunday, February 19, 1995 
Doors open at 
10:00 pm 
Free Beer and Free Food 
$4.00 
w/College ID No 
$6.00 without Tennis Shoes 
• 
199.5 HOMECOMING 
·TREASURER 
APPLICATION 
I 
OEA[JLINE EHTEN[JED TO 
· FEBRUARY 24, 1995, 5:,00 P~M. 
11 11 • 
to ~iv, ;JJ. of (k,;.~t,l11u to O.CV' {tit.i« l'I.Atu. 
/1) .. ,, .... "'"'~ · [ 0 .) ! J [ __ i [ t 
, s1l .. ,. pu rlt~ 'l't,\11.1'14 ,,dic.,,.u. 
-s., u,, 13EST TJ-ll:INGS 
t"' ii{c. AV'< ..,,ortk .,.,..1u11a 10< /'<..M. • 
-nfidiii+ ~ k{l,jld& - o{llt•·· 
bu-t.tN~s. 
! 
REUISEO APPLICATIONS 
AUAILABt.E 
.. 
OFF I CE· OF STUDENT ACTI U Ill ES 
BLA_CKBtJR.N CENTE.R, SUITE 117 
. 
i 
-· 
r 
.... 
• 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
All RILL:i'OPICS are due, paid 
in full. the Monday before publi-
cation. Announcements by cam-
pus organizations for meetings, 
seminars or non-profit events are 
free for IO words or Jess and $1 
for every additional five words. 
Campus announcements for prof-
it are charged as individuals. 
Individuals advertising for lhe 
purpose of announcing a service, 
buying or sell ing are charged $5 
for the first 20 words and $ I for 
every additional five words.Local 
companies are charged $10 for 
the first 20 words and $2 for 
every five words thereafter. Per-
sonal ads are $2 for the first IO 
words and $1 for every additional 
five words thereafter. 
ANNOONCEMEN I'S 
-1995 Elections are under-way 
so: "Who will represent you?" 
Vote! Vote! Vote! 
Those students who wish to vol-
unteer 'for the election--come by 
suite#l 16 in Blackburn. 
Attention! The School of Busi-
ness High School Recruiting 
Committee is having a general 
body meeting Wednesday, Feb 
22. The meeting room is to be 
announced, so if you are interest-
ed in having more information 
please contact Kissonda Williams 
at 865-0122 or Ms. Bernodette 
Wi Iii ams at 865-1576 
A'l'I EN'l'ION ALL wOMAN 
TO WOMAN VOLUNTEERS: 
Please come by the Arts and Sci-
ences Office (106Blackburn) at 9 
a.m. Tuesday morning. 
Have you purchased your ticket 
to lhe DELu\. COMEDY JAM? 
If not, do so NOW!!! Tickets can 
be purchased at Cramton until 
closing tonight. The show will 
take place at the lmprov on Con-
necticut Ave. Doors open at 7 
p.m. Tickets cost $6, so get yours 
NOW! 
V1rg101a Club Meeting- 'lliesday 
February 21st, 6pm, ASB-B, rm 
103 
Real Men and Women Pray ..... 
Toumbe. Thursdays at 7:00pm 
Blackburn 148-150 
Knowing God, His Word .. H1s 
Works ... His Will. Living Color. 
Wednesdays at 7:00pm Black-
burn Forum 
All College of Arts & Sciences 
Students: Come and hear your 
candidates on Thursday. Feb 23 
in Locke Hall 105 at 7pm. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Save Mumia Abu Jamal! Abol-
ish the Racist Death Penalty! 
Mobilize now. International cam-
paign of Protest. Forum, Satur-
day February 25, 2pm Under-
graduate Library Lecture Room. 
Sponsored by lhe Partisan 
Defense Comminee. For more 
info call:202-872-8240 
New Jersey meeting 'lliesday 
Feb. 21, 7:00pm Douglass Hall 
Rm. 125 
CAN YOO DANCE? SPRING 
BLACK ARTS FESITIVAL 
DANCE SHOW TRYOUT will be 
held next Friday 24th at 7 pm in 
the Blackburn Forum. All types 
of dancers and groups are wel-
comed to tryout. Please call 
Karen at 865-0 128 or Melissa 
James at 806-6918 
Did you recently find out that 
you've been sharing your man or 
woman with someone else? Call 
and tell the Tumpo section about 
it. 806-6866. 
All Sophomores and Juniors in 
lhe College of Arts and Sciences 
who have not completed a 
scheme of graduation require-
ments must officially declare 
their major by doing a scheme. 
Delay in completing the scheme 
may result in a delay in complet-
ing your registration which 
begins on April 3. 1995. Contact 
your advisor in the educational 
advisory center, between 9:00am 
and 4:00pm Munday through Fri-
day from February 21 through 
March 18, 1995. 
Are you m the middle of a 
"LOVE TRIANGLE" if so please 
contact the Tumpo section at 806-
6866 (leave message) and tell us 
your story. 
Needed: Women Role Models. 
Women who arc willing to be 
speakers at seminars or Coun-
selors at a Women's Conference 
for 8th & 9th grade girls. The 
conference will be held in 
Boston, Mass. Aug 19th-26th. 
Room and board will be provid-
ed. If interested, please call 806-
70 1 I. 
Attention all campus organiza-
tions who requested funds from 
HUSA: Funds are now avai l-
able '! Please come by the HUSA 
THE HILLTOP 
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office (Room 102 Blackburn 
Center) between 4:30 and 
6:00pm today or between 4:30 
and 6:00pm Monday with verifi-
cation that your organization id 
recogni zed by the office of Stu-
dent Activities: Funds will liQI 
be disbursed until recognition has 
been verified. If you have any 
questions. please call the HUSA 
office at 806-7007. 
The Psychology Club 1s spon-
soring an essay contest for all 
students. ln 750 words or 
less(typed. doubled-spaced) 
please answer the following ques-
tion: As we approach the 21st 
century, the African-American 
community continues to be the 
target of more social ills lhan 
ever before. Problems such as 
violence, drug abuse, ArDS and 
broken homes plague our com-
munities. What plan of action do 
you see as a socially conscious 
individual have to address such 
problems and resume progress in 
the Black Community? First 
Prize-$75.00. Deadl ine March 3, 
1995 All interested students 
should contact Nicole Monteiro 
at 202-265-2019 
Absdom Jones/Canterbury Wor-
ship- Sundays 4:00 pm; Little 
chapel, Carnegie. Join University 
of Maryland in a Celebration of 
New Ministry for Chaplain Susan 
G. Astarita. Meet at Dr. Hayden's 
office in Carnegie at 4:00 
2/22/95 
Wanted:Singers. Rappe1's, Dra-
matic Poetists, Musicians, Come-
dians, searching for an outlet to 
showcase your talents. Call 9 
yard Productions at 202-387-
3259 or 301-779-0673 
DELP wAN'l'ED 
Earn Extra Income 5 Days 
Only--Earn between $4.50 to 
$6.50 an hour selling exotic 
Hawaiian Plants at the Washing-
ton Flower and Garden Show, 
March 1-5. Interview in person 
at the Comfort Inn (China Town), 
500 H St. NW. on Monday Feb. 
27, at 9:30am with Big Island 
Plants. No Experience Neces-
sary. Enthusiasm A Plus. 
$1730 weekly possible mai ling 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Begin now. For info call 
(202) 298-8929 
SERVICES 
'l!ij Book Ser vice 
Cap City World's Finest Caps 
(202) 722-070 I 
1-800-223-TAJO 
Students, faculty, Stal/ 
Top Prices Paid 
For used & unwanted books with 
resale value 
1'.ij Book Service 
(202) 722-0701 1-800-223-TAJO 
FOR REN'I' 
NW/ 14th & Buchannon Reno-
vated I Bedroom english base-
ment apartment W/W, W/0. yard, 
convenient to metro $425+, secu-
rity $200 KL associates (202) 
462-5106 
Seekmg NS female Student to 
share two bedroom apt. in quiet 
SE neighborhood $250 Utilities 
included. Minutes from Green 
Line. Call Kiesha at 301-967-
2256. 
NE/RI Metro Spacious I bed-
room apartments. ceiling fans, 
hardwood floors, laundry, conve-
nient to Howard U& shopping & 
Metro free utilities $200 security 
$475-$495 KL associates 202-
462-5106 
furmshed Rooms (2) Non-
smokt!rs-walk to Howard -$295 
& $325 per month - Nice - Secu-
rity Deposit - Carpeted-Cooking 
privileges- call Mrs. Shorter 703-
385-0538 
Room for Rent $280 + u11 i111es. 
Large 5 bedroom house. Washer 
Dryer & Dishwasher. For more 
information, contact Joy at 745-
1595. 2821 13th St. NW ASAP 
Housemates Needed Immediate-
ly: Two rooms available in newly 
renovated brown-stone one block 
from Slowe Hall. W/0; A/C; 
Heat; OW. Security system. $415 
and $425. Utilities included. 
Call Roderick (202) 667-3252 
N. W. House to Share 
Renovated Victorian. Clean, 
brighi atmosphere near Howard 
Univ. $300-$350. 
Call (202) 387-4066. 
Apt Loft for rent $350 per 
month near HU very stylish 
Large room, kitchen, bathroom, 
Dining room, central air and 
heating, and other amenities 
included, furnished or not. Call 
Mr. Rones (202) 265-9706 
PERSONALS 
I love you K.M. from R.L. 
'l'be College of Nursing- class of 
'97 is the Bomb! -Love Meedie 
&Beth 
16 whomever stole my purse out 
ofsuite#l 16 in Blackburn ... 
Remember ... "you reap what you 
sow!" M.C. 
KaJuana, Pip & Dame -I'm glad 
all is O.K. w/us & Eating will 
take place! (Guess Who!) 
'16 Lisa Hem1ng ... l miss you 
girl! Love Meedie (your friend 
always and forever) 
No School, No Work Monday!!! 
Biz Markie at Quigley's ( 19th & I 
St. NW) (202)331-0150 on Sun-
day , Feb. l 9lh Ladies $5 84 
10:30pm - Hosted by Selmo & 
Faison. 
Demcke: You're cool w,th me. 
But I might as well say now what 
I'll want to tell you later. Hug 
me, you red hot thing! Luv ya! 
'lb Steve Smail, I don't know 
you, but I was impressed with 
your singing at the Roxy Club on 
Tuesday night! Yc,u are all of 
lhat ! ! From a new fan 
Pumpkin, You knew 11 was com-
ing and now it's here. Late! 
Love you and all that good stuff. 
Let's work to get things back the 
WdY they were. 1 miss us and I 
miss your kisses. Love WSJ 
Qu11a- You are truly a good 
friend. I'm realizing more and 
more. You kinda deserve to be 
spoiled, just a linle 
M□FASAR .. . OOOhh! Say 11 
Again!!! 
HAPPY Blk i'HDAY Himmy 
Sue, I made strawberry cake! 
(smile) A.D. 
My M.E., the kiss was soothmg! 
Got anything else for me? 
Bonal1de'/You are bonajo11l ! D-
'l'he Ladies of Sigma Gamma 
Rho Sorority Inc. would like to 
wish Katrina Hemmons Alias the 
Dominatrix a happy 22nd Birth-
day. EE-Yip Soror 
Shahrazad- I really wanted to 
thank you for being there for me 
through my awkward situation. I 
would'nt have known what to do 
without you to talk to. You are 
truly a wonderful friend! Others 
would take a friendship like ours 
for granted. And that's why I put 
up with you. (smile). So now in 
your 22 years at HU heres a hill-
topic just for you. A.D. Oh yeah. 
I need another favor. 
'16 Big Chocoiate ... where have 
you been? Hope you are 0.K. 
your friend. small wonder!! 
'16 whom II may concern I am a 
SBF. ISO of a SBM who is will-
ing to spend time with me and 
share my life long dreams of a 
door. You know who you are. 
Happy Birthday ihmmy Luv 
Kerri 
Slahm-slaakumb to La11fa irom 
Abe 
Dough Boy, Congrats on your 
new bundle of joy- Nile "the 
nerd" -May your journey into 
falherhood be enjoyable. 1' m 
there when you need me. I love 
you. Your "Q-Street" buddy. 
Conner and Water Fountain we 
need to do lunch we haven't 
talked in a whi le. A.O. 
The School of 'C' would like to 
Thank Robert Brown and Gilbert 
Lowery for all their help! 
Happy Be"late"ed B1rthday 10 
Sam! From The Girlz 
IFE 'IAYO 'l'HUMAS I haven't 
talked to you in months! Call 
me, visit, something. The' misses 
you 
G W1z, Look what ya done. 
Let's save all the drama for ya 
mama, Peace Gansta B. 
Rashida. It was umeiy, but we 
made it. "LET'S DO IT 
AGAIN"- In Georgetown. 
Donovan 
East 226. I never got a chance 
to say "Way to go Tur Heels. 
Anyway. how ya been? Happy B· 
lated Valentines Day. 
Crazy, Sexy, Cool, Just wanted 
to wish you a Happy Birthday 
and Happy B-lntcd Valentine's 
Day. Keep up the good work. 
Hope you get or got everything 
that you want. Love, Is that 
Right? 
Sweetballs l,2, & 3, Just want-
ed to give a shout out to ya'll. 
The semester has only begun. 
Let's stick together. You know 
what? I love ya'll, Sweetball #4 
• J-Ru, Glad we got a chance to 
get close. I enjoyed myself last 
weekend. Hope there's more of 
that to come, Love Pager Lover 
SABR2'1'H: Hope you feel bet-
ter soon. Remember, my offer 
still stands on the soup (and 
everything else!!!) Luv from a 
not-so-secret-admirer. 69 
'lb S.R. Posse & Crew, Rooked 
up and booked @ lhe SPY Dec 
17th and don't forget to say your 
amazing Graces' SABR2TH 
Happy Belated Valentines Day 
to Candice. Falona, Lisa, Nadine, 
Charmaine, Kia and Troy {is this 
what you wanted) 
'lb all $ports Writers for 'I RE 
HILLTOP: Thank you for writ-
ing such good and long stories. 
Even though lhere is no school 
Monday, stories are still in by 5. 
Lena and Nona, 
Thanks for being such great 
neighbors. -Kisha 
'll'udy and Ria. Thanks for the 
Spanish Workbooks. I really 
needed them. Way to look out. 
Monique "N1kk1" Henley, 
Thanks for working for me 
tomorrow and don't forget or 
oversleep ... again. 
Miss Lewis and Portia, thanks 
for the recommendations. 
Rupert - What'~ up shorty'/ 
What's poppin young? 
SLICK IS SENDING 
SHOTOUTS TO ALL BISON 
FOOTBALL PLAYERS!!!! 
'lb my "N.Ph11iy Blunt": valen-
tine's night may have been cut 
short, bu1 there's plenty left 
where that came from! Thank 
you for the nowers and the 
chocolate bar for desert! "Cu tic" 
Bonalide: You are now and will 
always be my African Queen. No 
more sh .. 1 OKAY! I will continue 
in my quest to make you 
mine.Love always .... 0-
·PAVSICALLY Fl'I": You'll 
reach the promised land soon! 
I'm behind you 130%!! 
'I here 1s something to do this 
Sunday, President's Day Week-
end. No school Mo·aay. Come 
Party at Quigley's with special 
Quest OJ Biz Markie - Hosted by 
Selmo & Faison. 
Chicago man. Opps! Evanston 
man, I sorry that my southern 
charms are not shining through. 
Live has been really hard on me 
lately. I'm so grateful that I have 
you to lean on. You are the most 
wonderful thing to come into my 
life. (Although the VCR and the 
CD player come close.) I'm priv-
ileged to call you my man. Love 
Your Southern Belle. 
Ni-N1. I got you back lor wha1 
you did to me last year ... 
Remember Beavis and how you 
feel bout him ... 
FRENCRY, 
You ARE the greatest 
''Charlie" B-Brown! Thanks 
for lookin' out. PEACE. 
Heather, it's too bad "e ne,·er 
met earlier (.Johnny's fault). 
Last night "as fun. Let's do it 
again. Paul. 
Rupert, Jose, Jimmy, Folks: 
You all had belier be working 
hard. h's now or never. Get your 
man! -BLOO. 
Watcrlountain, Goodluck wnh 
..... I better be in the wedding 
(smile). 
Shaeand Kerri than( you for 
helping with my Surprise. h wa, 
10000 much fun! He'll never for-
get that one. 
Bnan B. you act hke you don't 
know nobodoy until other people 
are in town, call your nigga I 
miss you! (smile) 
Chas. 'I hanx! My nails are fly! 
Everyone who complimented 
me on my article, Thank you for 
your support and thoughtfulness. 
To everyone who said something 
negative 10 me about my article--
Wait a minute. no one did! Oh 
Well. Peace 
-Kisha M. Riggins 
LC P RODU CTIO N S 
PRliSENTS 
THE MISS PETITE DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA PAGEANT 
&:outing for contestants 
for 
THE MS. PETITE 
DISTR ICT OF COLUMBI A 
and 
M I SS PETITE TEEN 
DISTRIC T OF COLU MBIA 
R EQUIRE M E NTS 
• 5 foot 5-or under 
between 13 - 29 
• Single or married 
• Resident ofor 
student in the 
Dis bi ct of Columbia 
C HANCE TO W IN 
$50,000 
IN CASH AND 
PRIZES 
Call 
(301) 474-6487 
AEROBICS 
202.387 .8622 
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